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ABSTRACT 
This thesis represents an attempt t o  more accurately characterize 
the s t a t i s t i c s  of the very loiv frequ2ncy noise of a particular semi- 
conductor devi ce ( a  grounded input bipolar integrated operational 
amplifier) than has previously been achieved. Power spectral density 
estimates are obtained for frequencies ranging from 250 Hz to  I O - ~ H Z .  
These estimates are based on data recorded over an uninterrupted period 
of approximately 1 year (355.9 days). Relatively high sanple rates are 
maintained for each source, allowing a h i g h  degree of accuracy in 
these estimates without resorting to the questionable process of averag- 
ing the estimates for a number of noise sourcesr1]. The high sample 
rate also allows for a reduction in the errors due to  aliasing by the 
use of di gi ta l  f i  1 tering techniques. Spectral density estimates for 
s i x  separate noise sources are presented. 
The preliminar~j objectives of the experiment were t o  search for a 
break in the f -a (a .i. 1)  spectral density component of semi conductor 
noise and to atteopt to  establish the "true" value of a i f  a unique 
value exists .  \lery long time constant "popcorn" noise (isnored by one 
investigator because i t  i s  "as natural as f l icker  noise i t sc l f "  11 9 
page 691), proved to  b2 an obs t a c k  in measuring the "pure" l / f  noise 
process and clay not only be the reason for  the vride range of values for 
[ z  I a reported in the 1 i terature b u t ,  as suggested by sow? researchers , 
may be the cause of f l icker  noise. "Popcorn" noise was observed w i  t h  
6 apparent time consLants greater than 10 seconds. The s t a t i s t i c s  of the 
observed "popcorn" noise were inves t i  gated and showed good agreement 
with the results of J .  Ii. Puckett, J r eL3]  (who  worked primarily with 
popcorn noise having tine constants on the order of a few milliseconds) 
except for a few cases i n  which the waveform resembled tha t  vihich might 
be expected i f  one popcorn component were t o  modulate another. The 
work of Puckett was a l s o  extended in that  a t e s t  for burst vrai ting time 
dependency was performed. No evidence of dependency could be found.  
Popcorn noise components which were large enough to  be clearly identified 
were removed in the time domain. This techniqun was found t o  be quite 
useful i n  improving the spectral estimates. 
As i n  previous experiments, power supply regulation and temperature 
control were found t o  be essent ial .  In this  experiment, hoi%rever, the 
temperatures of the noise sources and t he  power supply f 1 uctuations 
were measured concurrently wi t h  the noise data so tha"i:Lhf i r corstri b u t i  on 
to the total  observed noise could be more accurately ascertained. 
Neither a break frequency i n  the fma trend nor a unique cx were 
established, although the values of a obtained were a l l  s l ight ly  larger 
than b u t  closer to 1.0 than most reported values. A nearly periodic 
component (wi t h  a period of 1 year) was a1 so observed in two of the 
noise sources which \.rere contained in a plast ic  integrated c i rcu i t  
package. Since this  component cannot be explained by temperature or 
pov!er supply voltage i t  i s  conjectured that  other external parameters 
such as l~umidity or baroinetric pressure (or even cosinic radiation) may 
account for some of the observed noise, although no such component 
could be observed in the other four noise sources (which were housed 
i n  metal packages). 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
l / f  noise (also known as "flicker" noise, "excess" noise, or "pink" 
noise) has heen a topic of discussion for many years. The term i s  used 
to  desclnibe a random noise process which has a power spectral density 
resembling fmQ(a  c 1 ) over some range of frequencies. 
"Flicker" noise i s  not uniqus to semiconductors. I t  has been 
reported in such varied "devices" as tubesL4', quartz crystal 
rc;7 
osc i  l l a to r sLwJ ,  the frequency of rotation of the earthC5], and ambient 
sea noise[l6] to  name only a few. Due to  the wide range of situations 
under which this  type of noise i s  found, i t has been suggested that  
some unknovjn fundamental law of physics. i s  responsible. The number of 
theories vthich are nov, available to explain a l / f  power spectral 
density over f in i t e  ranges of frequency in semi conductors, and the 
seemingly contradictory experimental results reported i n  the l i te ra ture ,  
hokjever, suggest not only that  different physical processes may be a t  
work in different types of semiconductor devices, b u t  tha t  rnore than 
one process nlay be a t  work it7 a single device. 
The purpose of this thesis i s  not to  explain the or? g i  n o f  
"flicker" noise b u t  t o  add to  the available experimental data concernins 
the nature of th is  noise. I t  i s  hoped tha t  th is  data m i g h t  eventually 
be useful i n  understanding the origins of "flicker" noise i n  a particu- 
l a r  device. Another purpose, hovtever, i s  the hope tha t  improved 
understanding of the s t a t i s t i c s  of th is  type of noise may lead to  Glare 
meaningful specifications involving the d r i f t  characteristics of DC 
coupled devices. The many proposed explanations for  f l icker  noise 
wi 11, therefore, not be discussed except where i t  seems applicable in 
the presentation of some experimental resul t .  Discussions of some 
f l icker  noise theories can be found i n  many of the references 1 isted 
a t  the end of this  thesis.  
Chapter I1 deals w i t h  some of the general aspects of power 
spectral densi ty estimation as we1 1 as some parti cul a r  detai 1 s concern- 
i n g  l / f  noise. The remainder of the thesis involves the experiment 
and the analysis of  the data  derived from tha t  experiment. 
The noise sources used are commercial integrated c i rcu i t  opera- 
tional amplifiers. This choice was made because of the widespread 
. 
use of these devi ces as DC amp1 i f i  ers  and thei r re1 a t i  ve i nsensi t i  v i  ty 
t o  supply voltage and temperature variations (considerable e f f o r t  was 
s t i  11 necessary to achieve suff icient  temperature and power supply 
regulation). The wide use of these devices i n  the electronics industry 
mpy cause the resulting data to  have significant value to  c i r cu i t  
designers concerned wi t h  Tong term s tabi 1 i ty . 
This i s  not the f i r s t  attempt t o  measure the low frequency noise 
of th is  type of noise source. The f i r s t  observation of excess noise 
f n  electron? c devices was probably due to *~ernamont[~]  (1937) over the 
frequency range of 96 Hz to  162 KHz using t h i n  metallic film res is tors .  
Roll i n and Temple ton [8,91 (1953) used a scheme in which noise was tape 
recorded and then played into an audio frequency wave analyzer a t  a 
higher speed to  estimate the spectral density of noise from carbon and 
wire wound resis tors ,  and germanium filaments over the frequency range 
o f  2.5 x Hz to  7.5 Hz. Firle and ~ i n s t o n [ ~ ~ ] ( 1 9 5 5 )  estimated the 
spectral density of sil icon diode noise from 6 x Hz to  0.01 Hz 
using a photographic recording and f a s t  playback technique similar t o  
the tape recorder scheme of Rollin and Templeton. ~lakemore["~(l966) 
made measurements on discrete different ial  transis tor  amplifiers down 
t o  the microhertz region b u t  concluded tha t  his low frequency estimates 
were biased by temperature. Baldinger and ~ i e s c h [ ' ~ ~ ( 1 9 6 8 )  measured 
sil icon transis tor  noise from Hz to  0.05 Hz a f t e r  constructing a 
temperature control scheme which  is  qui te  noteworthy i n  i t s e l f .  
~ a l o ~ a n n i d e s ' ~ ]  (1971 ) made spectral estimates down t o  10 - 6 . 3  Hz 
using integrated operational ampli f i e r s  (which greatly reduce tempera- 
ture and voltage sens i t iv i t i e s ) .  He was 1 imi ted, however, i n  the total  
. number of data points which could be recorded i n  a single r u n .  Ten 
noise sources were mu1 tiplexed a1 lowing -1000 data points to  be recorded 
fo r  each source a t  each of several sample rates .  The spectral estimates 
were then averaged to obtain a single spectral density estimate with a ,  
hopefully, reasonable variance. Since an analog low pass f i l t e r  w i t h  a 
cutoff frequency as low as 5 x Hz (for  a sample period of 
4 
~t = 10 seconds) i s  impractical, removing the effects  of aliasing posed 
a d i f f i cu l t  problem. A method was described which would, in f ac t ,  have 
increased the relative variance of the low frequency estimates near 
I f = -  
2at * Apparently, another deali asing scheme was used which may 
have introduced a significant bias i n  these estimates (see Section 2.6) .  
In order t o  improve upon these resul ts ,  a relatively inexpensive 
(yet  rel iable)  data recording scheme was constructed which a1 1 o:.!ed more 
than 400,000 data uords (24 bi ts  each) to be stored on each side of  a 
standard 1303 ft, 1 /4 inch audio 1:lagneti c tape, rri t h  a semi conductor 
buffer mnnory large erlougl~ to a1 1 ow tapes t o  be changed wi thout 1 oss of 
d a t a .  This alloried a relatively fas t  sample rate t o  be maintained over 
the ent ire  course of the experiment. The sample ra te  was reduced (with 
very l i t t l e  aliasing) with the use of digital  f i l t e r s  in a general 
purpose conguter. Spectral density estimates are presented for  each of  
s i x  no i se  sources (from l c 7  Hz t o  2b0 Hz) v:i t h  calculated relative 
variances (over most of the frequency range) sn~aller  than i n  prior work. 
The additional data also ~ a d e  possible a careful study of the s t a t i s t i c s  
o f  "popcorn" noise a t  these low frequencies, i t s  effects  on the noise 
poiArer spectral density estimates, and ( i n  s o ~ ~ e  cases) i t s  removal fro3 
the noise data. Other improvements included the placement of the noise 
source vol tage supply regul ators insi de the temperature control led oven, 
recording of the supply voltages and noise source temperaturps during 
the enti re experiment (so that  the contribution of these terms to  the 
power spectral density could be ascertained), and the incorporation of 
an uninterruptable po:.:er supply t o  drive not only the noise sources b u t  
the ent ire  experiment. 
The disco~rer~f o f  popcorn noise wi ti] timo constants on the order of 
6 10 seconds made the hypothesis t h a t  l / f  noise i s  just  a sum of these 
random telegraph seem very at t ract ive.  Therefore, Appendix A 
out1 ines a physically plausible distribution of amplitudes and time 
constants which 'lould produce a l / f  spectral  density. A computer sinu- 
la t ion of such a sum i s  performed using a random number generator t o  
produce a l / f  spectrum, over 6 decades o f  frequency, u t i l i z ing  only 20 
random telegraph waves. Plots o f  the t ine  domain data and spectral  
estimates of t h i s  simulated noi sc process are presented f o r  comparison 
w i t h  the experimental data. 
Chapter I1 
SPECTRAL ESTIMATION 
2 .I Introduction to  Spectral Estin~ation and Notation 
The method of power spectral density estimation used i n  th is  thesis 
i s  tha t  of Blackman and ~ u k e y [ l ~ ] .  A few resul ts  will also be used from 
other sources. Derivation of the important resul ts  will be outlined 
here, although the original sources should be consulted for  more 
. . detailed or generalized analysis. . 
The noise voltage, n ( t ) ,  will  be assumed to  be a s tat ionary,  
ergodic, random process. These assumptions are impossible t o  prove for  
a f i n i t e  record length. In f ac t ,  since lfl-" , a - > 1 i s  not integrable - 
fo r  any range which incl udes f = 0, i t has been said tha t  there can be 
no stationary process having such a spectral density. This problem has 
i n  the past been circumvented by assuming tha t  the process i s  stationary 
but tha t  the true spectral density levels off a t  some very low frequency 
E.  C .  A. Greenhall objects t o  what he ca l l s  an a r t i f i c i a l l y  imposed 
cutoff (since i t  has never been observed) and prefers t o  assume tha t  
there i s  no cutoff. He s t a t e s ,  however, tha t  even under t h i s  eventuality 
the derivative, , may be stationary ( n ( t )  v,ould be said to have 
stationary increments) and have a spectral density. A1 though some of 
the discussions ( in  th is  thes is )  on various estimates involving a l / f  
type process w i  11 use the E -+ 0 approach, the issue wi 11 be side 
stepped by pointing out tha t  a l l  estimates actually performed on the 
experimental data are preceded by a prewhitening f i l t e r  which performs 
as a di fferenti  ator for f -+ 0. Those wile wish to deny the existence of 
a spectral density for n ( t )  may multiply the spectral estimates by f 2 
and consider them t o  be estimates on d n ( t )  d t  . The importance t o  the 
c i rcui t  d o s i ~ n e r  i s  minimal, a t  any rate ,  since he can make d r i f t  pre- 
dictions based only on the high passed version of n ( t )  (or equivalently, 
the differential  behav ior  of the process over tines of the order of l / f T  
or less where fT i s  the lobrest frequency for  which the l / f  trend, or 
f trend for d n ( t )  d t  i s  knovjn to  continue) until a break frequency E ,  i s  
established. The designer m i g h t ,  for example, hope to estimate the 
s tandard  deviation for n(T) - n(o) vdhere T < l / fT . 
An attempt will be made to use consistent notation throughout the 
t h e s i s .  S,(f) brill denote the true spectral densit)!, and 
R ~ ( T )  = ~ ~ ( f ) e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  df = E n ( t ) n ( t  + 1 ) I  - t j n t t ) 1 2  i s  the  true 
-03 
autocovariance function of n ( t )  . Ck = R ( k ~ t )  and Sr  = s(&) wi 11 
A 
be used in the discussion of sampled data and spectral density. X 
A 
will denote an estimate of the parameter X ( X  \.ti 11 in general be a 
random variable).  or Var{y 1 wi 11 denote the variance of the 
J 
2 2 2 
random variable y (a = E{y 1 - E{yj ) .  Subscripts may a t  times be Y 
dropped when the meaning i s  clear.  The remaini n n  n o t a t i o n  vti 1 l be 
defined each t ine i t i s  used. 
has been shown [I5] t o  be a r a t h e r  poor es t imator  ( a t  l e a s t  f o r  a 
2.2 The Spect ra l  Est imator  
gaussian random v a r i a b l e ,  and probably f o r  most o t h e r s ) .  In this case  
h 
The i n t u i t i v e  s p e c t r a l  e s t ima to r ,  I ( f )  = 
lim E S x ( f )  = s x ( f )  as  we would hope, bu t  (under the  assumption t h a t  
T* I 
x ( t )  i s  gaussian)  v a r / i x ( i ) j  2 [ E ] ~  f o r  a11 T. 
0 
[ x ( t ) e  i 2 n f t  dt 
The Blackman-Tukey type s p e c t r a l  e s t ima to r  i s  of  t he  form: 
- 
2 
[Eq. 2.2.11 
[Eq. 2.2.23 
which i n  t h e  case o f  samples equa l ly  spaced i n  time (sample period = 
~ t )  i n t u i  t i v e l y  reduces t o :  
x .  x ( k  = 0, ..., M )  J j f k  
[ E q .  2.2.31 
[ E q .  2.2.41 
where TR = flat, x = x ( j r i t ) ,  and Tn = E l ~ t .  j 
The effects  of T n ,  Tm, and the sampling process on the expectation 
and variance of the spectral estimator will be discussed i n  the follow- 
i n g  sections. The random variable, x ( t ) ,  may n o t  bz the actual noise 
process b u t  the resul t  o f  passing the original noise, n ( t ) ,  through a 
"prewhi tening" f i l t e r  (see section 2 . 7 ) .  
2 . 3  Spectral Windows 
The estimated autocovari ance function must be truncated i n time 
for any real experiment. In the Blackman and Tukey algorithm (Eqs. 
2.2.1 and 2 . 2 . 2 )  the maxin:um lag for ~ ~ h i c h  t e autocovariance function 
i s  estimated i s  designated by T,. Taking the expectation of Eq. 2 .2 .2  
yields: 
-03 
where the truncation of the autocovariance function i s  accounted for 
i n  D ( T )  (we assulne D(T) = O for 
 IT^ > Tm). 
03 
[ E q .  2.3.11 
by the convolution theorem of the Fourier transform, where 
Q(T) = D )  d and * denotes convolution. 
-03 
1 l r l  <Tm 
I f  D(r) = Do(') 2 
0 Ir1 > T, 
then 
sin 2nfTm 
~ ( f )  = ~ , ( f )  nf * Qo(f) df = 1 and as Tm -t m 5  Qo(f) +- s ( f ) .  
h 
Therefore, for  white noise E = S ( f )  for  a l l  Tm and i f  S ( f )  i s  
1 
"reasonably smooth" over regions of  several times s e  would expect 
'm 
3(f)I = S ( f )  t o  be a good approximation. I f  the detai 1s of the spectral 
density to  be estimated are not knotin then i t  would seem to  be 
advantageous to  find a Q(f) such tha t  Q(f) = 0 for f > &- where 8 - 1.  
Tm 
Unfortunately, such a spectral window i s  inconsistent w i t h  a truncated 
D ( T ) .  kle can, therefore, hope only to  find a Q ( f )  whose envelope goes 
to  zero as quickly as possible for  f f 0. One solution i s  to increase Tm, 
which i s  ultimately limited t o  Tn (the total time period of experimental 
observation). No matter how long we have managed to  make the experi- 
ment ,  however, we woul d s t i  11 1 i ke to do as we1 1 as we can wi t h  those 
data. I t  should be noted tha t  Tm will normally be chosen such tha t  
T, << T, for  other reasons. . . 
Blackman and Tukey [I3] discuss' several possible spectral windows 
i n  detai 1. The only window which wi 11 be discussed here i s  the 
"harming" window pair:  
This window i s  actually twice as wide as the QO(f) window i f  one 
considers the vjidth to  the f i r s t  zeros. Rewriting the equation for  
3 Q 2 ( f ) ,  however, reveals tha t  the envelope for Q2(f) f a l l s  off as l / f  - 
for  large f as compared to  l / f  for  the Qo(f )  window: 
sin 2af Tm 
42(f) = 2nf  ( I  + ZTmf)  ( 3  - 2T,f) * 
I t  i s  clear that there i s  no point in estimating the spectral den- 
1 
s i  ty a t  points spaced in frequency much closer than ~f = - This 
2Tm 
sample period in the frequency domain also simplifies the windoeing 
h 0 
procedure since the spectral density estimates, S ( f ) ,  can be obtained 
using the Qo(f) windcvd and then the Q2(f) window estimates, a t  f r  = - 
A 2Tm 
S ( f ) ,  may be derived by evaluating: 
As Tm + a, Q2(f) + 6 ( f )  and E 2 S ( f ) i f  S( f )  i s  "smootll" over 
1 i distances of af - - . This statement, hov~ever, is  rather imprecise. 
Tm 
In section 2.8 the bias will be evaluated for several specific spectral 
densities which are of in teres t  in th is  partictrlar thesis.  
2 .4  Covari ance of Spectral Estimates 
A reasonably precise statement i s  needed regarding the accuracy of 
the experimental spectral estimates. Here, again, the analysis shoivn 
i s  primarily an out1 ine of that  done by Blackman and Tukey where 
the problem i s  solved i n  greater generality than i s  needed or shown 
here, 
The problem i s  to  evaluate Cov ?i(fl), S ( f 2 )  which will yield I 
information concerning b o t h  the i nterdependttnce of es tiniates a1 ong the 
frequency axis and the variance of each estimate. 
kle wil l ,  as always, assume that  the process t o  be analyzed, x ( t ) ,  
i s  a zero mean, stationary, ergodi c process. In addition i t  wi 11 be 
necessary for  this  calculation to  assume t h a t  x ( t )  i s  a gaussian process. 
This does not necessarily imply tha t  the results are e i ther  correct or 
incorrect for other types o f  processes. I t  will be assumed, without 
proof, tha t  the results obtained here are reasonably accurate for the 
random processes observed. 
I t  also proves convenient t o  assume that  the estimator for  4 ( r )  
i s :  
This estimator could actually be used with Tn' - < Tn - Tm (Tn i s  
the total  duration of observation and T, i s  the maximum lag used i n  the 
autocovariance function) b u t  t h i s  would waste some terms which, had 
they been added in ,  would tend to  decrease the variance of the 
autocovari ance estimate. Blackman and Tukey suggest that  the 
algorithm of Eq. 2.2.1 be used i n  practice while using Eq. 2.4.1 for  
estimating the autocovariance function of the estimates, and using a 
value of T n '  somewhere betkveen Tn - Tm and Tn. They suggest 
T n t  = Sn - aTm with a = 0.5 for  the Qo( f )  window and a = 0.3 for  the 
Q2(f) window. I t  i s  clear,  a t  any ra te ,  that  the approximation will 
be good for  any 0 - < a - < 1 i f  Tm << Tn. Tn '  = Tn will be assumed from 
now on although the prime may be reinstated i n  the final resul ts  i f  
desired. 
where w = 2af (including subscripted w and f ) .  
" I t  i s  a t  th i s  point that  the gaussian assumption i s  used. I f  x l ,  
x2, x3¶ x4 come from a mu1 t i  variate zero mean gaussian distribution then 
i t  can be shown [I5, page t h a t .  
Under this assumption: 
L 
1 D ( T ~ ) D ( T ~ )  COS W ~ T ~  COS w 2 2  T 
- 2 
-03 Tn 
Letting a = f '  + f, 8 = f '  - f, noting t h a t  dad6 = 2d fd f1 ,  and 
evaluating the tl , t2 integrals yields: 
-03 
df '  df 
-05 [Eq. 2.4.33 
M 
2 
r ( f )  = 4 s ( f g + f )  S ( f ' - f )  df ' [Eq .  2.4.41 
I t  i s  clear t h a t  i f  H(f , f l )  and H(f,f2) do not overlap (where they 
h A 
are non-zero) then the convari ance o f  S ( f l )  and S(f2) wi l l  be zero. In 
practice Q(f) will always extend t o  inf in i ty  b u t  v:e would expect 
(assuming r ( f )  i s  reason,;.b!y si~ooth) a very small covariance for 
2 f o r  the Q2(f) windovr. 
A few approximations novr seem in order t o  arr ive a t  a usable form 
s "smooth" over distances of Af 2 L 
Tn 
2 
df '  
2 2 
r ( f )  +--S ( f )  . 
Referring again t o  E q .  2.4.2: 
- 1 -- I [ ( f )  + ( f - ) I  2 s 2 (f) df . 
2Tn . 
2 - 1 Assuming now t ha t  S ( f )  i s  smooth o v e r  distances of a f  = - yie lds :  
T, 
This integral  can be evaluated exactly for  the Qo(f) and Q2(f) 
windows. For the Qo(f) window: 
s in  4 3  T,fl 
4r Tmf 1 
1 
2 for  f l  = 0 
frequencies a t  which estimates 
will  actually be made). 
For the Q2(f) spectral viindow: 
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2.5 Sampled Data Spectral E s t i ~ a t o r  
In practice, i t  would be convenient t o  sample a noise source only 
a t  discrete time intervals,  and t o  perform the spectral analysis using 
summations instead of integrals as in Eqs. 2.2.3 and 2 . 2 . 4 .  This i s  
particularly true vrilen i t  i s  desired to  record data over periods of 
weeks or months, 
Taking the expectation of E q .  2.2.3 yields E Ck 
* I 
Therefore, using discrete equispaced samples, R x ( r )  may s t i  11 be 
estimated without any bias (a1 though i t  may be estimated only a t  dis- 
crete lags) .  
In order t o  evaluate the effects  of using E q .  2.2.4 i n  place of 
Eq. 2 . 2 . 2  i t  i s  convenient t o  define the function I L I ( x , a x ) . =  
nx 6 ( x - j  A X ) .  A1 though the Dirac delta "function" i s  not a 
function in the s t r i c t  mathematical sense, i t  has proved to  be a useful 
(and commonly used) tool i n  comn~unication theory. The fol lowing analysis 
sin ax could be performed using true mathematical functions, such as P 
(with appropriate limits considered i n  the final step) giving t h -  a same 
results b u t  requiring a great deal more vmrk. I t  can be shown [I3' that  
the Fourier transform of  LLl (x,  A X )  can be written as: 
Consider the folloning: 
A 
= S ( f )  of E q .  2.2.4. 
Therefore, fo r  equi spaced samples : 
1 
= A t  U.J ( f ,  x) * S(f )  * Q ( f )  
by the convolu t ion  theorem o f  the Fourier transform (* denotes convolu- 
t ion,  Q(f) = i 2 n f T d ~  and S ( f )  i s  the true power spectral  density) . 
-05 
A 1 
I f  we l e t  S ( f )  = a t  U I ( f ,  z) * S ( f )  then 
where 
A S (f) = S(f - J, vrhich w i  11 be referred t o  A t  j =-w 
then as the t r u e  al iased spectral  density. I f  S ( f )  = 0 for  1 f 1 2 
A 1 S ( f )  = S(f )  i n  the region - 1 < f < - (although i t  should be 2dt 
A 
remembered that  S ( f )  i s  periodic in f when windovjing i s  considered). 
I t  should be noted a t  th i s  point tha t  the equation for  the 
 DO(^), QO(f)  windolt! p a i r  was not exact (a1 though the error  was negl i -  
gible i n  the continuous case). I f  one assumes that  Qo(f) = 
sin 2 ~ f  T, 
n f then taking the inverse ~ o u r i e r  transform of Qo(f) reveals 
that  we really require I 
A 
A r Evaluating Sr = S ( r n )  for  the Qo(f) spectral window (using E q .  2.2.4) 
becomes : 
M- 1 
j=1 
and the final Q2(f) windowed estimate will be: 
[Eq. 2.5.21 
as discussed in Section 2.3. The actual spectral estimation program which 
will be used to  analyze the experimental data uses Eqs. 2.2.3, 2.5.1, 
and 2.5.2. 
Blackman and Tukey [I3' show that  the calculations for  the 
h 
covariance of the S ( f )  estimates are virtually the same for  sampled 
data as for  continuous data and so: 
N 
- 
- [ E q .  2.5.31 
where we should use N '  = N - aM ( a  = 0.3 suggested by Blackman and 
Sukey fo r  the Q2(f) spectral windcw) i f  the !i << N approximation i s  
A 
n o t  val id .  S ( f )  i s  the a l i ased  true spectral density.  
2.6 Dealiasing Fi l ters  
In designing an experiment which records sampled data,  one 
normally attempts to  f i l t e r  the analog data before the sampling 
1 process t o  assure that  S(f)  = 0 for  If 1 > . Analog low pass 
f i l t e r s  w i t h  cut off frequencies much lower than 1 Hz are,  however, 
impractical. I f  spectral density estimates are desired down t o  
1 Hz one might consider band limiting the analog noise to  Hz, 
sampling once each second for  10' seconds, and using Eqs. 2.2.3, 2.5.1, 
5 and 2.5.2 w i t h  F1 = 5 x 10 to achieve spectral estimates a t  
5 f = r x lom6 Hz ( r  = 1 ,  ..., 5 x 10 ) each with a relat ive standard 
deviation of 2 x 100% = 22%. Jus t  t o  calculate the 
sampled autocovari ance function would requi re approximately 5 x 10 12 
multiplications (and as many additions) in the d ig i ta l  computer. This 
amount of computation i s  clearly out of the question even i f  an array 
7 
of 10 data points could easi ly be manipulated in the d ig i ta l  computer. 
4 A more practical approach would t o  use N - 10 and M - 100 to  get 
-10% estimates (- + 0.5 d b )  over 2 decades of frequency. The data 
could then be resampled by a factor of 10 (or 100 i f  no overlap i s  
desired) hoping t o  remove the e f f e c t s  of al iasing l a t e r  (one probably 
only wants a frequency resolution which i s  approximately constant on 
the log frequency scale anp~ay) .  
~aloyannides"' used th i s  approach. He pointed out tha t  i f  the 
spectral estimations were made usi ng successi vely longer sample 
periods, then the spectral density i s  already known for  
f > & (vli~ere a t  i s  the current sampling period) and the aliasing 
effect  could merely be subtracted out leaving an estimate of the 
unal i ased spectral densi ty .  Caloyanni des maintains that the resul t i  ng  
estimate then has the sane variance as i f  there were no aliasing. This 
A i s ,  in fac t ,  n o t  t rue .  I f  S (f) = S ( f )  + A(f), i f  A(f) (the component 
due t o  aliasing) i s  known exactly, and the dealiased estimator i s  
S(f)  = SA(f) - A(f) then ~ a r { S ( f ) }  = var{SA(f)} b u t  
A 
- s ( f )  
- 
rJ 
- 
S (f) (by E q .  2 .5 .3) .  
" \ '  I 
T h u s ,  i f  the true aliased spectral density were ten timns the true 
unaliased spectral density (as occurs a t  some frequencies when l / f  
noise i s  under sampled by several orders of rnagni tude) a - + 10% 
A 
estimate of S ( f )  would become a - + 100% estimate of S ( f ) .  In practice, 
8, 
however, A(f) i s  never known exactly. A(f) i s  i t s e l f  only an estimate 
and i s  made a t  a significantly different frequency resolution than 
needed. At best i ( f )  must be the resul t  of f i t t i n g  a smooth curve to  
the high frequency estimates. A very narrovt '%urnpH or "valley" could 
go undetected in the high frequency estimates, due to the w i d t h  of the 
spectral vlindoi.j, y e t  cause a large bias i n  the low frequwncy estimates 
wi t h  thei r narro\*rer resol uti on .  
I t  i s  interesting to  note that Caloyannides may n o t  have actually 
used this  scheme a t  iil 1 .  His final results do not shmt a n~arked 
increase i n  relat ive standard deviation in the regions \pihere the 
aliasing i s  large. From other comments i t  seems possible that he may 
have actually used another technique. A technique which appears to 
have merit, on the surface, (and could easily have been used by 
Caloyannides j u d g i n g  from his comments and resul ts)  i s  as follorbrs. An 
1 idealized curve i s  f i t t ed  to the spectral estimates for f 3 2at . An 
expected spectral density, SE ( f l  ) , may then be derived a t  frequency 
f l  < - by extrapolating the idealized curve (a f-" curve for  2 a t  
A 
example). Given th is  idealized curve SE( f l )  = A(fl) + SE(f l )  can be 
A calculated and a constant C1 = 10 log SE(fl)  - 13 log S E ( f l )  arrived a t .  
The final "dealiased" spectral  density estimate a t  f i s  then 1 
h 
-A 10 log S ( f l )  = 10 log S (f,) - C1. This i s  a great morale booster 
since the size of the th~iggles on the log scale remain the same for 
both the a l i  ased and deal i ased estimates (implying an unchanged re1 a- 
t i  ve standard deviation). Rewriting these equations, hovlever, yields: 

pr ior  to  the prev~hitening f i l t e r ) ,  i t  was decided t o  specify a f i l t e r  
which would perform sa t i s f ac to r i l y  even for  white noise. I t  would then 
per-form even be t te r  for any spectral  density which increases monotonically 
with decreasing frequency. 
Let 6 ( f )  = l ~ ( f ) / ~  where H(f) i s  the t ransfer  function of the 
f i l t e r .  The specifications for  the f i l t e r  are as follows: 
0.01 1)  110 log G ( f ) /  - < 0.1 db for  If1 1~ (so t h a t  
accumulative bias w i  11 not occur due to  repeated 
sample ra te  reductions) 
0.1 2 )  10 log G ( r n )  - -3 db and 110 log G(f)l 
0.1 0 1 
< 1 0  l o  1 for  If 1 < (and should be as 
- 
"smooth" as possible in t h i s  region). 
0 2 3 )  10 log G ( f )  - < -30 db for  f 2 ( a t  each sample 
rate only the f r equenc i~s  in the range 
'1 2 
----- < f < - need be considered as s ign i f ican t  2nt - - a t  
contributors t o  a1 ias ing)  
0 1 0 1 0 2 
4) 10 log G ( f )  - < 10 log ~ ( g ) f o r  --A- < f 5 & 2 a t  - 
( the a l ias ing can never, even for  white noise, more 
than double the expected value o f  the spectral  
0 19 5) 10 log G(f) - < -20 db fo r  f > A(even a f t e r  10 
- 2nt 
decades of sample ra te  reduction, the cumul a t i  ve 
e f f ec t s  of  a l ias ing cannot exceed - 0.5 d b ) .  
A rather cociplete discussion of digital  f i l t e r ing  i s  given in 
Appendix C along with the description of the f i l t e r  actually used. 
T h i s  f i  1 t e r  meets o r  exceeds these specifications. A dealiasing 
1 f i l t e r  fo r  salnple rate reduction i s  also given. 
2.7 Prewhi tening 
The "smoathness" conddi tions of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 lead one to 
the conclusion that  i f  the general shape of the spectral density i s  
knovln, then a less b iased  and more accurate estimate may be obtained by 
f i r s t  passing the noise through a "prevrhi tening" f i  1 t e r  t$~hich tends to  
f la t ten  the power spectral d ~ n s i  ty ) ,  es t inat in3 the spectral density of 
this  new function, and correcting (in the frequency domain) for  the 
known transfer fui~ction o f  the f i l t e r  used. This could be taken as 
an i t e r a t i v e  scheme where several f i  1 ters  must be "designed" for  each 
se t  of spectral estimates made. In  practice, however, one need only 
make the spectral density "reasonably" smooth and only one prevjhi tening 
f i l t e r  wi 11 be used for a l l  of the estimates of th is  thesis.. 
This f i l t e r  was actually designed by Blakeinore [ I1  al t h o u g h  one 
significant inprovemsnt has been made to his design. A f i l t e r  w i t h  
transfer function H(f ) ,  G(f) = lli(f)12 i s  needed vrith G(f) - k f  over 
as large a range as possible b u t  with G(f) -+ f2"n - > 1)  as f -+ 0 to 
insure that  the resulting processes have a chance o f  being we1 1 behaved. 
For any non-recursi ve sampled data f i  1 t e r  (a non-recursi ve f i 1 t e r  
i s  preferable because of i t s  f in i t e  impulse response), G(f) may be 
written as: 
N 
where !I + 1 i s  the nu~iber of terms i n  the f i l t e r  and Ak  are real 
constants. This f i l t e r  i s  realizable i f  and only i f  G(f) 2 0  for a l l  
f (see Appendix C )  . 
B l  akemore suggests expanding the desired function, G(f) = If 1 
1 for  If1 zmin an inf in i te  cosine series t o  find the Akfs.  This 
results in: 
(k odd) 
Truncating this  ser ies  t o  any f i n i t e  number of  terms, however, does 
n o t  give G ( O )  = 0.  Blakemore suggests adding a  constant to  force 
G(f) = 0 for  f = 0: 
N ftt 
4 1 4  G ( f )  = 7 C -2- - 7 1 7 cos ( Z ~ f k n t )  
' i ~  k n k=l k k=1 
(k odd) (k odd) 
implies: 
for k = 0 
for  k odd 
for k even 
The actual imple~entation o f  the f i l t e r  i s  y  
= aoxj + a-pj-l j 
+ a2xjm2 + . . . + aNxjWiq where x .  and y are the input and  output J 3 
respectively and the a k ' s  sat isfy:  
Blakemore obtained an approximate solution to the above s e t  of 
equations by the use of an i terat ive di g i  tal  computer program. The 
approximate solution for N = 9 (as well as some other f i l t e r s  designed 
by Blakemore) was tested and found to  behave as If1 for the higher 
2 The frequencies and as f for a wide range of frequencies below . 
values published by Blakemore, however, do not exactly sat isfy 
ak = 0 as was originally intended and cause G ( f )  to level out 
before reaching f = 0 (i .e., G ( 0 )  f 0).  This i s  an important criterion 
when one i s  dealing k r i t h  a fa" process. The values, for  use i n  this 
work, have been adjusted very sl ightly to  assure that 
N 
ak = 0. The values actual l y  used are a* = 1.2463822, 
al = -0.8866939, a2 = -0.0962213, a3 = -0.1223435, a4 = 0.0376163, 
a5 = -0.0471037, a6 = -0.0172859, a7 = - 0.0221598, ag = -0.0070502, 
ag = -0.0099076. The  frequency response f o r  t h i s  f i l t e r  i s  shown in 
Fig. 2.1. I t  a c t u a l l y  bei?aves l i k e  If1 only f o r  t h e  h ighes t  decade o f  
frequency and continues a s  f 2  t o  f = 0. T h i s  response i s  found t o  
give a s u f f i c i e n t l y  smooth s p e c t r a l  dens i ty  when t h e  f i l t e r  i s  
applied t o  a l / f  type process ( see  Sect ion 2.8).  

2.8 Bias Due t o  "Hanning" Glindow Given Specific True Spectral 
Densi t i e s .  
The specif ic  spectral window used i n  a l l  of the experimental e s t i -  
si n(2aTmf) 
mates shown l a t e r  i s  the "harming' window: Q2(f) = 2,f(1+2Tmf) , 
where Tm =  MA^ (the maximum time lag used i n  
estimating the autocovariance function). Clearly, i f  the data had been 
exactly "prewhi tened" then there would be no bias i n  the spectral 
estimate a t  any frequency. In practice,  however, exact prewhi tening 
would not only require very long f i l t e r  lengths and much computation 
(a different  f i l t e r  would have t o  be designed for  each estimate),  b u t  
fore know1 edge of the true power spectral density (requi r i n g  an 
i te ra t ive  procedure of spectral estimation and f i l t e r  design). I t  i s ,  
therefore, important to  understand the bias which m i g h t  be expected 
due t o  the spectral window. 
If noise having a true spectral density of S( f )  i s  prewhitened by 
a f i l t e r  having a magnitude squared t ransfer  function G(f), then the 
expected value of the e s g n a t e  i s :  
-03 
. 
For convenience, a val ue of M = 100 wi 11 be used i n  a1 1 of the experi - 
mental porrer spectral density estimates, resulting i n  spectral density 
n 
estimates a t  f = ( n  = 1 , . . . , 0 )  The "prewhi tening" f i  1 t e r  
shown in Fig. 2.1 i s  also used in a l l  of the estimates. 
2 Since G ( f )  - f (see Fig. 2.1) for f < --- I' i t  would seem useful 200at 
to calculate the bias introduced a t  the low frequencies w i t h  G(f) = f 2 
and several simple forsis of spectral density which night be 
encountered. 
Suppose S ( f )  = A (rrhi t e  noise) , then 
CO 
1 
- 
- - cx2 Q2(f-a) da for  f << 1 
f2 -CO 
w 
= I +  1 1 = I  + -  n for  f = -  , n << 100. 
2  ( 2 ~ , i ) ~  2n2 2Tm 
Therefore, the estimates for white noise "prewhi tened" by an f 2 
f i l t e r  i+/ould have biases of +1.76 db a t  the lowest frequency estimated 
( f  > o) decreasing t o  0.51, 0.23, 0.13, 0.09, 0.06, . . . for  successive1 y 
higher frequency estimates. 
For S ( f )  = l / f  ( f  > o) this  inteoral becoc~es rnore d i f f i cu l t .  
Another technique was, therefore, appl ied to  a somevjhat inore general 
power spectral density. An important ~ o a l  of this  research i s  to  
search for a possible break in the l / f  characteristic.  Although the 
number of possible forms tha t  such a breakdokin could assume i s  
i n f i n i t e ,  one rather obvious poss ib i l i ty  will be investigated.  
( a  l / f  ci7aracteristic \wi th  a "reasonable" form of ION frequency break 
and bandl ini  ted to  a l l  or, sampling vr i  thout a l ias ino)  . The true auto- 
covariance function for t h i s  process a f t e r  i t  has been "prewhi tened" 
2 1/2at f2 by a G ( f )  = f f i l t e r  i s  C ( T )  = 2 cos ( 2 s f ~ )  d f  . 
0 
Letting f c  = ' and C = C (  T =  qa t )  y ie lds :  2Ant q 
t h a t  for  
for  q = o  
f o r  q = 1 ,  ..., M 
for  -t 
for q = o 
for q = 1,  ..., M 
A computer program was used to evaluate the autocovariance function 
for various values of @, discrete Fourier transform the truncated auto- 
covariance function, perform the Q2 window convolution, and divide out 
the effects of the prewhi tening f i l t e r  (in other words, this  i s  just the 
power spectral density estimation algori thm applied t o  an ideal auto- 
covariance function). The results are shown in Table 2. la  and 2.1 b for 
6 = O(l/f noise),  white-noise), 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 for the 
lowest decade of frequencies which would normally be estimated by this 
algori thm.  The third column represents the bias produced by the es t i  - 
mation procedure and the fourth column i s   here applicable) the differ- 
ence (on the log scale) between the extrapolated l / f  trend of the 
unbiased spectral density and the biased estimate. These data are used in 
Section 7.5. In a l l  of the cases shown, there i s  appreciable bias due 
to the spectral window only a t  the lowest frequencies estimated by a 
given r u n .  
Table 2 . l a  : given S(f) = i s  the expected value 
a 
z n 
of the estimate u s i n g  a f prcwhitening f i l t e r  where :$I = 100, f = - 2fIa.t;' 
Table 2 , l b  
2.9 !lean Removal 
Until now, the processes for vjhich the spectral density estinates 
are t o  be  jade have been assumed t o  have zero means. In fac t ,  since 
the noise sources are dc coupled t o  the voltage sampling device with 
the noise sources i n i t i a l l y  se t  to sorce s ~ a l l  b u t  arbitrary voltage, 
the means w i  1 l never be zero. I t  vrould, therefore, seem necessaw to 
remove the  mean a t  some point in the estiriation procedure. If the 
observed process i s  x ( t )  = y ( t )  + c ,  rihere c i s  a constant and y ( t )  i s  
a zero mean process, then one might esticiate c (by taking the tin12 , 
h 
average of  x ( t )  f o r  example) and subtract  c from a1 1 of the x ( 2 )  sample 
values, Blakemare suggests that  a more ef f ic ient  scheme i s  to  
subtract a constant from each of the autocovariance estimates (there 
are usually much fewer terms inirolved). For e i ther  the sampled data 
or cont-lnuous est in~at i  on schemes : 
2 Therefore; i f  ( -1  ; ix(i) - c then ~ { . $ ~ ( f ) \  \ r i l l  have no additional 
Y 
bias. Unfortunately, in pi-acti ce, c i s  not knotin exactly. Bl akemore 
M 
shows t h a t  i f  c^  = ft c X, then, i f  the Q,(f) spectral vjindovr i s  used, 
j = 1 
the spectral windoi., i 0 spectral density 
0 2 
estimate, to  Q , ( f )  = . For estimates 
using the Q2(f) spectral window the spectral windovrs are modified for  
2 
sin ( f  - & " A t  
. -  If N >> M and i f  
) Nnt 
"(f - m 
1 
- 
1 
- Nat 
i, f d f  << /,' S (f) df then the bias will be negligible and, a t  Y 
- Rat 
. any rate,  restricted t o  the f = O and f = - 21"..1ht estimates. One m i g h t ,  
however, wish to consider the f = 0 estimate to actually be an estimate 
1 for some frequency in the range 0 < f < - 2Mht 
In this thesis,  there are no spectral density estimates shown for 
which the prevlhi tening f i l t e r  was not used. This f i l t e r  acts as a 
differentiator and automati cal ly removes any mean. If zi represents 
the output of the prevlhi tening f i  1 t e r  with an input of n i  = yi + c 
then : N'  
'i = C ak 'i-k (N' i s  the length of the f i l t e r )  
k=O 
just as if the mean had never been there. 
~alo~annides" '  i s  concerned about the effects  of an additive 
l inear term ( n ( t )  = y ( t )  + c 2 t )  In th is  case t h e  o u t p u t  o f  the 
prerihi teniny f i  l t e r  viould have a non-zero mean due t o  differentiating 
the linear terin. For th is  reason, the mean removal was included in 
the spectral estimation pro?ram used i n  th is  thesis.  The bias i s  
minimal even for a l / f  process since the o u t p u t  of the prewhi t e n i n g  
f i l t e r  v,ould \lave a spectral density SZ(f)  I f 1 . No provision, 
however, was made i n  the proaram for  l inear  trend removal since th is  
riould ainount to removing a t2 term in the original d a t a .  
Chapter I I f  
DATA RECORDIfdG SYSTEM 
3 .I The Data Recording System 
A system was required t o  measure and record the various voltages 
available in a form which could be conveniently transferred to  the 
digital  computer for analysis. Since the system was to  be operating 
for  nearly a year, i t  was desirable that  the equipinent require atten- 
tion no more than once every few days. The block diagram of the system 
used i s  shoi-in in Fig. 3.1 with the appropriate timing shown i n  Fig. 3.2. 
There are 30 analog channels labeled A1. .  . , , A l 0 ,  B1 .. . . . B l O ,  
C 1 , . . . , C  10" Each of these channels passes through a low pass pre- 
sampling f i l t e r  and unity gain b u f f e r  amplifier (Fig. 3.3). I~fulti- 
plexing switches S1, S2, and S3 are comprised of reed relays, while 
switch S4 i s  an analog FET switch ( s i  1 iconix, DG18l BA) . Individual 
f i l t e r s  prior to the mu1 tiplexing sv:i tch are necessary since the time 
for which a given channel i s  connected t o  the voltage neasuring device 
i s  very nearly equal t o  the time constant of  the  desired f i l t e r .  The 
noise which i s  introduced by the buffer amplifiers should be 
negl i gi ble based on cal  cul a t i  ons i nvol vi ng typi cal noi se characteri s t i  cs 
o f  the amplifiers available from the manufacturers (current noise a t  
the input to the device i s  the dominant component here due to  the 
large input resistances involved) . Grounding data channels A1, B1, 
and C1 (see Table 5.1) during the experinlent yields data to  support th is  
assunlpti on. 
Dig i t a l  rn 
- - - -  
tape recorder 
- -+ -  
24 bits x 512 vords 
.ines represent analog and dashed l i ne s  represent d i g i t a l  s igaa  
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of data recording system. 
Signal  t o  start Dk74 sample ( t h i s  is  basic t iming from clock,) 
(1 second i n  phase 3 of e ~ p e r 7 ~ s n t )  
______j 
Dm4 ou-tput ready pulse (causes S a n d S  t o s t e p a n d D J Q 4  
I S1' 2 3  3 
A/D convertoi  sample taken   egist tors R and R loaded when data 1 2 
! ' 
1 I 
Input t o  buffer memory loaded 
I I 
S t a r t  magnetic tape reborder t o  i n i t i a t e  unloading of 4-10 words 
(24 bits each) from buf fe r  memory i f  buffer con t j ins  410 words of 
data not  prexriausly recorded. 
I 
Figure 3,2 Timing  diagram of data recordilng system. 
PP
Amlog 
input 
charnel 
Output to reed 
relay multiplex 
switch 
Amplifier i s  Sw2308 f u r  channels A1, .,Al0 and one half of a 
~ 1 ~ 2 7 1 ~  for chsnnsls B1, . . B103 C13 'CL0 
Figure - 3.3 LQZJ pass f i l te r lbui fer  amplifier used prior to multiplexing 
switches, 
Input channels A1 , . . . ,A are measured by a 4 d ig i t  di gi ta l  volt- 1 o 
meter (DVI1)  rvhich has  e i ther  2.9999 volt ful l  scale range or 29.999 
volt ful l  scale range rqhen used eri t h  the external autoranging circui try 
t o  be di scussed 1 a ter  (the extprnal autorangi n g  ci rcui t ry  i s  desi gned 
to achieve the maximum san~pling rate  possible under these n~ul tiplexed 
conditions). The DVF.1 has a 5% "overrange" capabi l i  t y  which extends i t s  
range t o  approximately +I .2 volts or 212 volts.  The maximum sample rate 
of the DVM i s  4 sample per second under multiplexed conditions (maxi- 
mum sample rate  o f  1 sample per 10 seconds for zach o f  the 10 channels 
3 "  * 
Channels B 1 , .  . . , B l O ,  C1 '. . . ,C  are sampled by a ten b i t  analog t o  10 
digital  converter (HID) w i t h  a +5 volt  input range (Analog Devices 
model ADC10Qi.1) .  This configuration of .a DVM and A/D converter operating 
i n  parallel aas chosen so tha t  various voltages for which 0.01 volt 
resol uti on i s  satisfactory could be measured wi t h o u t  sacri  f i  ci n g  
sampling rate for  each channel. The h i g h  speed of the A/D converter 
allows channels Bi and Ci  to  be sampled within 0.04 seconds a f t e r  
channel Ai . The displacement of swi tches S p  and S 3  re1 a t i  ve t o  S1 i n  
Fig. 3.1 ;S intentional. D\,M samples occur imlnedi ately before 
swi tching and A19 samples occur inmedi ately a f t e r  switching. 
The DVM digital  o u t p u t  requires 20 binary b i t s  (external logic 
transforms the output o f  the DVM to the BCD format shown in Table 3.1 ) . 
The digital  output of the AID for  channels Bi and C i  are packed together 
to  form one 20 b i t  word. Four parity b i t s  are added to  form 24 b i t  
ivords. The interlacing nature of the 4 b i t  parity check yields a 
Bits I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  
most s i g n i f i c a n t  d i g i t  o f  DVfl i n  BCD 
2nd d i g i t  o f  DVM 
3rd d i g i t  o f  DVY 
4 t h  d i g i t  of DV1.1 
+ s i g n ,  ( 1 ) -  s i g n  
. o v e r r a n g e  ( s  i gn unknown) 
1 v o l t  r a n g e  
1 0  v o l t  range 
1 0 0  v o l t  range 
T a b l e  3.1: D V f . " i d a ~ a  word format 
system in which the probability of missing an even multipled b i t  error  
(errors often occur in continuous groups due t o  tape dropout) i s  sig- 
nificantly reduced. The offending b i t  position(s) vlhich i s  in error  
may often be ascertained since the magnitude of each channel often does 
n o t  change by 1 arge inc re~en t s  between successive samples. The d i  sa l l  owed 
states  in BCD cadi ng  give a small degree of additional error  detection 
capabi 1 i ty . Over a1 1 , recording errors did not prove t o  be a problem. 
5 Less than 1 r~ord i n  10 showed parity errors kihicll in most cases appeared 
to  occur as a sing1 e bi t error  which coul d be corrected w i t h  reasonably 
high certaintlf. 
Consider each 24 b i t  word t o  be composed of b i t s  b23> .  * .  ,bo. For 
a word representing channels Bi and Ci , bi ts  hZ3, .  . . , b  represent the 14 
Bi channel vol tage and b1 3 2 . .  . , b4 represent the C channel vol tage i 
(each channel i s  represented by a 10 bi t unsigned integer,  I ,  where the 
channel voltage i s  # x 10 vol ts ) .  The D1jM word format i s  described 
by Table 3.1. The parity bi t s  b3, b2 ,  b 1 3  and bo are generated by the 
equati on for  j = 0,1,2,3. bj bj+41,) mod 2 
k-f 
The 24 b i t  d a t a  words are stored in a b u f f e r  memory composed of 24 
circulating s h i f t  registers each containing 512 b i t s  shifted a t  a 64 kHz 
rate .  A counter running a t  the same rate as the s h i f t  registers 
identifies the vlord address available a t  any instant of time. Reading 
and wri t i  n g  are i ndepmdden t and may occur s i mu1 taneous 1 y . Maxi lnun 
access time for  any ivord position i s  0.008 second. A number N 2 512 
(wired into the buffer memory control) determines the word length of 
each "recordf' which i s  transferred onto an audio lnagnetic tape recorder 
in a manner t o  be discussed l a t e r .  Transfer i s  automaticall~f in i t ia ted  
as soon as the N t h  word p a s t  the end of the previous N word record has 
been stored in the buffer m2inory. The memory controller actually trans- 
fers two additional \?lords past the end of the record. These additional 
words contain the saK? d a t a  a s  the f i r s t  one or two words of the 
following "record" i f  the rate  a t  vfhich words are b e i n g  stored in the 
buffer memorjf i s  greater than t h e  reciprocal of the total time required 
t o  transfer a "record" to magnetic tape. T h i s  overlap provides a 
method for testing the continuity of "records" a f t e r  they have been 
transferred i n t o  the di g i  ta l  com~uter. 
After the 14th word i s  stored i n  the buffer memory, the tape 
recorder motor i s  turned on for 1 second before two 24 b i t  words ccn- 
taining a1 1 zeros and  then the data record are written o n t o  the tape a t  
3 a rate of 10 bi ts/second. The constraint tha t  a word in the buffer 
memory which has not been transferred out onto tape should never be 
written over yields a theoretical ~ ~ a x i m u m  rate a t  which words may be 
stored in the buffer nelfiory of 
fif 
(1.048 + 11 n .024 for  N - < 472 
for  N - > 473 
The peak Rlnax i s  38.1 v~ords per second a t  ii = 472. The actual value of  
H c r  of words per record) used i n  the experiment i s  410 giving a 
maxiriuiq allowable storage rate  in the buffer memol-y of Rmax 37.6 words/ 
second (the maximum storage rate actually used i n  the data recording 
experiment i s  2 words/second) . 
The tape recording scheme was contrived to make use of a relatively 
inexpensive audio tape recorder (which i s  readily available and i s  
thought to be highly reliable relative to the more expensive digital 
incremental tape systems avai lahle) .   he data 'are recorded w i t h  minimal 
modification to the tape recorder so as n o t  to undermine i t s  future 
usefulness. Two such tape decks (Sony Model TC-352D and TC-353D) are 
used (one for recording and the other for playback). The heads were 
aligned t o  insure that the relative phase between t h 2  t v i ~  channels 
would be the same for both recorders. The only modification made was 
a t r iac  switch allowing the motor (but not the electronics) of the 
record unit t o  be remotely switched on and off .  Recording i s  performed 
a t  1 7/8 i .p .s . tape speed. A 1 kHz square wave i s  cons tan t ly  applied 
to  the reference channel. A 1 kHz square wave whose phase i s  s e t  to 
either 0" or 180° over 1 cycle of the reference channel ( to represent 
a logical "1" or "OH) i s  applied to  the data channel of the recorder. 
Remference 
Channel 
Input 
Data Channel 
Input 
I 
Begi n n i  ng of record End of record 
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The c i rcu i t  driving the data channel i s  a tri-level DC coupled 
c i rcui t  t o  remove transient effects a t  the beginning of the record due 
t o  the AC coupling of the tane recorder system. The record levels are 
i n  the normal "linear" range of the recorder. 
The tape must be brought t o  nominal speed (requiring about 1 second) 
before recording can begin. The efficiency of tape use i s ,  therefore, 
approximate1 y ~1 x 100% lvhere i4 i s  the number of binary b i t s  
14 t -I 
i n  the data record. 410 d a t a  words per record gives a tape efficiency 
greater than 90%. The b i t  d n s i  ty on the magnetic tape i s  -530 bi ts /  
inch rtithin the record interval.  Because of  the 1 second required to  
achieve nominal tape speed (and tape s t re tch)  , approxirnatzly 20.5 
inches of tape are used in wri t i  ng each 41 0 rrord record. This means tha t  
approximately 1053 records nay be written on each side of an 1800 f t .  
rol l  of tape. I f  each of the 30 channels i s  sampled with a period of  
~t = 10 seconds ( th is  i s  the sample rate  for phase I of the experiment 
which l a s t s  for  -3 months), each record represents 3 minutes 25 seconds. 
This i s  suff icient  time t o  change tapes without loss of data (and even 
clean the tape heads occasionally). A t  th is  sample rate  each side of  
a tape could store the d a t a  for - 2.5 days. During phase I of the 
experiment, 2 days of  d a t a  were stored on each side of a tape for  
operator convenience . Thi s phase o f  the experiment required 7.5 roll  s 
of magnetic tape per month .  Performing the same exper in~n t  w i t h  paper 
tape would require (assuming 4 punched roi.45 per word,  10 rows/inch) 
173 rcl Is (1000 F t  each] o f  paper tape per month  (assuming 1007; u t i l iza-  
t i o n  of the tape).  The paper tape vtould require changing once each 
4.16 hours resulting i n  considerable operator fatigue over a period of 
a few months (even i f  one assumes that  the mechanical paper tape punch 
could survive the ordeal). In Phase 11 of the experiment (which lasted 
for  -9 months) the sample period was increased t o  h t  = 100 sec. During 
this  phase the magnetic tape was changed once each 20 days whereas the 
paper tape would s t i l  J be limited t o  1174 days. 
1 The tape i s  decoded a t  7 i .p.s. allowing 2 days of data (20 days 
i n  Phase 11) to be transferred onto an IBM compatible tape in about 40 
minutes. The block diagram of the decoder i s  shown in Fig. 3.4. The 
mu1 tiplier-integrator scheme i s  used to  decrease errors due t o  tape 
stretch (causing re1 ative phase shi f ts  between channels) and dropout. 
The data are transferred to  a 7 track IBM compatible tape for use in the 
computer. The relatively short time periods for which the incremental 
t a p e  transport was needed allowed this  piece of equipment to be borrowed 
(and properly maintained) during the course of the experiment. Re1 i abi 1 - 
i ty and cost were not, therefore, factors for this  piece of equipment. 
Figure 3.4 - Block dia~rsrn of audio tape to 314 coxpatible tape data 
Trans fey s ys tern, 
3.2 Di gi ta l  Vol tmeter Autorangin9 
Tile digi tal  vol tmeter (DVi.i) used in this  experiment (Hevrlett- 
Packard 3440A wi t h  3443A plug-in uni t )  provides f i  ve ranges o f  sensi t i  v- 
i t y  (from 2.09999 volts to k999.9 volts ful l  sca le) .  I t  was desired to  
use the i ,9999 vo1 t range t o  g i v e  a resol u t i  on of 0.1 m i  11 i  vol t a1 though 
the natuj-e o f  the ifi!avcfor:ns to be measured (random processes with unknown 
s t a t i s t i c s )  demanded that the i9.999 volt range (-+I2 volts r v i  t h  over- 
range) be available. The D V l i  provides for an autoranging capability b u t  
does n o t  guarantee an accurate reading within the 1 second desired for  
this  experiment. 
The specifications of the D V E  s t a t e  that  an accurate reading may be 
made within 0.45 seconds on the 29.999 volt scale a n d  1 second on the 
k.9999 volt scale. The autorangi n g  a1 gori t h m  (performed by a speci a1 l y  
constructed controller) i s  as follows. As soon as the DVM completes a 
measuren:ent of one analog channel, the DVr4 i s  s e t  to the k.9999 volt 
range a t  the same time as the analog channels are-sv~i  tched. This 
% 
guarantees -1 second se t t l ing  time i f  th is  scale i s  maintained. A t  l eas t  
.65 seconds (1 second in Phase I1  of the experiment) before the final 
reading i s  made, a preliminary reading i s  taken rji t h  the DVi.I. If the 
most significant d ig i t  i s  "9" (or the DVM indicates overranye) the range 
ks i s  se t  t o  59.999 volts allowing > 0.45 seconds se t t l ing  time a t  th is  
range set t ing before the f 'nal  measurement i s  taken. Since the se t t l ing  
time allowed before the preliminary reading may be under '33 seconds, 
the u n i t  occasionally f a i l s  t o  uprange for  a voltage greater i n  magnitude 
t h a n  1 volt.  I t  was found experimentally, however, tha t  the 5% 
oyzrrange capability o f  the  DV;1 i s  suff icient  t o  allow for a correct 
reading under these marginal circunstances a1 t h o u g h  the sign i s  los t  
under overrange conditions. The sign i s  assumed by the computer soft-  
ware t o  be the sane as the previous saizple of the same channel vjhen 
overrange i s  detected. 
3 .3  Uninterruptible Power Supply 
Preliminary runs indicated tha t  momentary losses i n  1 ine voltage 
(due to  switching i n  the power system) are not uncom,on. These momen- 
tary l ine fai lures  not only produced glitches which could be observed 
i n  the noise data, b u t  occasionally caused such confusion i n  the data 
recording control l e r s  as to  e f fec t i  vely terminate the r u n .  
One solution which was considered was to provide individual 
battery supplies for  the 4-5, +15, i20 volts needed t o  operate the 
noise sources, ovens, and various control 1 i ng circuiatry which had been 
constructed. An AC supply would s t i  11 be required for  the tape recorder 
motor, however, and to supply the electronics of the commercial DVM and 
tape recorder unless rather severe surgery was performed on' these units.  
I t  was decided, therefore, t o  bu i  ld an inverter capable of operating 
a l l  of the equipment (u t i l iz ing  the 115 volt (60 Hz) power supplies 
a1 ready in use to provide the various DC voltages) . 
Since no switching transients could be tolerated, the inverter was 
required to  supply power during the ent i re  course of the experiment. 
P 
The inverter (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6) i s  supplied by a DC power supply in 
para1 l e l  wi t h  t ~ l o  12 volt  automobi l e  storage bat ter ies  so tha t  fai  1 ure 
o f  the l ine  voltage resul ts  in only the s l igh t  drop in voltage due to  
the internal resistance of the storage bat ter ies .  The inverter  must 
supply a nearly constant load current of -2.5 amps (r.m.s.) with a peak 
voltage of -115 x fi volts (163 vol ts)  to  sa t i s fy  the DC supplies vthich 
primarily use capacitor i n p u t  f i  1 te rs  . A t r i  -level waveform (shown i n  
1-15 v o l t  rms 
60 HZ 
DC power supply 12 vo l t ,  70 amp-hour l i n e  voltage s torage  b a t t e r y  
+27 v o l t s  
0 
Crys ta l  control led  
t w o  phase 60 Hz 
L To power i n v e r t e r  
clock generator  Lo, (figure 3.6) 
s e c  r& sec-y +I km I 
@1 -I I i 0 I I 
Figure 3.5 Uninterruptible power source and clock f o r  power inver te r .  
Figure 3.6 Schematic of power inver ter .  
Fig. 3.6) which i s  "on" 2/3 of the time and "off" 1/3 of the time pro- 
163 2 
vides a vol tciye integral over one-half cycle of -120 x 7 (as co:vared 
to  - x for  a s ine  klave) t o  insure that  the power transformers i n  120 ?r 
the system n o t  saturate and that  the tape recorder motor operate 
The batter:, capaci ty  i s  suff icient  t o  provide reasonably constant 
voltage for a t  l eas t  ten minutes. This time period i s  more than suf- 
f ic ient  to  allovi for the transition t o  an alternate power source during 
planned bu i  lding povler interruptions (as occurred once during the 
course of the year long experiment). 
The frequency o f  the power inverter i s  crystal controlled so tha t  
the timing for the data sampling system may be derived from th is  source. 
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Chapter I V  
NOISE SOURCES 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of obtaining experimental data on low frequency semi- 
conductor noise i s  to extend the present knowledge of the s t a t i s t i c s  
of this  type of noise process. I t  i s  hoped t h a t  these data will event- 
ually be useful in verifying (or a t  leas t  eliminating) various 
hypotheses as to the physical process which generates a f-@ spectral 
density for frequencies ranging down to the microhertz region. Past 
experiments have indicated that  this  trend may continue down t o  
- I O - ~ * ~ H Z .  I t  i s  hoped t h a t  this  experiment might n o t  only extend the 
frequency range of available data b u t ,  in addition, increase the 
accuracy of the spectral estimates i n  the frequency ranges already 
investigated and allow for a closer look a t  the data to see i f  any 
components of the noise process can be identified (ei ther  coming from 
the noise source i tsel f or induced from external influences) which 
might give a clue as to the physical process involved in the l / f  noise 
or indicate experimental errors which might have been made now or i n  
the past. 
4.2 The Noise Sources 
The noise sources chosen for this experiment are bipolar integrated 
operational amplifiers. T h i s  choice was made due to the inherently low 
temperature and power supply sensi t ivi t ies of these amplifiers (rela- 
tive t o  their noise) as \+re11 as their  widespread use. These devices 
are, unfortunately, rather complex structures having many interior  
parameters which are ei ther  d i f f icul t  to obtain or may, in fact ,  be 
unknown even by the manufacturer. The ci rcui t di agram of each device 
used suggests that the differential input pair of transistors should be 
the largest contributor t o  the o u t p u t  noise of the device i f  each of the 
transistors in the circuit  has reasonably high current gain and similar 
noise properties. The extent t o  which this i s  true i s  not important 
here since we are primarily concerned only wi t h  characterizing the 
s ta t i s t i ca l  behavior of a common semi conductor l / f  noise process even 
though i t  may be the result of adding the noise of several of the tran- 
sistors in the operational amp1 i f i e r .  The actual ci rcui t components 
wil l ,  however, be identi f j e d  as completely as possible. Fiegati ve 
feedback i s  placed around each amplifier so that the magnitude of the 
total gain (and, therefore, the magnitude of the observed noise refer- 
enced t o  the input) i s  both known and reduced to a level such that the 
probabi 1 i ty of saturation of the ampli f i  er  due to i t s  own noise i s  small . 
The linearity of the amplifier i s  also improved by the feedback. 
Past work in this  f ield indicates the necessity of regulating 
the power supply voltages and the temperature of the noise source. 
A great deal of ef for t  was expended to reduce the temperature 
variations of b o t h  the noise sources and the final power supply regula- 
tors.  This involved a reasonably large volume of circuitry which some- 
\$hat complicated the task. I t  was desired t o  limit the time spent on 
constructing an oven so as t o  allow for more time (giving greater 
frequency resolution and s ta t i s t i ca l  accuracy) for recording data. A 
compromise was reached in that only moderately sophisticated ovens were 
constructed which hold the temperature fluctuations to about 100 
millideg centigrade peak t o  peak b u t  where the temperatures of the 
noise sources are recorded d u r i n g  the course of the experiment with . 
very fine resolution. The ovens f i  1 t e r  o u t  any high frequency compo- 
nents of room temperature t o  reduce the possi bi 1 i ty of non-negl i gi ble 
temperature gradients across the integrated ci rcui t chi p as the temper- 
ature changes. I t  i s  then assumed that  the effect  of the temperature 
fluctuations on the output of each noise source can be considered as a 
1 inear temperature coeffi cient. The temperature of each source i s  
recorded along wi t h  the noise data by the use of a thermistor mounted 
t o  the case (as near as possible to the s i  I i con chip) . The temperature 
component may then be subtracted from the data as they are analyzed. 
Functions of the povler supply voltages are also recorded for  5 of the 
6 noise sources from which the final data were taken so the effects of 
power supply noise can be investigated (See Fig. 4.4, Vkcheck). 
Many cal cu1 a t i  ons were performed using " typi cal " and "worst case" 
specifications supplied v i i  t h  the components to be used to  t ry  and in- 
sure that the external influences on the noise sources would be 
negl  i gi ble . Various re1 a t i  vely short prel imi nary data recordi ng runs 
were also made. I n  a l l  cases, hotrever, there were insuff icient  data 
avai lable concerning the very low frequency noise characteri s t i  cs of 
the various components . The final analysis , therefore, depends almost 
entirely on ti?.? parameters measured during t h e  course of the experiment 
rather than guesses made from attempting to interpret  manufacturers 
spcci f i  cations or trends observed over short experimental runs. The 
calculations l e a d i n g  to the design goals, thzrefore, wi 11 be omitted 
for the most p a r t  and  the i r  sufficiency will he verified by experi- 
mental d a t a ,  
Two separ2te oveils (one containing a single noise source which will 
be referred to as noise source $2, and the other containing 5 noise 
sources referred t o  as TI, T2, T3, T 4 ,  and T5) wzre used i n  obtaining 
the final experimental data. The c i rcu i t  diagrams o f  the 6 noise 
sources are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3. The resistance values indicated 
are the final values chosen t o  s e t  31.1 output voltages to  -0 volts a t  
the beginning of the experiment. A single resis tor  may actually 
represent a netlqork of resistors in order t o  achieve a reasonable 
operating point. The values viere often measured to  the implied accuracy 
since the conponents could n o t  be substituted vrhi l e  the oven: were 
operating and n a t i  values had t o  be extr2polated from precisely known 
previous values when operatin5 points were being established. All 
resistors used inside the ovens are ei ther  1% ~ e t a l  f i  Jill (RI.IGOC or 
Rii63D) o r  r i i  re wound w i t h  precision of  1% or bet ter  (except for  the 
frequency corlpensation res is tors ,  used only fo r  the 709 operational 
amplifiers, which are 5% carbon). Each amplifier (Figs. 4 .1 , .  . . J .6)  
l abe led  741 is actual  l y  one h a l f  of a Fai rchi  l d  U7A7747393 dual opera- 
t i o n a l  ampl i f i e r  (except  t h e  741 ampl i f i e r  of  Fig. 4.1 which i s  a 
Fairchi  l d  U9T7741393). The ampl i f i e r s  serv ing  a s  f i n a l  no i se  source 
ampl i f i e r  and the rmis to r  a m p l i f i e r  f o r  each noise  source (TI , . . . ,T5) 
a r e  contained i n  a s i n g l e  747 package. Amp 81 ( the  a m p l i f i e r  considered 
t o  be t h e  ac tua l  source of  no i se )  o f  Fig. 4.3 i s  a 709 f o r  T3, T4, and 
T5 noise sources ,  and i s  a shared 747 dual opera t ional  a m p l i f i e r  for  
T I  and T2. 
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4.3 The Temperature Ovens 
I The oven for noise source $2 consists of a - " thick copper box 32 
3.5" x 2.6" x 2.1" (ilitii one renovahle end  having a small hole for 
pass in^ vri res through). Electrically insulated Ni chroile wire i s  vrra~ped 
around the length of the box as a heating e l e ~ ~ e n t .  The temperature i s  
sensed by a pair of thermistors mounted in opposing in ter ior  edges of 
the box u s i n g  sil icon thermal coi:~ound (and tape) to  insure good con- 
t ac t  with the metal box (this i s  done t o  miniai ze the time delay in the 
. feedback con-trol loop). The 21 5 vol t regul ators , noise source $2, F2 
noise source temperature sensing therrcistar, and thermistor azpl i f ie rs  
(Figs. 4.1 and 4 .2)  are enclosed i n  the copper box [insulated from the 
box by packing materi a1 ) . The copper box was then placed in a 5" x 4" 
x 3" a1 umi num box ( insulated by several small styrofoan spacers). The 
outer a1 urilinun~ box prov,ides passive attenuation of the high frequency 
components of room temperature. The feedback network which dri ves the 
heater coil i s  external t o  the oven except for the 709 operational 
amplifier inr2ediatly fo l  lov~ing the thermistors (Fig. 4.2) and provides 
frequency cor~pensation to allow for an increased loop gain a t  DC. The 
walls of  the copper box are held a t  a temperature o f  -4QoC. The inter-  
nal oven terjperature (mezsured a t  the case of noise source $2) i s  
-68'C due to the poitjer dissipated inside the box. 
The oven for noise sources TI, .  . . ,T5 consists of a 6" x 2.5" x 0.5" 
copper "table" (see F i g .  4.5) supported in the center by a 0.375" copper 
rod. The copper r o d  bas been  forced into a t a p e r e d  hole in the  "table" 
and then soldered t o  assure a good thermal contact. The other end of 
hales fa r  i n t r 0 3 u c ~ -  - -  
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0.315" copper rod 
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the rod i s  inserted into an aluminum base for support (and heat dissipa- 
t ion) .  The te~peratul-e of a small region o f  the copper rod i s  sensed 
(as near t o  the " t a b l e "  as possible) by a thermistor vfhich has been 
inserted into a hole in the rod (the remaining space i s  f i l l e d  wi tll a 
coolpound, As trodyne Ti-:erii;al Bond 31 2 ,  having a thermal conducti vi ty of  
1.07 x ~ratts/cn-"C).  A 15 ohm resis tor  i n  a hole ionediatel;d below 
the themiistor provides a source of heat .  The close spacing between 
the heating element and the thermistor s i i ~ ~ p l  i fy the control problem. 
The comgonents (noise sources TI,. . . ,T5,  1/01 tage regulators , and ternper- 
ature sensors) are mounted on the " tab le"  i n  the relative positions 
sho\m in F i g .  4 .5.  The integrated c i rcui t s  and t ransis tors  are mounted 
with the thermally conductive adhesive to the "table" w i t h  the l.eads 
pointing up .  The theriliistors used to  sense the noise source temperatures 
are mounted on the integrated c i rcu i t  packaces with the thersrally 
13 conductive adhesive (the high electr ical  r e s i s t iv i ty ,  -10 ohm-cm, 
of this  compound allows the thermistor to  be mounted a t  a p o i n t  ~vhere 
the leads are emzrging from the case of the integrated c i r c u i t ) .  A 
t 
- 
32 thick copper "hat" i s  f i t t ed  over the top o f  the "table" so tha t  
a l l  o f  the circui try i s  enclosed in a copper box. !!ires are brought 
into the oven throu2h a small !]ole in the "table". This ent ire  asserlbly 
i s  then housed i n  a 8" x 7"  x 10" alunlinun box t o  provide attenuation 
of high frequency room temperature variations. The  aluminum base rests  
on the bottom of the aluminum box (providing a path for  the heat f l o ~ ~ i n g  
dovm the copper r o d ) .  The heater  control thermistor was n o t  calibrated 
b u t  s t a t i s t i ca l  data gathered on l a te r  calibration of thermistors of 
the same type indicate that the control thermistor temperature i s  
-40°C F 3°C. The thermistors used i n  sensing the noise source tempera- 
tures were calibrated and indicate that the temperatures of noise 
sources T I , .  . . ,T5 are al l  42°C +- 0.3"C (the 0.3OC uncertainty i s  due 
to the fact that two of  the resistors i n  each of the thermistor bridge 
c i  rcui t s  i s  known only t o  ~ 1 % ) .  
Recorded data indicate that  the temperature f 1 uctuati ons a t  the 
control points of b o t h  ovens are a t  least  an order of magnitude smaller 
than  the temperature fluctuations a t  the noise source amplifiers . This 
indicates that  an improved oven structure, rather than increased 1 oop 
gain, v~ould be necessary t o  improve the temperature control of the . 
noise source amplifiers. Later data will show that the effects of 
temperature variations are negligible due t o  the 1 ow temperature 
coefficient of the amplifiers, so that improved ovens are not required. 

the DVM s igna l s  coii!;iletion of the Ai channel sample. Channel Ci i s  
sampled 30 m i  1 l i sec a f t e r  the Bi ct~annel sample (see F i g s  . 3.1 and 3 2 ) .  
I t  vras decided t o  devote one i n p u t  channel i n  each th i rd  of the 
m u l t i p l e x ~ r  t o  a g r o u n d e d  input a s  a check on the offset voltage d r i f t  
of the z p p r o p r i a t e  rqeasuring device ( the  cieasur-ing device here i s  the 
low pass f i l t e r ,  buffer amplifier ,  and D K 4  or A / D  converter) .  This does 
n o t  yield infornlation on the d r i f t  of a l l  30 ci~annels b u t  does provide 
one exar:ple for  each s e t  of  channels w h i c h  is  hopefully typ ica l  o f  the 
others. 
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e a r l i e r ) ,  and the two oven control voltages. 
The remaining seven A/D channels were allocated to  the sources 
already connected to  the corresponding DVM channels. This was done t o  
allow a check to  be made, i f  l a t e r  desired, on th. l ineari ty and d r i f t  
of the A/D converter (the author having much more fa i th  in the 
accuracy of the DV!!). Table 5.1 i s  a complete 1 i s t  o f  the channel 
a1 locations, 
All the resul ts ,  unless othenfise s tated,  i n  the remainder of the 
thesis resul t  from the data recorded through channels A2,  A3, A4, A5, 
A6, A 7 2  A 8 3  A1O B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B8, B ~ ,  and B~~ TO reduce proc- 
essing time and expense these were the only channels processed. 
A8 and A9 were used for T2 and T5 temperature data because of the 
higher resolution and accuracy of the DVM channels. During the f i r s t  
- phase of the experiment these temperature samples lag the i r  correspond- 
i n g  noise source samples by as much as 4 seconds and i n  the second 
phase by as much as 40 seconds. This lag i s  not considered to  be 
significant due to  the relatively low power spectral density of tempera- 
1 1 ture a t  these higher frequencies ( Hz or - Hz). See Fi gs . 5.1 , 40 
and 5.14 ,..., 5.19). 
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was insignificant when compared t o  the 1.6 x 10 data words. The parity 
t e s t  also detected the few times that  the magnetic tape decoder did not 
get proper synchronization a t  the beginning of a record (or los t  synchro- 
nization during a record) causing right or l e f t  shi f ts  in the data 
words. This was easily corrected i n  the computer once the proper 
- . .  
number of b i t  positions to sh i f t  was determined by the some~jhat pains- 
taking process of examining the shifted data by eye. The t h i r d  error 
that sometimes occurred was an error i n  the buffer memory causing a 
temporary or permanent sh i f t  i n  the mu1 tiplexing sequence i n  the , 
records. In this  case the par1 t ies v~ould a l l  be r i g h t  but  the 
demultiplexer would attempt to convert the A/D codes (binary) assuming 
them to be DVM codes (BCD) . This would indicate errors which could 
also be corrected with sl ight  loss of data. In such cases i t  was 
always possible to find the probable malfunction in the appropriate 
ci rcui try (most often a di gi tal counter rvhi ch missed an increment 
pulse). By comparison of the time each tape should have taken to be 
recorded (knowing the sample rate,  number of samples per record, and 
number of samples actually recorded) and the actual recording time 
(usually measured t o  an accuracy of k30 seconds for a 2 day record as 
determined by the Pacific telephone time recording), any possi bi 1 i ty 
of gross data \gas discounted. 
After these errors were corrected, the data were assumed to 
accurately represent the voltage as seen by the DVM or A I D  converter 
and were stored on IBN compatible tape (7 track, 800 BPI). The data 
weedemultiplexed and divided into f i l e s .  Each f i l e  i s  the result of 
50 records as originally recarded on the magneti c tape recorder. Each 
data f i l e  consists of 20 blocks each 1025 words long (6 tracks per word 
t o  provide the 36 b i t  words required by the Univac 11 08 computer). The 
f i r s t  10 blocks contain the data from channels A1,. . . ,A l0 .  This i s  i n  
4 integer 1 ' s  compliment format a t  a gain 10 ( i  .e., a voltage o f  0.1 
mil l ivol t  i s  recorded as 1 on the tape). Block 10 + i contains the 
data from channels Bi and Ci s t i l l  coded as for  the magnetic tape 
recorder. Bits 3,. . . ,0 contain the parity for  the word. Bits 13,. . . , 4 
contain the binary equivalent of Ci a t  tha t  sample time. Bits 23,. . . ,14 
contain the binary equivalent of Bi a t  tha t  sample time. Therefore, to  
recover a datum point corresponding to  the Bi channel i n  vol t s  we woul d 
se lec t  the appropriate word from block 10 + i ,  s h i f t  r ight  by 14 places 
I0  The data for  the (with zero f i l l ) ,  subtract 512, and multiply by . 
. f i r s t  phase of the experiment are now stored on 6 such tapes (782 f i l e s ) .  
The tapes are designated as Spectral Data-1 , . . . ,Spectral Data-6: The 
f o l l o ~ i n g  l i s t  indicates the number of f i l e s  on each of these tapes. 
Tape Number of F i  les  
Spectral Data - 1 
Spectral Data - 2 
Spectral Data - 3 
Spectral Data - 4 
Spectral Data - 5 
Spectral Data - 6 
Table 5.2 
83 
Using this information we may r e f e r  t o  sample number 500,000 of 
channel Ag as  A3 (500,000), o r  as A3 (825) of data f i  l e  488, o r  as A3 
(825) of data f i l e  77 of  tape Spectral Data-4. As a fu r t he r  point  of 
information, the  f i r s t  sample was taken a t  approximately 16:14 (PST) 
November 29, 1972. The f i na l  point  of the  f i r s t  phase was taken a t  
approximately 10:47 (PST] March 2 ,  1973. Since t h i s  represents 782 data  
f i l e s  a t  10250 seconds per data f i l e  the  predicted end point  would be 
10:46 March 2 ,  1973. This is an e r r o r  of only 1 minute i n  3 months 
(a 0.00075% e r r o r )  which i s  considerably b e t t e r  than had been hoped t o  s e t  
the  timing o s c i l l a t o r  frequency and is just about w i t h i n  the  accuracy of 
the s t a r t  and s top time measurements. 
A t  t h i s  point ,  one might assume t h a t  the data a re  ready t o  he 
analyzed.  Much care was taken i n  constructing the  equipment and i t  was 
hoped t h a t  there  would be no g l i t ches .  A g l i t c h  i s  taken t o  mean any 
datum point  (or  s e t  of data points  c losely  spaced i n  time) which r e s u l t  
from some process o ther  than t h a t  which we a r e  attempting t o  measure. 
From the pas t  experiences of others and my own t i  runs, there  
was reason t o  expect some g l i t ches  and a method was needed, the re fore ,  
t o  de tec t  any t h a t  might occur. In p r ac t i c e ,  we can only hope t o  de t ec t  
g l i t ches  which deviate i n  some s i gn i f i c an t  way from the  normal noise 
cha r ac t e r i s t i c s  (and s ince  we have no a * v!ay of knowing what the 
"normal" noise cha r ac t e r i s t i c s  a r e ,  we must hope t h a t  the  g l i t ches  do not  
occur too f requent ly) .  
The thought which occurs immediately i s  t o  p l o t  a l l  of the  data .  
I f  we were t o  do t h i s  a t  a densi ty  of 1025 points  per l i n e  and 10 l i ne s  
per page as  i n  Fig. 5.1 we would require  780 pages t o  p lo t  j u s t  
those sources plotted in Fig. 5.1 (there are s t i l l  a few more sources 
used in l a t e r  analysis which were n o t  plotted in Fig. 5.1 for  lack of 
space). Of course the  data could be plotted a t  10 t i m s  this  density 
t o  yield only 78 pages as in Fig. 5.5.  An estimate of the cost of making 
this  plot,  fro!? the costs incurred i n  makinn similar (hut somewhat 
shorter) plots,  was about $500 (assuming the latiest pr iori ty computer 
rates available a t  the time wi th  about a 1 ~teek t u r n  around time for 
any given computer run). This cost was considered out of 1 i  ne, 
par t icular l~f  since this  involved a density of more than 1000 data points 
per inch ( i n  which individual datum p o i n t s  certainly could not be 
resolved) . 
The method chosen to  examine the data in the time domain was t o  
f i r s t  plot the rraxinum and minimum data values over one 1025 word block 
for  each channel t o  be retained for analysis. This resulted in a plot 
for which 1025 data point segments having significantly larger than 
average peak t o  peak devi ations could be inmedi ately i  denti fied. The 
suspicious segments (for a l l  channels) were then plotted t o  a density of 
100 points per inch which alloi4)ed "glitches" to  be located to about 
+5 sample points. The  method for determining whether or  not to  classify 
a given datum p o i n t  as a glitch was so~ewhat subjective. I w i  11 only 
note the p h i  losophy \ii~ich I atten~pted to follo:,. Spikes which were 
clearly correlated in two or more sources ( n o t  different channels 
carrying the same source) \.ere considered t o  be glitches.  Single spikes 
of nlore than about 3 t i m a  sthe normal h i g h  frequency peak to peak 
vari ations of  the source were assumed to he glitches . Spikes in 
'+check and '-check were tolerated a t  somewhat larger levels than for 
the other sources i f  they were not clearly correlated with spikes in 
any of the other sources. After a glitch was determined to exist from 
the plot, 10 data points for each source kiere printed in the vicinity 
of the glitch t o  establish the exact datum p o i n t  (or points) involved. 
A new value was then assigned which was t h o u g h t  t o  be a reasonable 
approximation t o  the los t  data points and a card punched for use by 
the computer i n  inserting this correction. The cards designate the 
tape, f i l e  number, channel to be corrected, word number in the block 
considered t o  be the f i r s t  point of the glitch, word number in the 
block considered t o  be the l a s t  p o i n t  in the glitch ( i f  more t h a n  one 
point involved), and the new value t o  be assigned to these-points. In 
addition, for most points t ~ e  value of the f i r s t  word of the glitch 
i s  given on the card so that  the computer can check that an error 
has not been made in specifying the -1 ocation of the glitch. 
The final se t  of correction data used i n  the f i r s t  phase i s  shown 
in Table 5.4. I t  v i  11 be noted that channel A2 (noise source #2)  
g. 
has some very long strings of corrections (nearly 3000 data points 
i n  one case). This i s  t h o u g h t  to be a loose connection in the measuring 
channel (the data from this  channel often jump to  -0 volts for long 
periods of time). One vrill immediately notice (see Table 5.1) t h a t  
this  i s  one of the few sources for ~ h i c h  a redundant channel was n o t  
a1 ~bcated.  These data were, therefore, used in the spectral analysis. 
The following precautions were observed. The se t  of points chosen to  
make spectral estimates a t  b t  = 10 sec avoided a l l  known glitches for  
a l l  the channels. The s e t  of points chosen for estimates a t  ~t = 100 
sec avo ided regions where a large number of glitches h a d  been detected. 
Estimates nade at tt = 1030 sec and n t  = 10,800 sec used a11 available 
data. To give some additional perspective, Table 5 .3  indicates the 
total nu!:ber o f  p o i n t s  i n  each channel r.!llich wer2 replaced because o f  
glitches and the percent of the total number of points available per 
channel (-782 x 1025 = 801,550) which this number represented. 
Figures 5 .1 , .  . .5.7 show some of the d a t a  actually used in the 
spectral analysis. Figure. 5.5 shows a l l  10250 data samples used in 
t he  spectral analysis using a 10 sec s a ~ p l i n g  period (spectl-al estimates 
for  - 1 Hz < f < - Hz).  These data come from data f i l e s  63-72 of 2000 20 
magnetic tape Spectral  Data-3. Only one o f  the temperature d a t a  channels 
from noise sources T1,..,T5 was used due t o  space limitations and the i r  
similar? t i e s .  They do, i n  fac t ,  look the samg as the one g i v e n  (T2 
temperature) for a1 1 of the different scales represerr ted i n  Figs. 5.1, 
. . . $ 5 . 7 .  Figure 5.1 i s  the f i r s t  tenth (in the time sense) of  the data 
i n  Fig. 5.5 expanded in t i ne .  
Figure 5.6 shows the 10250 d a t a  samples used in the spectral analy- 
s i s  using i 100 sec sampling per iod  (spectral e s t i ~ i l a t e s  for 
10-4 1 o - ~  
2 H Z <  f <------- 2 Hz). -fhese d a t a  resul t  froin passing the original 
data t h r o u g h  the lo\, pass deal iasing f i l t e r  described ea r l i e r  and 
resampling by retaining only every tenth sample. The s e t  of  da t a  in 
Fig. 5.6 corresponds (in t i ~ ~ e )  t o  data f i l e s  51 through 150 o f  the 
o r i g i n a l  d a t a .  Figure 5.2 expands the f i r s t  tenth of F i g .  5.6 in time. 
Table 5.3 
DRTAFILE 8 OF TAPE 2578 (SPECTRAL DATA-1) 4 CARDS 
A 2( 934) CM?i;IGE TO -4725 FR13;-f 1175 
A 3(  934) CflPiYGE TO -5735 f Rfii"l7603 
A 4( 934) CH??::GE TO -3916 FkOil -65CG 
B 8(  279) Cti,?,TiGETO 570 FR3t4 213 
DPiTAFILE 25 OF TkPE 2572 (SPECTRAL G!\?fi-l) 6 CARDS 
A It( 428) CHFtf:G"O -2703 F R C X b - 4 7  
A 4 ( 4 2 9 )  + CMA::SE TO -2960 FRGM -179 
B 9( 421) Clliz:iGE TO 564 FRO;1 535 
B 9(  428) Ctir~fiGE TO 564 FROI4 527 
B10( 427) CI.l,"l;iGE TO 433 FP,S:1 388 
BlO( 428) CIi4:ICE YO 433 F R O : " r 7 3  
DATAFILE 32 O F  T?PE 2512 (SPECTRfi,L DATA-1 ) 6 CARDS 
A 4( 223)Ti-i2LJ 225 CIIA:IGL T0 -2900 FRO!ll -165 
A 4( 399jTHRY 402 G H K I G E  TO -25GO FRC?:? 2945 
B 9( 222)Ti iRU 224 Ci.lA?GE TO 568 FROY 520 
B 9( 397)TiiRU 399 CtlL,IIGE TO 560 FRO11 547 
Bl0( 222)THl',U 2 C TO 448 FROM 391 
BlO( 398)TWr;J 391" CII:';?;GE TO 442 FR0i.i 297 
DATAFILE 41 OF TAPE 2578 ( S P E C T ~ ~ ~ L  DATA-1 ) 3 CARDS 
A 4( 694)TWRU 699 CHh::Gf. TO -1930 FRGI.2 -1664 . 
B 9(  69G)Tk?RU 639 C i l F : i G E  TO 570 FROliI 409 
E10( 696)TI-iI:C 639 Ct-IA?:GE TO 4C6 FRO:I 217 
DATAFILE 75 OF TAPE 2578 (SPECTRAL DATA-1) 2 CARDS 
B 9( 965)TijRU 958 Cii:;'iGE TO 583 FRON 521 
B1O( 965)THPU 963 GiJT,rt% TO 4425 FRljT4 343 
DATAFILE 78 OF TAPE 2578 ( S P E C T ~ ~ L  GATA-I )  5 CARDS 
A 3( 753) CMA'JCE TO -7070 Fi@Oi;l -9996 
A Ir( 753) ? TO -1900 FRGM -75900 
A 5 (  753) CHt1T:GE TO -2700 FRCI""I-21 970 
A 6 (  753) CH!\;iGE TO -4200 F 8290 
A 7{ 753) CHf,ijGE TO -4800 FRO;? -15000. 
DATAFILE 82 OF TAPE 2578 (SPECPP~~L  DATA-i) 2 CARDS 
A 2( 68) CI-IAllGE TO -4700 FP,OI*I -231 1 
A 7(  520) C H P i i G t  TO -5030 FRO!! -10608 
DATfiFILE 111  OFTAPE 2575 (SPECTRI-",~ GATA-1) 2 C A R D S  
A (I.( 386) CIiAllGE 1 0  -1 300 FROM -1 1537 
A 5( 386)  Ctl/l:;C;E T0 -4300 FROt"i-6740 
DATAFILE 3 O F  TP@E 2866 (SPECTT?;l,1- DATA-2) 1 CARDS 
A 2(  422) CII$,i;GE TO -51 07 FRfiPf -3143 
DATAFI LE 22 OF TAPE 2866 (SPECTPJlL DATA-2) 2 CARDS 
A 3(  620) CHA::CE ^TO -8603 FRO;! -10850 
A 4( 620) Cl it?l:GI TO -1COi l  FROil -8093 
DATAFILE 58 O F  TC,PC 2156 (sFsECTR~L DA-;?i-2) 1 CARDS 
A 2 (  50)Tti~U 51 CiIAIEGE TO -5103 F2Ot4 -4183 
D/\TAFILE 125 OF TAPE 2166 (SPECTRL\L DATA-2) 1 CARDS 
2( 220)Ti-iEU If25 t i lA i iG '1  T3 -r897 F?CIF", 
DATAFILL 126 OF TAPE 2666 (SPECTfuptt ~:\1?$-2) 1 CARDS 
2( f )'i:{zl.j 1025 Cij,'::;(;f 10 -4S97 . FIiOiI 
DATRFIL-E 1 2 7  O F  TADE 2i1.66 (SPErUT2i-,L DATA-2) 1 CARDS 
A 2 (  1)TitRL' 993CII?1C;GETO -4595 FEgH 
DATfiFftE 32 OF SkPE 4323 ( S P L C T P J L   DATA-^) 1 CARDS 
A 2(  47ti)TtlpU 1025 CCi:"I;:GE TO -5142 FR311 -4875 
DATPIFILE 33 OF TAPE 4329 (SPEGTRJ-L DAY/\-3) 1 CARDS 
A 2 ( 1 ) THPU 1 025 CllA:iGE TO -5 142 FROM 
DATAFILE 34 OF TAPE 4329 (5PTGTRII.I PATA-3) 1 CARDS 
A 2( 1 )T!~RU 1 C25 C2IFz:ILE TO -51 $2 FRO;! 
DATijFILE 35  OF TAPE 4329 (SPECTRPd.. CilTA-3) 1 CARDS 
A 2( 1 )THE!-! 395 CH?<::GE PO -5142 FCOtI 
DATAFILE 41 Or TAPE 4329 (SPCC?P,~~L GATA-3) 1 CARDS 
A 2 (  709)TiiRti 175 CtlNISE TO -4837 FRisi"i-4322 
D#ATAFILE 58 O F  TAPE 4329 (SPECTRAL DATA-3) 4 CARDS 
A 4( 236)TWilU 237 Ctl:",I.lGE TO 503 FROPI 1837 
B 9( 237) CliAriEE TO 497 FRO14 456 
a i o (  239) CHAI:GE TO 450 FROFI 402 
BlO( 849) CfiJ"t :IGETO 457 FROM 490 
DATAFILE 85 OF TAPE 4329 (SPECTRAL 0;\1'A-3) 1 .  CARDS 
A 2( 643) CtiAf:GE TO -5415 FROil -3268 
DRTAF ILL 109 O F  TAPE 4329 (SPECTRAL c~TA-3) 4 CARDS 
A 3(  237 )Tftl?U 234 CII,"t:45E TO -1 l"30 FiiOf"l-12570 
A 4 (  231 ) T I I ~ U  233 ClfAlT-E TO 700 FRO!! 2118 
B 9( 223)Tiiiiil 232 CflAllGE TO 473 I 465 
BlO( 229)TI-IRtl 232 Ci-iAriGE -10 473 FROI.1 463 
DATAPILE 111 OF TAPE 4329 (SPECTRAL DATA-3) 4 CARDS 
4 3(  10)THRU 11 Ci43,::SE TO -1 1990 FR%! -1z450 
A 4( IO)THRU 11 CtiF",'iG"iO 490 FFR3li 2091 
B 9( ~ ) T H R ; I  11 CiiPiTiGE TO 479 FROf" r27 
B10( S)Ttf?U 11 CIIAYGE TO 460 FROiil 385 
DATAFILE 119 OF TAPE 4329 (SPECTRAL DATA-3) 2 CARDS 
A 3(  291) CIlAifGE TO -12300 Ffli?:I -1 3250 
A 4 (  291) ' CI-ik?!GE TO -25 FRO!! -4180 
DATIAFILE 123 OF TAPE 4329 (SPCC1'Rii.L DATA-3) 3 CARDS 
A 3(  345) Ct-IAl:CE TO -1 21 00 FR3iblCtilO 
A 4( 345) Clil'illGE TO 75 FRO?! -11040 
A f ; (  345) Ct-lP,;:GE TO -4340 FRO3 -8367 
DATII,FILE 19 OF 'TAPE 2969 (SPECTRAL DATA-4) 1 CARDS 
A 3(  378) CHl';,?lGE TO -1 21 50 fROI*t -1 4050 
DATAFf LE 25 O F  TAPE 2959 (SPEG~FV~L DATA-4) 2  CARDS 
A 3( 699)TtZI:U 701 ClY,"iTiGE. TO ;I2090 FROI.1 -33440 
A 4 (  693)~1(i!U 701 CI-I,"!':", TO -830 FRBM -3069 
DATAFILE 34 OF TAPE 2 9 6 ~ S ~ E G T ~ s i ~ t .  DATA-4) 5 CARDS 
A 3 (  1 8 5 ) I H ~ u  267 Cli?i,l:GT-: TO -1 2220 FROtl -14390 
R 4( 185)Tlii!:U 267 Cf%'iGt: TO -2000 FliOll -6703 
A 4( 1 4 1 ) T i ( ~ ~  142  CiiAYIGE TO -1200 F23M 1203 
B 3( 141 )Tti2U 142 Ct.IAI4GE TO 491 FRCJf'f 378 
E10( 1 S ~ ) T ~ I ~ U  742 CII:?.":GE TO 435 FROPI 361 
DATAFILE 36 O F  TAPE 2969 (SPCCTRAL EATA-4) 2 CARDS 
A 3(  G ~ ~ ) T ! ~ R U  780 CiiA'iGC TO -11982 F2OI.l -12510 
A 4 (  61 1 )?HzU 783 CFl,'i,,"iGE T0 -2400 FRCI$I -3061 
DATAFILE 78 OF TAPE 2959 (sPECTPJAL p4TA-4) 1 CARDS 
A 2( 270) G!i:ii:GE 1'0 -5235 FRO!-! z460 
DtqTAFILE 37 OF TME 2969 (SPCCTEA~ DATA-4) 1 CARDS 
A 2 (  529)Ti-~RU 7 S25 C;:;,';CC Ti3 -5326 Ffl9i.i -5358 
DATAFILE 92 OF T[,?E 2959 ( S ~ E C T P . ~ !  CITA-~) 2 CARDS 
A 2( 1)TIliSt; 191 Cl i iS :SE T3 -5336 FFiOfl 
A 2 (  421 )?'ljZU 426 CI-?it:iGETT -5336 Fi70:4 -4432 
DATAFILE 133 O F  TAPE 2359 (SPECTPia,L EATA-4) 'I CARDS 
A 2( 695)PsFE 800 C""" i-~,i,,"u;. 'TO -51 42 FR%I -47152 
DATAFILE105 Q F T r i P E  2969 (SPLCTGL DATA-4) 1 CARDS 
A 2( 77QfTtlRU 969 CTi,"t:;GE TO -53115 FT\i3$t -5307 
DATAFILE 765 OF TAPE 2969 (SPECTPAL DATA-4) 2 CARDS 
Table 5,k  b Correction da ts ,  
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Figure 5.7 shows a l l  o f  the approximately 8000 pts remaining af ter  
the data are again low pass f i l tered and resampled a t  a tenth rate to 
~t = 1000 sec. Figure 5.3 shows the f i r s t  tenth of these data expanded 
in t ine,  
Figure 5.4 shows the 800 data points remaining af ter  one more 
f i l ter ing and resampling process t o  ~t = 10,000 sec. For obvious reasons 
this  i s  shovm a t  one scale only. 
Notice that  Figs. 5.2 and 5.5, 5.3 and 5.6, and 5.4 and 5.7 are 
drawn t o  the same seal e (in seconds/inch) but wi t h  different bandwi dths 
(and sample rates) .  Figures 5.4 and 5.7 show the sane segments in time 
whereas the other pairs mentioned do n o t  (a1 though the end of F i g .  5.3 
overlaps the beginning of 5.6 i n  time). The general time domain 
characteristics of the various noise so.urces can be observed(as well as a 
feeling for the effect of the low pass f i1  t e r )  in these plots. 
Figure 5.1 Time domain data (1025 points, At=lO seconds). 
Figure 5.2 Time d o w i n  data (1035 points, At=100 seconds ) . 
-- ------- 
~ a s  T T ~ J  q ~ b n  T y;rta.ya+- 
~ ~ b ~ ~ / ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ / ~ k ~ J b & h d ~  
Figure 5.4 Time doilfiin data (1025 points f u l l  scale, bt=10,000 s c c . ) .  
-

Fjguxe 5.6 Tine domain data (10,250 points, At=100 seconds). 
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5.4 Poyrcr Spectral Densi ty Estimates 
The poijer spectral density estimates viere made usin? the algorithm 
already discussed (which is  the same as  used by M. A .  Caloyannides Dl 
and D. S .  ~1ake;nore~"'). The pokier spectral densi ty estimation pro- 
gram was in f a c t  borro\a:.:ed frocl Caloyannides (and Blakeoore) with 
s l i  g i l t  modi f i  catl 'ons to a1 l ow the prograiil t o  be run on the Uni vac 11 08, 
t o  a l l w  the prograi; t o  be called from an F\LGOL progran aas a subroutine 
i n  order to handle  the i n p u t  data and spectral d a t a  estimates more 
eff icient ly,  and t o  check for negative poaer spectral density 
estimates. Unless othenr-lse indi cated, a1 f es'cinabes r.,iere made r b r i  t h  
M = 100 (number of lags) t o  yield 2 decades of frequency. Each time 
the sampling rate  i s  reduced by a factor of  ten,  therefore, we obtain 
esti~fiates vrhich overlap the previous estimates over one decade. 
Figures 5.8,. . . ,5.22 show the polvier spectral densi t y  estimates for 
the s ix noise sources, the temperatures for  the s ix  noise sources, room 
temperature, V-check ,  and V,check. The effects of the i ni t i  a1 under 
sampl ing and the non-i deal characteri s t i  cs of the di gi ta l  deal i asi ng 
f i l t e r  have n o t  been accounted for  althougii i t  \trill be re~embered tha t  
these appreciably a f f e c t  only the highest decade of each estimate. The 
l / f  prev~hi tening f i l t e r  \.!as used in a l l  of these estimates a1 though for 
2 2% some of these sources a l / f  F i l te r  lniaht be more appropriate. The 
spectral density estimates o f  the sources represented hy Figs. 5.14, 
. . . ,5.22 were originally made rri t h  no prevdhi teni ng  f i  1 t e r  ( b u t  with mean 
* 
The l / f  prerrhi tenin9 f i l t e r  i s  closer to  f2 belovi the f i r s t  decade 
removal prior t o  the spectral estimation program). These estimates 
contained so many negative power spectral densi ty estimates that they 
were considered unusable and are n o t  presented). 
The temperatures of noise sources TI ,. . . ,T5 are nearly identical 
for the lower frequenci.es as might  be expected. A t  frequencies above 
0.001 Hz, however, the temperatures of noise sources T I ,  T3, and T4 
appear to have larger spectral densities than the temperatures of noise 
sources T2 and T5. This i s  even more apparent i n  Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 
which show the spectral estimates for the temperatures o f  TI and T2 over 
a larger range of amplitudes. From Table 5.1 we remember that the data 
for the temperatures of T2 and 15 were taken using the DVM w i t h  a reso- 
lution of 0.1 millivolt,  whereas the other temperature data were taken 
from the A / D  converter with a resolution of approximately 10 millivolts 
(& vol t s )  . Let us assume t h a t  the data recorded were the true va1 ues 
of the temperature indicated plus a quantization noise (n ( t ) )  due to 9 
the limits of resolution of the A/D converter. I f  the normal changes 
i n  the true voltage from the temperature indicator during one sampling 
period were large compared to  one quantization level of the A / D  
converter, then i t  seems reasonable to assume t h a t  n ( t )  i s  white noise 9 
with a probability density of 
f" 
v01 t s  i n  this  case) . where q i s  the quantization step size 
I 
03 
2 2 2 cq 2 2 Under these assuaptions qq > = x p, (x)dx = - x d x 5 . ! -  2 
-00 ti (J 3 (2)  * 
Using the ~ i h i  t e  noise assumption, sainpling period of a t  = 10 sec (imply- 
10 i n g  a 1/10 i i z  band~iidth), and q = --- 1024 volts we get 
1 L sn (f) .z2 -- (--* ) 10 vol t2 seconds 
r-a 12 1024 
2 
= 7.947 x lom5 volt -sec (-41 -0 db) 
Referring a g a i n  t o  Fig. 5.23 we see that  the spectral density of 
TI  temperabur has s afnimum valuc  o f  about -42.5 5 0.7 d b .  Note t h a t  
subtracting 3 db a t  t i le  h igh  freqt~ency end due to  aliasing i s  n o t  appro- 
p r ia te  here since the total  average poirer o f  the noise n ( t)  was 9 
considered rather than the pov!er spectral density o f  the quantization 
noise before s a ~ 2 l i n g .  I t  i s  interesting t h a t  the power spectral den- 
s i t y  estimate of the T1 noise source temperature a c t u a l l y  goes below the 
power spectral density calculated for the quantization noise. This 
problem niay be resolved ( i f  one considers 1.5 db s ignif icant)  by noting 
t h a t  the temperature of the  noise source actually changed so slowly t h a t  
the output '  of  the A/D converter often reriainnd f i x e d  for  several samples 
a t  a time. The  q u a n t i z a t i o n  nois2 in th is  case would n o t  be r ih i t e  o r  
uncorrelatcd \vi t h  the te1;lperature and we mi g i l t  expec t  the sun to  yield 
a loirer po:.!er spectal density a t  the h i g h e r  frequencies (a conclusion 
n~ade on the  basis of  the previous coc!ment t h a t  the output of the AID 
converter o f t e n  does not change over a period of  several samples, 
rrhich would intui t ively impljf 1 ow hioh-frequency components). 
A t  th i s  point a s l igh t  digression will be made to discuss the ther- 
mal transfer function of the oven used t o  control the temperatures of 
noise sources TI , . . . ,T5. We now have power spectral densi ty estimates 
for  room temperature and for  the temperatures of each of the noise 
sources. I f  we assume tha t  a l l  heat sources inside the oven have con- 
s t an t  power dissipation then we may estimate the magnitude squared of 
the thermal transfer function between the room temperature and the 
temperature of noise source T2 by d i v i d i n g  the spectral estimate of 
T2 temperature by the spectral estimate for  room temperature and multi- 
plying by a constant to  account for  the different  gains of the two 
temperature measurements. 
10 log l;(f)l2 - 10 log S ( f )  - 10 log ( f )  - 23.5 db . 
T2 temp. Room temp. 
2 Figure 5.25 shows th i s  estimate of IH(f) 1 . Notice tha t  the 
dimensions of H(f) are in [degrees change of T2 temperature]/[degrees 
change of room temperature] rather than the usual dimensions i nvol v i  ng 
volts a t  the i n p u t  to  the measuring channel. As can be seen from Fig. 
5.25, the temperature variations a t  the noise source are reduced by 
greater than 25 db a t  the lower frequencies (a factor  of 17.8 in tem- 
perature amplitudes) as compared t o  the room temperature. The oven 
clearly has the characteristics of a low pass f i l t e r .  The fac t  tha t  
th i s  low pass f i l t e r  levels off a t  a frequency of approximately 0.01 Hz 
i s  somewhat surprising. The loop gain of the temperature control 
breaks a t  a s l ight ly  higher frequency than th i s .  Referring back to  
Fig .  5.24 we see tha t  a white noise w i t h  an rms value of .067 mv added 
to the T2 temperature measuring channel would be sufficient t o  cause lev- 
eling of f  of the 72 temperature spectral density t o  -73.5 db as observed 
i n  Fig. 5.24 even though  the estimate on quantization noise for  the DVM 
would predict a leveling off a t  a spectral density of -80.8 db .  When 
one considers that .067 millivolts could result from only 3.3 mi 1 liamps 
of current through 2 feet  of #20 copper wire, a noise voltage of this 
order due to  system ground loops would not be surprising. 
Referring t o  Figs. 5.8,.  . . ,5.13 we see that i f  we assume that 
S,(f) = ~ f - ~  we m i g h t  estimate the values of a for  noise sources XZ,Tl, 
..., T5 to be 1.27, 1.17, 1.3, 1.24, 1.13, 1.08. If we average these six 
estimates for a we get <a> = 1.20. I t  i s  noted here that this  value of 
a is  not far  removed from the value of 1.3 found by M. A. Caloyannides 
when he averaged his ten noise sources together. [ I ,  page 1911 
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Figure 5.13 Noise  source TS spec t r a l  est>k&tcs (-636 10 log f 6-13). 
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Figwe 5.21 T? te~wraiuze spct:.&l e s t i~ ra tes  (-63110 l o g  f /--13, 
- 
cozpressed vertical scale). 

5.5 Temperature Coefficient Estimates 
A great deal of effor t  was expended t o  reduce the variations of  the 
tergperahures of the noise sources, No claim, hoviever, has k e n  made tha t  
the temperature of the noise sources has actually been held to  a con- 
s t a n t .  The h o ~ e ,  therefore, i s  t o  e i ther  subtract any effects  o f  a now 
knov~n temperature fron the d a t a  before processing or t o  show t h a t  the 
tempel-ature does n o t  significantly affect  the final resul ts .  I n  order 
to  do this  we need a reasonable estimate of  the temperature coefficients 
of each of the ampli f i e r s .  Shortly -hefore the s t a r t  of the long term 
measurements an attempt rras made t o  measure these coefficients . These 
measurements ware made using the thermistors attached t o  the noise 
sources as nanti oned before. 
Since ten2peratures were measured by the  same thermistor and  
amplifier c i rcui t s  i n  a l l  cases, the coefficients will be referred to  
i n  terms of volts change in noise source af ter  anplification divided 
by volts change out of the thers~istor ampli f i e r .  For the five T noise 
sources the temperature was modulated by changing the resistances i n  
the resi s tor-thermi s to r  bridge o f  tile oven temperature control net1:tori:. 
The tenpcrature was actually varied over a range of  about 1.7'C (10 
vol ts ) .  Time was allo~ed for  the noise sources to  reach an equilibrium 
temperature befoi-e t a k i n g  the d a t a .  The voltage measuremznts of  the 
noise sources were made by attempting to average by eye the noise over 
a period of several seconds (See F i g .  5 2 6 ) .  
We are assuming t h a t  the actual  noise vol tage  which we can measure 
i s  
F i g w e  5,';16 fioise soccrc-l tenpzraturi .  versus noise s n w c e  i)'_jtpxt 
voltage for. noise so2m::es T1, TE, T3, TL, and TS. 
where n ( t )  i s  the  actual noise process ~[hich we vmuld l ike t o  measure 
and T ( t )  i s  the temperature v ~ h i c h  vie 1 b r i  11 consider known ( i n  this  case 
T ( t )  i s  in units of vo l t s  r a the r  than degrees). !\'e wish t o  measure the 
h 
temperzture coeff ic ient  k .  The estimate of  k wil l  be denoted by k. 
Since the to ta l  t e s t  period was on the order of  a couple of hours ,  the 
d r i f t  of the noise sources must be recognized as an error .  I n  order t o  
estimate the temperature coe f  f i  c ien t  we are calculating 
where x ( t O , t l )  = n( tO)-" t l )  i s  a random var iable .  I f  we assume t h a t  
n ( t )  i s  a zero mean stationary process then 
where iit = tI-to 
If  we assume that  Sn( f )  = 
1 0  if,. > f m a x  
then 
2 
a , =  
2 2 rx ( I - c ~ i ( Z r f ~ t j ) d f  
k [ ~ ( t ~ ) - ~ ( t ~  )12 0 
8 
[Eq. 5.5.11 
[byEq. 8.230.1 of Ref. 171. fmax is  determined by the averaging 
time o f  the eye and - - 10 sec seems reasonable. Using f,,, = . I  Hz, 
fmax 
and h t  = 1 hour we ge t  
Cli * 5.76 fi where A = Sn(f = 1 Hz) 
IT( tO)-T( t l  l 
A1 though most of the Sn(f) for the 6 noise sources are not very 
good approximations t o  A j f ,  Eq.  5.5.1 implies that  Sn(f)  for f << lom3 
is relatively unimportant for differences taken over the interval of an 
hour. For the purposes of this  estimate, it will be assumed that 
~,(f) = l ~ = ~ / f  volt2-seconds for a l l  the noise sources. This number 
will not be justified for al l  sources except to point out that i t  looks 
particularly good for noise sources T4 and T5. This yields 
cri - .006 . 
I f  n( t )  i s  a gaussian process then we have a 95% probability that  
A h 
k . l i e s  in the region * k + 20 A = k 2 ,012 . Using Cauchy's k 
inequal i ty we have (wi t h o u t  the gaussi an assumpti on) a 75% probabi 1 i ty 
o f  lying in this region. 
Another way of looking a t  this error i s  the following. If  we were 
somehow able to draw the straight line representing the true temperature 
coefficient, k, through the f i r s t  datum point, then changed the tempera- 
ture and wai ted an hour to obtain a second datum point, the noi se 
voltage of the second datum point would be a random variable with a 
standard deviation of sk[T(tO)-T(tl) 1 - 0.06 volts. Noise sources T1 
and T5 exhibit d r i f t s  slightly larger than predicted. The others appear 
to be within the standard deviation estimated i f  one attempts to draw 
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the optinun s t ra ight  l ine .  I t  might be noted that  the measurements were 
n o t  made in the sequence of lowest to  highest temperature b u t  rather 
fron~ next to  lorrest tenlperature in sequence to highest temperature and 
then back to the lowest temperature. T h i s  fac t  could prove useful i f  
one v4ished t o  consider the possibili ty o f  l inear trends i n  the noise 
source vo l t age ,  or the fac t  t h a t  suff icient  time may n o t  have be2n 
allolved for  the tenperature of the noise source t o  reach equilibrium. 
The follovjing estimates resul t  fronl f i t t i n g  a s t ra ight  l ine to  the 
highest and  loliiest texperature points tvith an  error  estimate o f  i 20^ k 
predicted above. 
Temperature coeffi cicnt (vol ts/vol t )  
fable 5.5 
As a p o i n t  of in teres t ,  a t e~~pera tu re  coefficient of -12  vol t s / v o l t  
a t  the o u t p u t  i s  equivalent t o  7.2 p volts /"C referred to  the input of 
the operational amplifier as co~3pared to  10 p Y / O C  and 7 yV/"C typical 
values published by the manufacturer for t h e  vA709 and  pt4747 
respectively . [ID, page 51 
For no ise  source f 2  the temperature coefficient was estimated by 
recording noise source and te~iperature vol t a g o s  d u r i n g  piarm up fro3 
the in t ia l  turn on o f  the system (F ig .  5.27) .  Here a g a i n  the  neasure- 
ments are over a tem2erature range of a b o u t  1.7"C w i t h  the d a t a  points 
1 
spread over i;bouQ- hour period of  t ime Approximating a s t ra ight  l ine  
t o  these d a t a  g.ives a temperature coef f i c ien t  o f  ap?roximately +0.1. 
The question no:.( arises vjhether by performino a cross correlation 
i n  the d i g i t a l  cozputcr bebteen the noise d a t a  and the tem?erature d a t a  
f o r  each source we could nEasure the temperature coefficient t o  a - 
greater accuracy (or a t  least  verify these measurements already t aken) .  
The s i t u a t i o n ,  therefore, i s  t h a t  we assufie t h a t  the actual noise 
measurements :{(jilt) (where a t  i s  the sa~pling per iod)  are i n  f a c t  the 
sum o f  the ac tual  n o i s e  process we viou1.d l ike t o  measure and a tempera- 
ture dependent p a r t  where the temperature i s  known b u t  n o t  the 
appropr ia te  constant  k. 
Assume t h a t  t J ( j a t )  = n ( j a t )  + k T ( j n t )  where n ( t )  i s  a zero mean 
stationary random process and T ( t )  has zero mean. tie define our 
estimate o f  k as 
If we assume now t h a t  T ( j ~ t )  i s  a known function then 
@ - 
* *  * * 
P noise source +b2 
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time s ince "turn ontf (minutes ) 
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Figure 5.77 i o i s e  s o ~ ~ c -  i;;!:p-r~-tu;*- versuc. iloice s owce output 
v o l t q e  2'02 noise soicc~ #% s u i n g  oven wmm up, 
= k + 0 (by our  a s sunp t i on  t h a t  n ( t )  i s  a zero 
mean, s t a t i  onary process) 
= k, 
The estimator, therefore,  has a mean value o f  k and a parameter o f  
interest  i s  the variance of the estimate, 
To s im7l i f j l  the c a l c u l a t i o n  a t  this  p o i n t ,  assum. t h a t  n(t) i s  
band l imi ted vihi t e  noi  se ( a  condi t i  on rihi ch we may a p p r o x i ~ a t e  by 
1 pre~!i-~i teni no), bandl i m i  ted t o  f = - 28 t  ' In this case 
T' (j n t )  1' 
[Eq.  5.5.21 
For a rough estimate of the sort  of accuracy we can expect in measur- 
i n g  k by t h i s  method, consider the following. Looking a t  the estimated 
power spectral density of the t e ~ e r a t u r e s  of the various noise sources 
(see Fig .  5.14,. . . ,5.19) i t  appears t h a t  most of the power i s concen- 
trated near the frequency fd  corresponding to a one day period (i .e., 
10 log fd  = -49.4). I t  seems reasonable that i f  we prewhiten both 
N(t) and T(t) by a f i l t e r  having a transfer characteristic of 
IH(f)12 a f with unity gain a t  frequency fd  we will have n t ( t )  and 
T ' ( t )  such that  
M M 
T' ( j A t ) ' - E  i( jbt12 ( i f  S T ( f )  i s  narrow band 
2 1 
and <n ' ( t )  - Sn ( f d )  x A~ i f we prewhi ten proper1 y. 
Theref ore 
- Sn(fd)/nt  
H< ~ ( t ) ' >  . 
about f = fd 1 
If we use the total length of our record (L seconds) then F l ~ t  = L and 
Therefore we do as well estimating k a t  the lowest sampling r a t e  
as a t  the h i g h e s t  i f  we use a proper dealiasing f i l t e r  eaci: t i m e  
the sarlple r a t e  is reduced. ble s h a l l  therefore make estimates o f  k 
4 a t  A t  = 10 sec u s i n g  the-803 samples we have a t  th is  rate since i t  
reduces the asiount of arithmetic and sin21 i f i e s  the prewhi tening 
f i l te r .  
I f  vre estimate < ~ ( t ) ~ >  t o  he -.012 ( the  value ca lcula ted  from d a t a  
2 
af ter  preahitening) and S(fd) = 15.85 v -sec from the T5 power spectra l  
dens i ty  est inate  we get 
ok - ,013 or about  a 213% estimate when k = 0.1 
Another way o f  l o o k i n g  a t  this i s  as  fol lows.  S T ( f )  has a peak 
3 2 
value of  -1 -99 x 10 v o l t  -sec a t  frequency f I:'e have already d *  S,(fd)  
determined t h a t  a2^  - 6 . I f  we make an estimate for  k 8 x 10 x 0.012 
we should n o t  be s u r p r i s e d  t o  get k = k + o i , g i v i n g  us an estimate of 
n ( - t )  as b ( t )  = N(t) - k ~ ( t )  = n ( t )  - o i i ( t ) .  I f  n ( t )  and T ( t )  are 
uncorre la ted  we will have 
That i s ,  i f  we have an  estinat:! of  I: which gives l e s s  t h a n  a 0.1 db 
"bump" i n  the noise power spectral  density due t o  tej3perature, then 
have p r o b a b l y  done a b o u t  as we11 as we can do. In other words, i f  
we cannot see a "bum?" in the noise- spectral  dens i ty  estimate,  we 
probably cannot  make a meaningful estimate o f  the temperature 
I t  would be in terest ing t o  f ind out more about t h e  e f f ec t s  o f  n o t  
prevrhitenirig i n  t h i s  estimator f o r  k. In order t o  do this  I will make 
the a r t i f i  cia1 assumption t h a t  T ( t )  i s  a lso a zero mean, s ta t ionary,  
random process and t h a t  n ( t )  and !4(t) are  s t a t i s t i c a l  ly  independent. 
Although I'm quite sure the reader will  n o t  agree tha t  T ( t )  i s  l ike ly  
t o  be a s ta t ionary process, i f  we assume t ha t  i t  i s  a very narrovi band 
process i t  viould be d i f f i c u l t  t o  prove or  disprove s t a t i ona r i t y  over 
-100 cycles a t  the center frequency. 
Again vfe have 
M 
= k -iC 
j =I 
A 
k = k + xly where  x and y a re  now random variables 
I4 
= t ijrr:at) 
j-l I 
by assunptfon o-f s t a t io r i a r i  ty  and s t a t i s t i c a l  independence 
P4oi.r by u s i n g  the  convolu t ion  theore1:is o f  the Fourier t r a n s f o r m  and  by 
d e n o t i n g  convolut ion as 
and no t i ng  t h a t  
we get 
vihere the approximation i n  Eq. 5.5.4 i s  due t o  a l i a s i n g  i f  the  quan t i t j f  
i n  brackets is no t  band j imi  ted t o  f = . T h e a p p r o x i m a t i o n r r i l l  
1  be good i f  E >> 1  and i f  ~ , ( f )  = ST(f) = 0 for  [ f l  > * 
r 2 2 1 2) i f  ---- 1 m t  sin (~f~fililt) %I t ( n f ! I ~ t )  2 " sT( f )  sn(f)  I f = O  
b u t  as I! -, , M6t s i  n" nf ! jh t  + 6 ( f )  , so t h a t  as M + m ,  
(nfM~t) 
and for  l a r g e  M 
em 
f $t 
I f  we assur~~e t h a t  ( t )  = E then i t  seems reason- 
i="3 
able t h a t  
[ E q .  5.5'51 
Eiorr i t  becoijies c lea r  that i f  ~ , ( f )  i s  "reasonably" smooth and S T ( f )  
has a narroib: Sandvridth a b o u t  f = fd relat ive t o  the smoothness of  
s , (S ) ,  we w i  11 have 
2, 1 Sn ( fd )  4 - f L ( t ) >  - 1 S,(fd) 
k - m  
- -  
2 , 2  
<T (t,> flht (t) > 
[ E q .  5.5.63 
vrhi ch i s  just  the anskier vre g o t  hefore for  white noise. Nor$, hov~ever, 
u s i n g  Eq. 5.5.5 we can see what happens i f S n ( f )  i s  no 1 onger \.rhi t e .  
As long  as S, (f) doesn' t blovd u p  anyivhere ( e .  g . , i s  no t  much 1 arger 
than $,(fd) anp~here) and 1s reasonably smooth near f = fd ,  the accuracy 
o f  the estimate i s  dependent only on sn(fdj .  I f ,  however, we have 
j Sn(f)df -i - for small E as i n  l / f  noise and i f  ST(f = 0) f 0 (no 
2 matter how small j we will have oi -+ In the actual experiment, of 
course, we have removed the sample mean from N(t) which would keep 
oi2 from actually g o i n g  t o  =, nevertheless it is clearly desirable t o  
prewhi ten i n  t h i s  case. 
The estimates were made on the. raw data (i..e., before any 
attempt was made a t  removing popcorns and trends). In addition 
( i ~ t )  was calculated from the data and an estimate was made . 
i = l  
for S,(fd) from the power spectral density estimates (attempting to 
ignore any "bump" in the spectral densi.ty due t o  temperature). These 
were used i n  estimating 06 for each source. The estimates are assumed 
to  be k2ok t o  yield a t  leas t  a 75% probability of being within the 
specified range even under the (likely) conditions that  the noise 
sources are n o t  gaussian. 
The errors in a l l  cases were estimated u s i n g  E q .  5.5.6. As was 
shown, lack of prewhi tening can significantly increase the errors above 
these estimates. 
Comparing the original estimates and the estimates made from 
prewhitened data we see that  the error tolerances are not sufficient t o  
explain the differences. In  the case o f  noise source #2 we see (by 
rig est-ir.;ai;e 
Sc 
?st-imate fro31 d a t a  
ti thout  prev;l?i teni n g  
estimate from 
a t a  wl" tit pret.!hi t en i  ng 
Table 5.6 
Jz 
The e r ro r  tclerances i n  th is  case ignore the fac t  t h a t  S,(f) blows 
- 
u p  near f = 0. rhese e r ro r  tclerances are n o t ,  therefore,  t o  be 
taken seriously.  They only serve t o  demonstrate the evil of u s i n g  
E q .  5.5.6 blindly. 
looking a t  the rayr data) that  the temperature has two very large step 
functions i n  i t .  I f  t h i s  i s  due to soma error  i n  the temperature 
nieasuring device ratl?er t h a n  changes in the temperature of the noise 
source, the assu~~tion of N ( . t ]  = n ( t )  + kT(t), where T i s  knor!n, i s  
no longer valid. Rather, N(t) = n ( i )  + k T ( t ) ,  T' ( t )  = T ( t )  + s ( t )  
where T' (tj rather t h a n  T( t )  i s  Cnoan  and our  estimator aould yield 
A xb4(t) T '  ( t )  x ( n ( t ) ~ ( t )  + n ( t )  i ( t )  + k ~ ' ( t ) + k i ( t ) s  ( t ) )  
k = - 0 
C ( T 2 ( t )  + s 2 W  + s ( t l  -ut)) 
Under appropriate assum?ti ons we m i g h t  expect 
giving us a biased estimate tending to  be smaller i n  magn i tude  t h a n  k 
w i t h  a variance wh-ich \~otald be much more d i f f i cu l t  t o  calculate.  In 
addition t o  th i s ,  noise sources f2, T3 and 1 4  have obvious popcorning 
'jhich contribute t o  the pokier spectral density o f  each noise source. 
Removing t!iese step functions should, therefore, decrease the 
vsriance of the estimator, 
5.6 Effects of Temperature on Pmier Spectral Censi ty Estilgates 
Me nor! have power spectral density estimates of b o t h  terrperature, 
T ( t ) ,  and the raw noise, N(t), where ne assume that  N ( t )  = n( t )  + k T ( t ) .  
A 
We also hav2 estimates for the tom?erature coefficsents, k ,  fo r  each 
of the iloise sources. These teilperature coeff icier ts  are n o t  as good 
as vie m i g h t  have hoped for  and i t  seems appropriate t o  investigate the 
e f f e c t s  o f  an iriperfect estimate of a temperature coefficient (or the 
effects  o f  not correcting for  temperature for  that  mat'iei-) on the final 
estimate $(f). I f  net) and ~ ( t )  ape uncorrelated rat~dom processes, 
2 then we knovi that  S N ( f )  = S,(f) + k sT(f). Therefore E 
2^ If  k ~ ~ ( f )  << S,(f) for a l l  b u t  a few narrow 
intervals of frequency, then we may be able t o  make reasonable e s t i -  
A 
mates of  S,(f) by extj-apolatin~ the values of S N ( f )  outs ide  these 
intervals of frequency to  the frequencies inside these intervals ( th is  
just involves the assumption that  Sn( f )  i s  reasonably smooth). 
To demonstrate t h i s ,  we will look a t  noise source T5 in de ta i l .  
This source i s  chosen because i t  shows the greatest e f fec t  of tempera- 
ture in i t s  spectrzl estimates (see Figs. 5.8,. . . ,5.13), a consistent 
s e t  of temperature c o e f f i c i e n t  estimates was obtained fo r  t h i s  source 
(see Table 5 . 6 ) ,  and there i s  no reason t o  suspect t h a t  the t e~pera tu re  
n~easurenients thensel~fes niay be inaccurate (as in the case of the #2 
noi se source temperature measurements). 
Figure 5.28 shoos the power spsctral density est inates  o f  noise  
source T5 a l o n g  ~ ~ i t h  the estimates for T5 temperature mu1 t ip l ied  
by 0.12 (the original k estimate from Table 5.6). The small "+" on 
the graph shows my attempt to  extrapolate SN(f) to  obtain Sn( f )  a t  f re-  
H z , l O l o g f d = - 4 9 . 3 7 ) .  The quency f d  ifd = c ~ c l e / d a ~  = 60.60.24 
2 power spectral density estimate (0.12) ST[fj peaks a t  about 2 db above 
the "+". Since spectral densities are supposed t o  add, we would pre- 
A 
d ic t  the power spectral density SN(f)  t o  peak a t  10 log(1 + 10 0.2) - 
4.1 db above the "to. The value which we get ,  however, is 6.2 db above 
the "+". There are several possible reasons for  t h i s  apparent 
discrepancy. k/e may not have extrapolated the true power spectral den- 
h A 
- s i t y  ~ , ( f )  suff ic ient ly  well, the' variances of the ST(fd) and SN(f f )  
. - 
estimates are non-zero, and we may not have chosen the proper value for  
4 
k. If we assume tha t  only our estimate of k i s  wrong we may work th i s  
A 
problem in reverse and ask what value of k does F i g .  5.28 predict. I f  
we assume tha t  k i s  i n  f ac t  0.12; then we solve 10 log(1 + a210-*2) = 
h A 
6.2 db which yields la( = 1.4 or a ne\$ value for  k of l k l  = 0.17. 
This i s '  not i n  good agreement wi.th the two values of k from Table 5.6 
which were considered t o  be valid (0.121 + 0.12 and 0.133 2 ,026). The 
major error  may come from8the inaccuracies of the spectral estimates 
ST(f) and SN(f ) .  The high resolution spectral esimtates which are 
used here were made using 800 sample points with M = 100 lags.  
For white noise we remember tha t  th i s  yields a variance of the estimator 
100 2 
of a2 - mS (f) for white noise. I f  we blindly use th i s  estimate of 
variance for these sources which have sharp peaks i n  t he i r  spectral 
densities (no attempt will be made t o  verify the accuracy of th is  
assumption), a spectral estimate which i s  one standard deviation away 
from the true value would either be 1.3 db high o r  1.9 db low. If we 
assume that the peak i n  $(f) a t  fd  (Fig. 5.28) is a too low, we would 
A 
predict the peak i n  the noi.se spectral density, SN(fdj, t o  be 
10 log (1 + 1 0 % ~ ~ )  = 5.4 db above the "+",requiring [if k = 0.12) that  
I\ 
SN(fd) was actually 0.8 db too high (an error of less than the 
predicted G for the estimate iN[fd)) .  
Figure 5.29 shows the spectral density estimates of noise source 
T5 before and af ter  0.12 x T(tj  was subtracted (that is $N(f )  and Sn(f) 
h 
where n ( t j  = N(t) - 0.12 T(t)) .  Notice that the estimates a t  each end 
o f  the frequency scale are near1 y identical (hi gher frequency estimates 
are not included because of the relatively low values of ST(f) a t  higher 
frequencies). The presence of an additive temperature coeffi cient 
appreciably affects the estimate only i n  those regions where the 
temperature (mu1 tiplied by the temperature coefficient, k] i s  less than 
10 db below the raw noise spectral density as was expected (that i s ,  
h h 
A 2'- s ( f ) ) .  . SN(f) - ~ ; ( f )  as long as ( k )  ST(f) c 
This i s  an important point because i t  implies that  one may make a 
meaningful estimate (biased by less than 1 d b )  without knowing the exact 
temperature coeffi cient (or even accurate measurements of the tempera- 
ture as we suspect may be the case for noise source t 2 )  i f  i t  can be 
" 2 ^  A 
shown that (k - k )  ST(f) < 0.1 S N ( f )  over the ranges of frequency for 
2 "  
which we wish to  make estimtes. In f ac t ,  i f  k S T ( f )  < 0.1 SN(f)  we 
need not bother to correct for temperature and may reasonably assume that  
Using Fig. 5.29, another example i s  offered to t e s t  the hypothesis 
h A A 2 h  tha t  SN(f) - S;l(f) + ( k )  sT(f) ; t h i s  time using the lower resolution 
estimates a t  10 log il = -50, 10 log SNcfi) + 10 I ~ ~ I ( O . I Z ) ~  iT(fl)] + 
6.6. We, therefore, expect tha t  
10 log  sjl(f) = 10 log SN(f) - 1.07 db . 
Measuring th i s  value f romfig .  5.29 we get 10 log in(f] - 10 log $N(f) 
- 1.2. An e r ror  of about 0.1 dh. In th i s  case we were making spectral 
estimates using 8000 data points and M = 100 lags yielding a standard 
deviation for  each of  the spectral estimates of-& S ( f )  ( i0.5 d b )  . 
Figaye 5.28 Spec t ra l  estkzates of TF noise source and 
- 
0.12 x TS temperatwe ( - " 3 ~  10 log f 6-31). 
SPEC DENSITY 
Figure 5 2 9  Spectl.a% esrlixa$es of T5 noise s o w c e  and TS wise  
-
xo%mce minus 0,12 X T5 tempcrzt~we, 
5.7 Effects of Burst ("popcorn") b!oi ;e 
Referring t o  F i g s .  5 . I , .  . . ,5.7 i t  can be seen t h a t  noise sources 
372, T2, T3, and T4 (as well as VmCheck 
and "+check ) exhibi t  a chzrac- 
t e r i s t i c  of ten  referred t o  as burst noise (an apparent a d d i t i v e  se r ies  
o f  s t y 2  func*t ions c o n t a j n i ~ g  only tiio d i s t i n c t  levels o f  amplitude). II-I 
sone cases (swc3 as ~oise source 74 i n  F!'[i. 5 .2)  there appear t o  be 
mu1 t ip le  bilrst ccmronents v j i t h i n  a single n ~ i s e  source. T h e  t i ne  
periods of the bursts are  apparent ly  random vzr i ab lz s  and can be 
observed in the d a t a  from - 10 sec , (times s h ~ r t e r  tl-ian t h i s  canno t  be 
rcsol ver! w f t h  3 10 second sanpl i n g  period) for noise s w r c e  T 3  ir; F i  5s. 
6 3.1 and 5.5 to an " o f f "  .:ivie period of - 1.61 x 10 s e c  (18.6 d a y s )  f o r  
V 
-check i n  Fig. 5.7 and  an apparent " o f f "  time of greater t h a n  ( the 
origiilal s t ep  dm;n i s  presuned t o  occur be-forc! the s t a r t  of the record- 
6 i ng  period) 6.1 x 10 scc (70.6 dsys) fo r  ngise source $2 i c  F i g .  5.7. 
T h i s  process i s  not new. I t  vdas noted by ~alo:farlnides[l' in his 
investi ga-tion o f  the 1 / f  phenomeonon. In his investigation he no ted  
the existence of  burst noise and attem?ted t o  el ininate  i t  by choosing 
new noise s o u r c e s  until no burst noise was observed, I t  i s  not 
possible, h o ~ e v e r ,  t o  show the non-exi stence c f  burst components h a v i n g  
time periods on the  crder o f  days with an observation time of a few 
hours. Caloyannides st; 11 hzd observable popcorni ng  i  n his final 
experimental d a t a  v~hich he proceeded t o  i gnore w i  t h  the f o l  lovri t-~g 
"Removing them di g i  t a l  l y  ~roul d produce an a r t i  f i  c i  a1 a r ray  
o f  d a t a ,  representing n o t h i n g  2hys-i cal ; keeping the noi se 
source as i t  i s  vjould steepen tile overall f i n a l  estimate; 
y e t  the l a t t e r  can hardly be called "distortion" or "bias" 
s i n c e  "popcorning" does exis t  i n  seniconductors and i s  
as na tu ra l  as f l icker  noise i t se i f  ." [ I ,  p a g e 6 6 1  
The "naturalness" of popcorn noise does n o t  seen to be the issue 
here. There i s  reason t o  believe tha t  f l i c k e r  noise may, i n  f a c t ,  be 
the sum of a l a r y  nur jber  of popcorn components within a single semi- 
conductor d=.vi cc. It seens t h a t  a good step toward u n d e r s t a ~ d i n ?  the 
nature of the "pure" l / f  noise ( i f  in f a c t  i t  ex is ts )  i s  t o  remove a l l  
components c o n t r i b u t i n g  t o  the ra1w noise vthich can be identified as 
separate (even i f  simil a r j  processes. 
A s t a t i s t i ca l  study of burst noise i n  bipolar semiconductor devices 
(such as the operational amyli i i e r s  used i n  th is  investigation) by 
~ u c k e t t ' ~ ]  indicated t h a t  popcorn noise a p p e a r e d  t o  be a random tele-  
graph Rave \.ti t h  a v:ai t i n g  t ime probability ciensi ty of "on" time f o r  a 
-t/ .r+ 
g iven  burst o V O n  ( t)  = 1 e a n d  a probability dnnsi ty  for " o f f "  
+ 
time duration of Po f f  ( t )  = 1 e where i n  general T+ f T - .  Puckett' s 
T- 
inves"Lption i n v o l i t 9 d  t i i c e  constants on the crder of 0.1 t o  1 milli-  
second because of  experinental convenience. He notes, however, t h a t  
neither upper nor lower limi-ts had been established for  T+ o r  r . 
Puckett shov~s b o t h  t h e o r e t i  cal l y  and e x p e r i ~ e n t a l  l y  that the povder 
spectral dens i ty  f o r  such a noise source a i  t h  a peak-to-geak a~:pli tude 
of h and  uncorrelated w a i t i n g  t ines  i s  given by [3, page 721 
1 1  1 If we l e t  fo = (- + -),or = T-/T+, and k = ahL 
T+ T- (1 +a) 2 7r 
trre have 
[Eq. 5.7.1) 
If we have a noise source, N(t] = nl ( t ]  + n2(t)  which i s  composed of a 
f l icker  component, S (f] = m ,  A and a b u r s t  component then the 
"1 
resulting power spectral density of the sum should be 
[Eq. 5.7.21 
-3 Figure 5.30 shoiqs th i s  function plotted for  f o  = 10 Hz, A = I ,  
and various values o f  k .  I t -  i s  interesting to note that  we may predict 
the peak value of 10 l o g [ ~ ~ ( f ) ]  - 10 log IS ( f ) ]  by knowing only h 
and T-/T+. Therefore, a popcorn component of a given amplitude h 
produces the same relat ive effects  i n  the spectral density o f  A/lf\  
noise whether the time constants are large or small except tha t  the 
distortion will occur a t  %different points on the log f axis.  
As was mentioned ea r l i e r ,  burst noise characteristics are easi ly 
observable in the t i m e  domain data p lo t s  ( F i g s .  5.1,. . . ,5.7) for  noise 
sources #2,  T2, T3, and T4. For future reference (and for  the reader 
to  compare with the spectral estimates in Figs. 5.8,. . . ,5.12) Table 
5.7 shotrs the blery crude estimates o f  T,  and h (as well as some 
other values implied by these parameters) krhich were made direct ly 
from these d a t a  plots.  (fiote that  i f  pet) = 1 emt/' then 
T 
.40.0 -30,O -20.8 - 
10 LOG FREO 
Figure 5.30 Theor- t ica l  sp-.ctrzl d e n s i t y  f o r  l/f noise plus s ingle  
bWs t c~~,"iipanent. 
A reasonable method of estimating fo and k from the power spectral 
density estimate of a popcorn source would be to ,compare the spectral 
density t o a A / f  curve. I f  S(fj = -  ) '1 then the peak value 
A Esti- of 10 log S ( f )  - 10 log (i) occurs a t  f = fo  and i s  O i f  A = 
mates of 10 log fo and 10 log + a r e  included i n  Table 5.7. 
Referring to F igs .  5.8, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 we see tha t  noise 
sources #2 and T3 agree quite we1 1' w i t h  these estimates. b u t  t ha t  noise 
sources T2 and T4 do not. Figure 5.7 reveals tha t  the single burst 
observed i n  F i g .  5.6 for source T2 was not representative (T m i g h t  
C 
7 be bet ter  estimated to be on the order of 5 x 10 sec) . Figure 5.7 also . 
reveals tha t  in addition to  the positive going bursts a t  the beginning 
of the record there are some negative going bursts l a t e r .  These bursts 
are somewhat suspicious since they appear to  limit a t  a part icular  value 
rather than being of uniform height. This suggests tha t  they may 
actually be missed glitches.  Noise source T2 (Fig. 5.7) also has a 
very large low frequency component observable i n  the time domain (not 
character is t ic  of the other sources) which could account fo r  the f a s t  
r i se  i n  pov:er spectral hensity a t  the lowest frequencies. This low 
frequency component cannot be easi ly identified as coming from burst 
noise although i t  i s  possible tha t  i t  i s  the resul t  of several small 
amplitude bursts w i  t h  long, b u t  approximately equal , time constants. 
Figure 5.6 shows tha t  T4 has a t  l eas t  two separate burst  components 
(and probably more). This would account for  the discrepancy observed 
betv~een Tab le  5.7 and F i g .  5.12. Itore will be s a i d  a b o u t  t h i s  l a t e r .  
Table 5.7 
5.8 Removal of Burst Noise Components 
Noise source #2 and noise source T3 have burst components with suf- 
f iciently few steps t h a t  it was considered feasible t o  determine the 
amplitude and position of  each step by hand. These two sources were 
3 plotted a t  A t  = 10 set (- 8000 ~ t s )  and the switching times and 
amplitudes estimated from this plot. For noise source #2 the burst 
amplitude was estimated to be approximately 0.39 volts with 2 positive 
going steps and 2 negative going steps. For noise source T3 the ampli- 
tude  was estimated t o  be 0.22 volts with 13 positive and 13 negative 
3 going  steps. The switching times were estimated a t  ~t = 10 sec 
because a shorter sample period rrould have involved a great .deal more . 
plotting and effort  with l i t t l e  or no advantage. 
A t  this tinle i t  was decided*to attempt to remove an apparent trend 
i n  noise source TI. This source was assumed t o  have an exponential 
component of C e where C was estimated t o  be 1.6 volts and r to be 
6 2.7 x 10 sec. These estimated components were removed and the 
4 resulting data low pass fiqtered and resampled t o  a t  = 10 sec. These 
data are s hovfn i n F i  g . 5 -31 and may be compared wi t h  those in Fi gs . 5.7 
and 5.4. 
The povrer spectral density estimates (resul t i  ncj from these modi f i ed 
data) are shown in Figs. 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34 along with the spectral 
density estimates made before the data were modified. As can be seen 
from these plots, the porver spectral density estimates in a l l  three 
of these cases were lowered a t  the low frequency end as had been expected. 
Figu-ye 5; .:1 Timz dmi-it.,"? naats af te r  renaval of cx.tizia"i;d bu r s t  
--  
companz_rits fran? noise s o w c e s  $31 and 2?'32 axd re:?ioval of 
exti~izteci. exponential  t rend Prom noise source TI, 
Figvce 5.33 Spectral estimates of noise s o l x c ~  33 bczore and a f te r  
- 
removal o f  es  "tir'34tcid bzrs " t a p o n e s t  i i i  the t i n 1 2  dorn3in 
Figwe 5 .;1 Spr-ctral est irates E c r  noise soxrce T1 before and af te r  
removal of es  t ixa, t ed exponen-t;Lal %rend in damah 
(-636 l o  log r 6 - ~ 3 ) ~  
Fig::re 5.34 Spectra l  estir;iates of noise soxrce T3 before and after 
removal of e s t l ~ f i t e d  btlzst eo~lponent 2 b  % - h e  domain 
(-63~ 10 log f 6-13]. 
I f  one attempts t o  f i t  these estiinates to  a ~ f - "  model, the value of a 
is  reduced s l  ightljf ),(-I - 1.1 for noise source 53 and  cx - 1.23 for  noise 
source $2 by my estimate) b u t  d i d  n o t  r e su l t  i n  any estimates o f  cx - < 1 . 
I t  should he re~eob2red i n  estimating a t h a t  these spectral  es t ina tes  
have n o t  been corrected for a1 i asins.  l4aking these corrections would 
pull the spectral  estivates dovm by about  5 db  a t  10 log f = -13 i f  
a - 1 and there was no con~onent due t o  popcorn ing  a t  t h i s  frequency. 
No attempt v a s  &lade t o  carefully measure the s t a t i s t i c s  of  these 
burst compcn~nts because o f  the snal l  nunbcr o f  d a t a  points i n v o l v e d .  
Noise source T4 exii ib-i  ts Gui-smnoise tji t h  t i ne  constants s h o r t  
enough t h a t  several hundred bursts may be observed i n  the d a t a  o f  the 
f i r s t  piiase o f  the  experiment. The t h o u g h t  o f  plot t i r ,?  a l l  o f  the T4 
d a t a  a t  iit = 100 sec (as in Fig. 5.2) and  atte:;?ting t o  cor!?ile a l i s t  
of  burst t ines and an~litudes by hand vtas sonzvlhat ovenihelming. A 
more autonated mzthod was requircd t o  izodel the burst components o f  
t h i s  source. An obvious nethod i s  as fol lo\?s. For each datum point 
the loca l  sample mzan is  calculated over some number o f  points  before 
and  sone number a f t e r  and  including th is  datum point.  These two local 
sample means are subtracted. I f  there \rere no bursts in  t h i s  range we 
would ex?-ct the difference t o  be close t o  zero. I f  there were a s ingle  
burst it the dividing p o i n t  betwoen the sample zeans we would expect 
the di fierence t o  be approximately equal t o  the burst ainpl i tude. Since 
the expected differences ivill be a ramp whenever the  sample averages 
are over more t h a n  one point ,  we nust look f o r  peaks i n  the difference 
The actual algorithm used was as  follows. Given the data points 
I$ the differences between local means i s  calculated 
[Eq. 5.8.11 
for  some specified L. A threshold, 8, i s  specified and a l l  a .  and 6 
.J j 
are determined such that for a 5 i 2 13~: 
2) a l l  Di have the same sign 
31 for i = a--1 and i = @:+I ei ther  1 ~ ~ 1  < e 3 3 
or Di has a different sign than Da . 
i 
rf 
For each j a value k j, aj 5 kj 2 6 - ,  i s  then determined such that J 
IDk; 1 I D i  1 for a l l  i such that cx < i 2 8 The k . are then assumed j - j *  J 
3 
t o  be the estimated burst times with estimated burst amplitudes of D 
Bursts of shorter duration than L may be missed (or a t  least  assign- 
ed an an~plitude which i s  too small). This problem may be minimized by 
T 
choosing L t o  be small relative to for both T+ and r - . If the 
waiting time distribution i s  p ( t )  = 1 "t eat/' , then the probabi l i  t y  of any 
given burst lasting for a shorter time than Y T  i s  p ( t  2 u ~ \  = 1 - eRY. 
T Therefore, i f  we choose L < At  , less than 1% of the bursts will be 
shorter in duration than L samples. 
If we intend t o  use these data to remove the burst component of a 
noise source to improve our  spectral estimate, i t  is  clear that  by 
removing a l l  b u t  a few isolated short bursts we will significantly 
decrease the total average pokier due t o  the b u r s t  conponent (particularly 
a t  the lop{ frequency end o f  t h e ?  spectrum). llultiple short b u r s t s  could 
also,  i~o:.:evei-, cause a burst of long d u r a t i o n  t o  be in issed (see F i g .  
5.35).  
Figure 5.35 sho:.!s an exaryle o f  a contrived b u r s t  noise estimated 
by the above elgori t h m  rli t h  L = 4 and 6 = x h e i g h t  o f  burst noise. 
This f i g u r e  demonstrates t h a t  i so la ted  short bursts may be missed (as 
for the b u r s t s  s tar t ing a t  i = 2 ,  14 ,  40) .  I t  also si~o\tis a long d u r a -  
t i o n  burst wi-iich i s  r~issed due t o  nearby short bursts (the burst begin- 
n i n g  a t  i = 4 4 ) .  I n  t h i s  example we could elim-inate .these problems by 
decreasing L t o  1 .  
If we have a noise source N ( t  + b ( t )  where b ( t )  i s  a burst 
coziponent and we assume for the norge:;: t h a t  a l l  o-F the bursts i n  b ( t )  
( b o t h  p l u s  and  m i n u s )  are l onge r  t h a n  Lht, then we may s t i l l  have a 
problem detecting the bursts. Consider t be  differei:ce function, 
as a random process. 
I f  ne consider f i r s t  the case where b ( j ~ t )  = cons tant  f o r  
i - t  - < j - < i + L - l  we have 
[Eq. 5.8.21 
I f  n ( t )  i s  a s ta t ionary  process then 
arid 
then 
I Sampled burst noise (with negligible additional noise) 
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FQwe 5.35 Exmple of b m s t  noise e s t i m t i o n  e o r i t b  applied t o  
f i c t  it iow b w s t  noise. 
I f  vie l e t  fm = - ' then 2 nt  
""') d t  ( t he  well known cosine integral ) 
X 2 c i ( x )  = C + en(x)  +- ~ ( x  ) where C = ,0577 ... (Euler's constant) 
The fact that the variance of Di does n o t  diverge even when 
~,(f j  = A/lf [ even as f -t O i s  n o t  surprising when one notes that Di 
I 'i 
i s  the sum of f in i t e  differences N ( k + L ) ~ t  - N(kat). The function \ l' 
DCi6t) = Di i s ,  therefore, the result of passing n( ia t )  through a 
f i l t e r  w i t h  a zero a t  f = 0. T h i s  implies t h a t  the variance of Di will 
not diverge for Sn(fj - ~ l f - ~ [  (f -t 0) f o r  any cx < 3 
inp l iesSD ( f ) - A / f  (snCt)(fJ - lllfWal for If1 s< -~1+2, ) Ct 1 
Furthermore, i f  a - 1 we can see that the value of E { D ~ ~ }  i s  
primarily dependent only on the highest decade or so (of frequency) of 
Sn(f 
Table 5.8 shopis values of E{D~,'}/R evaluated on the di gi tal  computer 
(using a standard system routine for evaluating ci (-x)) for various values 
'of L and 6 using E q .  5.8.3.. 
From Table 5.8 we see that i f  S,(.f) i s  a l / f  process and we have a 
sharp pre-sampling f i l t e r  with a cutoff frequency of 1 / ( 2 ~ t ) ,  then the 
vari ance of Di i s  nearly independent of L .  I f ,  however, we are under 
sampled by a factor of 5 to 10 (as i s  the case i f  we use our raw data 
a t  ~t = 10 sec which was f i l tered with 0.34 Hz low pass f i l t e r  giving 
B - 7 )  we may decrease the variance of Di significantly by choosing 
L -- 20 b u t  with 1 i t t l e  advantage in making L larger than th is .  
2 Dei } yields information concerning the probability of having I D ~ I  3 e 
indicating the presence of a burst when, i n  fac t ,  there i s  none. 
If we now consider the case where N(t) = n(t )  + b(t )  and 
Val ues u s i n g  Eq.  5,8 .3  
13 f o r  / f l  ~m 
P for  f > -  2et 
assumes 
(vfhere h may be yositive or negative depend ing  on the sign of the s tep)  
then t.re have 
This i s  the saiye a s  Eq. 5.8.2 [!!hen no  burst \.,as present) except for the 
presence o f  an a d d i t i v e  cons tant  h .  Therefore 
and 
CT i s  tile same as D i 2 1  when there i s  no b u r s t  present 
'i 
i n  the range i-L - < j - < i+L-1. 
This a l g o r i  t h r i  was applied t o  the detection of  burst components i n  
noise source T4. Looking  a t  Fig. 5 .2 ,  the shortest burst observed i s  
apprpxi~~atelj! lo3 seconds i n length (100 samples). I t  was, therefore, 
decided t o  use L = 20 in the algorithm for determining the Di 's (An 
addi tional reason for  using L > 1 which was not previously mentioned i s  
the f in i t e  probabi l i ty  of a sample occurrillg during the f i n i t e  r i se  timz 
o f  the ste? due t o  the deal  i a s ing  f i l t e r .  Tf~is v:ould cause an estimate 
1 o f  h which i s  t oo  low b u t  i s  a t  \.rorst h ( l  - ) i f  the r ise tinil i s  less  
t h a n  ~ t ) .  The algori thin  was perfornied on the raw d a t a  i ~ i t h  a threshold 
of o = 0.05 volts. Figure 5.36 i s  a histogra:!~ showing the nurfiber o f  D 
recorded in bins v l l~ ich  are O ,Q1 v o l t s  wide.  
As we might have expected, there are groupings near i 0.175 volts 
i n d i c a t i n g  a but -s t  compcnent of that amplitude. I f  vie conlputc the 
total number o f  Dk 2 0 . I 2  volts and the number of D < -0.12 1/01 ts we k j  - j 
c 
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nois.;. sowe. z': (nt-LC szc., Lz5'0, &k.O.O5 volt, 
and 0.01 vol t  w i d e  b ins) .  
t o  a1 ias i  n g ,  suspecting t h a t  the burst components d o ~ i n a t e  much he1 ow 
10 log f = -2j3 and remei:berino t h a t  the  1o:a:est decades are less impor- 
t a n t  t h a n  the i7igi:est; my e s t i ~ q a t e  for A i s  10 log A - -44 t o  -41. 
Using Table 5.8 for L = 20,~ = 5 we get a predicted s t a n d a r d  deviation 
i n  the range 0.015 - < ( E  )' - < 0.022 vol t s  as compared t o  t h 2  sample 
standard dev i a t i on  of  0.0205 volts for I D  1 such t h a t  / D ~ * /  > 0.12 
- 
J 
volts .  T h i s  i s  qui te  good agreement coi2sidering t h a t  ye are t r y i n g  t o  
es t i i na te  F\ fro3 a pov,er s p e c t r a l  density v:hich i s  highly distorted by 
burst noise znd, more im2ortantly, have no real reason to believe t h a t  
S,(f) i s  in f a c t  ~ / l f /  . 
Figure 5.2 clear ly  exhibits a t  l e a s t  one other popcorn source vri t h  
an amplitude o f  apgroximately 0.1 volt. Presumably this cannot be 
observed i n  F i g .  5.36 because of the non-zero variance of the difference 
function and the large  number of points involved. 
Hoping  to see solae trace of the popcorn com~oncnt  r/ith amplitude of 
approxirfiately 0.1 v o l t ,  anotl3er histogram was plotted wi t h  a hioher  
resol u t i  on (F-i g. 5.37). This f i  gure has tvco i nteres t i  ng features.  F i  rs t, 
with a little i:::.gination, the effects of another popcorn source w i t h  
ai :~pli  t u d e  less t h a n  0.1 volts  can be seen (especizlly on the r i g h t  hand 
s i d e  representing posi t i  ve t r ans i t i ons )  . Second, the groupings abou t  1.18 
volts n o  I cnger appear t o  have such a siaooth bel l  shaped d i s t r i b u t i o n .  
T h i s  may be due t o  the larger  s t anda rd  dev ia t ion  caused by the si~ialler  
nuniber of d a t a  points i n  each b i n  ( for  N = 430, k = 50 we have an 
Xisto;;izn of diI';'zrsnce funckio.?, Di , for 
noise so~wc-  T! (1-1=10 sec., L=2O, 8:O.OS volt, 
ul 
an& 0.005 v o l t  via- bins ) . N, 1
A 
estimated standard deviation of ok - 7 from Appendix B ) .  The dual 
peaks, i f  they i n  fact  exis t ,  seem to suggest that we are actually 
deal i n g  with two burst components w i  t h  approximately the same amp1 i tudes 
and time constants, or there may be some uncertainty i n  the amplitude of 
the single burst process with two preferable states.  
The obvious next step would be to  'assume that  a l l  of the D such 
kj 
that  ID 1 2 0.12 volt represent steps o f  magnitude - 0.18 volts. This 
kj 
procedure, unfortunately, leads to an assumed process with occasional 
dual + steps o r  dual - steps. The possibility t h a t  th i s  indicated the 
presence of two burst components of approximately the same amplitude was 
considered. The T4 noise source was modified by assuming that  each time 
a [Ilk.( 0.12 volts i s  encountered-there i s  a step of magnitude 0.18 
3 
volts i n  N(t) and this function i s  subtracted from the N ( t )  data. The 
power spectral density was estimated for these modified data. The spectral 
density estimates were somevlhat smaller a t  the high frequency end for the 
modified data b u t  larger a t  the low frequency end than for the raw data 
estimates. Since uncorrelated processes added in the time domai n pro- 
duce a spectral density which i s  the sum o f  the individual spectral 
densities, i t  i s  clear that a nevi component wi t h  1 arge 1 ow frequency 
spectral density had, in fact ,  been added. 
- Figure 5.38 demonstrates the effects of subtracting a series of 
steps from an ideal burst component when an occasional step i n  the 
original function i s  missed or added. In this  example negative, 
positive, and then negative steps are missed. The resulting function 
af ter  "removing" our  estimate of the burst component looks very much 
Figure 5.38 S 1.e OP sub t r ac t i x  baccmate e s t  
of b m ~ t  cmp~nent .  
like burst noise i t se l f  b u t  wi . th  longer time constants and the same 
amplitude as the burst component we were attempting t o  remove. Looking 
back a t  E q .  5.8.1 Ne see that i f  Sn(f) = A/lfj , we would expect to find 
approximately the same relative distortion i n  the poMer spectral density 
due to the burst component except that  i t  would be shifted down i n  fre- 
quency. If we are n o t  so fortunate a s  to miss (or add) alternate plus 
and minus steps when attempting t o  estimate the burst component, then we 
may add a function w i t h  a total average power significantly larger than 
the burst noise which we are attempting t o  remove. In fact ,  i f  for some 
reason the estimate favors  missing more plus than minus steps (for 
example) the estimate of the burst component would diverge. 
An obvious improvement would be to a r t i f i c ia l ly  delete or add steps . 
i n  the estimated burst component t o  force i t  to have only two levels. 
This insures that we do not add a function t o  the noise with a diverging 
average power. Furthermore, i f  we have missed (or gained] steps 
infrequently, the result of removing the estimated burst component wi 11 
be a function w i t h  occasional plus and minus bursts with durations on 
the order of T+ or T-. I f  T+ - T-, f o r  example, and we missed or gained 
a step approximately once out of every 40 steps then we would expect the 
average poyter of the remaining burst component, a f te r  subtracting out our 
h2 h2 
estimate of the burst component, t o  be about a as compared to .ij-- for 
the original burst conponent (or a reduction in the total distortion due 
to  the burst component of 10 db]. The  situation would be better,  of 
course i f  we were able t o  reinsert los t  steps a t  approximately the r i g h t  
places by some form of educated guess. 
The burst noise data were, therefore, modified (by hand). Any 
I Dk. 1 - > 0.12 vol ts was considered to be a step i n  the primary burst 
7 J 
component unless th i s  resulted i n  dual plus or  minus steps. If there 
was a  ID^ 1 < -12 volts (remember tha t  the D were obtained using 
i k, 
J J 
e = 0.05 volts] which would correct the duality problem then i t  would 
be considered t o  be a step. A t  the same time a secondary burst compo- -' 
nent was considered i n  the same way for  0.07 2 Illki 1 < 0.12 vol ts .  E i g h t -  
3 
een values of Dk had to be modified to  arrive a t  a function w i t h  no 
j 
*dual plus or m i n u s  steps for  I D  I - > 0.12 vo1 t s .  This i s  about 1 out 
o f  48 steps. Since most of these modified Dk were close t o  the +0 .I2 
i J 
lirni t we night expect a reduction due to  th i s  component of s ignif icant ly 
more than 10 db.  The attempts to  estimate the second burst'component' 
(0.07 5 IDk.l < 0.12 vol ts)  did not yield nearly as nice resul ts  ( t h i s  
3 
might be expected from F i g .  5.37). I t  i s  assumed, therefore, t h a t  we 
have a reasonably good estimate o f  the switching times for  a burst 
component in noise source T4 w i t h  an amplitude of approximately 0.18 
volts and a very poor estimate of a burst component w i t h  amplitude l e s s  
8 
than 0.1 volts. 
The probabi 1i ty density of waiting times, t ,  i s  expected to be 
-t'r which implies E = T and P kT < t < (k+l)TI= ~ ( t )  = 7 e 
e - T / ~ )  e - k T / ~  
i - 
(1 - , k = O,l,... 
T kT - < t < (k+l)T ) = const - - k.  If  we add the total  time 
T 
tha t  a burst component is i n  a given s t a t e  and divide i t  by the number 
of bursts, N ,  we will have an estimate of T .  For t h i s  value of T ,  i f  
1 -t/. 
~ ( t )  = 7 e and successive bursts are indeed independent, then 
El$/ = (1 - e where nk  i s  the actual number of observed 
bursts of w i d t h  kT - < t < (k+lJT, and a- i s  
(see Appendix 8 ) .  Figures 5.39, ..., 5.42 show the estimated T for each 
of the states for  each of the two burst components (ni t h  amp1 i tudes of 
( 1  - ) e k  i s then .I8 volt and - .I volt) .  The function E 
lotted versus k for this value of T and T along wi th  error bars t o  show 
'' and paints representing the observed % on a amiloy coordinate 3- T 
sys tem, 
The estimated 0.18 volt burst component appears to match an exponen- 
" t i a l  waiting time distribution. The 0.1 v o l t  b u r s t  i s  n o t  as convincing 
b u t  this i s  understandable i n  l ight  of the diff icult ies encountered in 
estimating this component. This supports the conclusions o f  Puckett [3 1 
f o r  burst noise w i t h  time constants o f  more than an hour (Puckett made 
no. s t a t i s  tical measurements of bursts with time constants greater than a 
few mi 11 i seconds). In addi tion t o  extending Puckett' s experimental 
measurements of wai k i n g  time distributions to bursts of significantly 
greater time constants, we are novr i n  a position to t e s t  the hypothesis 
that  the waiting time for each burst i s  s t a t i s t i ca l ly  independent of 
a l l  o f  the other bursts. Puckett was not  able to do this because o f  
experimental 1 imitations . He recorded a set  o f  burst waiting times 
which were separated i n  time by some unknown number of bursts. 

Figuxc 5.110 I.:istc^;ra::i of c s t l ~ a t e d  -0.i3 volt burs t  waiting i i x ~ e s  for 
noise source 2% data, 
n Lz nmr:bei. of bursts lor which kT L t d ( k + l ) ~  7 
4l3-77953 
es"crra"t.zi-; CG= == 18054 seconds 232 
k 
Figwc  5 . b l  Histogreni of es t i~a .Lcd k O . 1  v o l t  burst  waiting t b e s  for 
noise source 5% da-r;&,, 
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The method chosen for  test ing the hypothesis tha t  the waiting 
times are s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent i s  as follows. Let t + ( j )  
5 j 5 tJj) (l 2 j n) be the ordered sequence of estimated 
waiting times for  the posi'tive and negative bursts respectively. Let 
n+-n. 
1 
c+(n.) - = + - - + I  - [t+(i - + a )  - Tk], o zn. n+ -
- i=l 
and 
where 
1 ,  R > O  - 
and Me = m i n ( n + ,  n- - a ) .  
I -  , a < o 
I f  the waiting times are s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent and 
1 -t/Q+ p (t) = - e - 
t & 24. 
then 
If  there i s  some dependency o f  a waiting time on previous bursts 
o f  either sign, then we might hope t o  see values of c+(%) - (% f 0) or 
c(%) significantly different from zero. In order t o  determine the 
meaning o f  "significantly" we must consider two points. F i r s t  of a l l ,  
we do not know r+ exactly; we have only estimates 
- 
whose values are g i v e n  f o r  the burst conponents we are  now considering 
1 - i n  Figs. 5.39 ,..., 5.42. I f o -  (t) = -  e t/Tk9 if vie h a w  estimated 
tk Ti 
t h e  burst t i ~ s  periods accurately over the time span avai lable  t o  us, 
and i f  the  bursts are s t a t r ' s t i c a l l y  independent then. E 
Tk 
If we let y,(i) = t+(i) - e+ then the y+(i) are statistically 
- - - - 
independent (by our assumption that the t+(i ) are statistically independ- 
- 
ent) and (dropping the i) 
Letting r4 = n, - a we have 
For c(%) vie f i n d  
= (T, - ?+) ( T -  - Q-) 
and 
Figures 5.43,. .. $5.54 show c ( g )  and c ( a )  for  b o t h  the 0.18 v o l t  i - 
and 0.1 v o l t  burst co~ponents  d o n a  w i t h  the 2 a estimates. I can see 
no ev idence of  a dependency re l a t ionsh ip  between bursts. I t  i s  s t i l l  
possible t h a t  solne w a k  dqpeddency does exis t  vthich could be detected 
w i t h  a l a r g e r  nunber of  d a t a  p o i n t s  ( t h u s  decreasing G) . The  results 
Figlac 5-4,. Xean lag products of est in~ated +0.18 volt burst w a i t h ? ;  
times for ~4 noise sowee, 
Figure 5.:': :4zsn 2-3, products of' e s t i ~ n t e d  +0.18 voli birrst % ~ a i t i n g  
P 
tim.rs for T3 n o i s e  source (expsnded sca le) .  
P i g ~ ~ x e  5.45 liean i n s  prcii.;cts o f  es-iiimatcd -0.19 volt burst q a i t i n g  
timzs for ~4 noise so~rrce .  
Pigwe 5.45 :.:-an l a g  products of estk-m+t?d -0.19 volt bvzst waiting 
-- 
times far ~4 n ~ r s e  source (exp3n.j-d scale). 
Figme 5.4' &:ear. l e g  cross 
t ~ a i t l ~ ~ g  tinzx f 
Figwe 5.k-5 Fe8n l a g  cross pro3ucts of estimated i~.18 volt bus t  
a h  k e  for 7% noise S O - ~ K C ~  ( txp~lided sca le) .  
F i g x c  5.49 ?zg products of estimated +O,L ~01% burst waitiw 
-
for ~4 noise sowee, 
Figtwc 5,50 ib:een I.zg pi.od:~cts i j f  es";L:Lzited +O.Z vo l t  burs% i. :ait i~~g 
t i m e s  for ~4 noise sclace (expanded scale) .  
5;"Vwe 5 e 5 L  IEkean l e g  prodxets of e c 2 ; i ~ s t e d  -6.1 volt bu-rst wait ing 
w-. 
til;~es for ~ 4 -  noise sowee .  
I I Figu-re 5 5; p-eaa3 L L ~  g-codr;c%s of est imz?ied -0,l v.c.lt bws t  .i:aitizc 
t in : - s  f o r  T& noise sowce (expanded sca le) .  


are, therefore, inconclusive b u t  tend Lo support the hypothesis of 
independence. 
The "three estimates xhich have been d-iscussed for  the two obv ious  
burst corpon2nts of n3ise source T4 vii 1 l he referred t o  as: 
1 ) bl  [ t )  - The estimate w i  t h  a step ar-; ,].a 1 i t u d e  o f  0,18 vef t s  ~ r i  t h  
occasional du3 l  + or - steps resul t i n 9  in more t h a n  two 
levels o f  amplitude. 
2 )  b 2 ( t )  - The est inate  \;ii t h  a s tep ampli tude o f  0.18 volts 
which i s  constrained t o  have only  two amplitude levels .  
3)  b j ( t )  - The estimate w i t h  an amplitude o f  0.09 v o l t s  
which i s  constrained t o  have only two l eve1 s . 
Letting t h e  raw noise d a t a  be N ( t ) ,  Figs. 5.55, 5.56, and  5.57 show the 
spectral densi ty estimates f o r  Y(t) - bl ( t ) ,  N(t) - b 2 ( t ) ,  and 
N ( t )  - b 2 ( t )  - h 3 ( t )  along w i t h  the spectral estimates for  N ( t )  i n  each 
case. 
From these es t i ea tes  [and those i n  F i g s  . 5.32 and  5.34) i t  appears 
t h a t  removing the burst noise in the time dooain does i n  f a c t  allow the 
underlying noise process t o  be observed when the burst amplitude i s  larcn 
enough t o  e s t i ~ a i e  the transition tiries with h i g h  cer ta inty.  I t  i s  
apparent ly useless, hovjeifer, t o  5 . t t e m ~ t  to remove the effects  of a 
burst c o ~ i ~ o n e n t  i i h ich  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  d i s t i n g u i s h  by eye. The cancella- 
t i o n  o f  burst noise effects  may apparently be iniprovsd a t  the low 
frequency end of the spectrum by a d d i n g  (.or dele t ing)  steps t o  insure 
t h a t  the es t ina te  of the burst noise has only two levels. 
No evidence has been found to suggest t h a t  the spectral density 
F i g ~ x ~ c  5.75 estis,stes 31: P L ' ~  noise soxrez before and a f t e r  
Ez bl(t) bus t  cozpsnent e s t i r a t e  . 
Figarc 5.56 S p z c t r a l  esiLra^.tes of ~4 noise soxrce before and af te r  
s ~ f ~ t ~ a c i i r : ;  b_ it) btms t ccmponent es  t i~23t2 . 
L 
I;;~I&-~ 
.3 
5,57 Spactral  e&-jir,a+jes of ~4 co.c;c sr=.*~-i;i""ce before zild a f t e r  
subtracting b (t) and b,(t) bxrst component cstinates. 2" 5 
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Chapter VI 
HIGH SAMPLE RATE DATA 
6.1 TimeDomainData 
As was mentioned previously, the digital voltmeter (DVMJ i s  n o t  
capable of taking data w i t h  a sampling period much shorter than a t  = 
1 second. This limits the sample period for each source t o  a t  = 10 
seconds when multiplexing ten channels. During the f i r s t  phase of the 
experiment the sources were sampled a t  this  . rate w i t h  a presampling . 
f i l t e r  cutoff frequency (-3 db)  of 0.34 Hz. This results i n  aliasing 
errors for the highest frequency estimates of an undetermined magnitude. 
To obtain estimates i n  the region up to 0.5 Hz, the sources could 
have been separately sampled a t  ~t = 1 second by the DVM ei ther  before 
or af ter  the multiplexed data. For sampling rates faster  than 1 sample 
per second, however, the necessary record length i s  less than a few 
4 hours (to obtain 10% estimates down to .005 Hz we heed 10 seconds = 
2.78 hours). The requirements for mu1 tiplexing and re1 iabi l i  ty having 
been removed, i t  was a simple task to assemble the necessary equipment 
t o  make these measurements i n  parallel w i t h  the lower frequency measure- 
ments. The equipment consisted o f  an integrated c i rcui t  amplifier 
with high input impedance (so as not t o  appreciably affect the loading 
o f  the noise source channels when attached) with a two pole RC 
presampling f i l t e r .  For the higher sample rate measurements a series 
capacitor was inserted so that the gain of the amplifier could be 
increased to 10 [this decreases the quantization noise by 20 db] . An 
oscillator s e t  to about 1% accuracy controlled the sampling rate of a 
10 b i t  analog to digital (A/D) converter w i t h  a range of 25 volts. The 
output of the A / D  converter was divided into two parts,  each of which 
was recorded on one frame of a 7 track, IBM compatible, write only 
magnetic tape transport. Since the maximum recording rate of the tape 
3 transport was 10 frames/second, the maximum sampling rate was 500 
samples/second. 
The data were recorded d u r i n g  the period of August 10, 1973 t o  
4 
. August 15, 1973. 10 samples were recorded for each noise source channel 
a t  sample rates o f  1 .D, 10.0, and 500 samples/second. The buffer 
amplifier/pre-sampling f i l t e r  used for each of the sample rates i s  
shown in F i g .  6.1. Figure 6.2 i l lus t ra tes  the transfer function of 
this  f i l t e r  as implemented a t  the various sample rates. 
Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the f i r s t  one tenth of each data 
record a t  a density of 125 points per inch. Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 
4 show al l  of the 10 data points in each sample record a t  a density of 
1250 data points per inch. 
An interesting f e a t u r c  is  observed in the T4 noise source plot of 
F ig .  6.6. There appears to be a relatively high frequency popcorn 
component whi ch i s acti ve only during wi del y spaced i nterval s . This 
component i s  not observed i n  F i g .  6.7 (apparently this  record was made 
du r ing  a quiet interval) ,  but  i s  again observed in F i g .  6.8 as a 
classical popcorn noise w i t h  an apparent time constant o f  several 
seconds (the slope i n  the popcorn wave form i s  accounted for by the 
h i g h  pass presampling f i l t e r  which has a time constant of 1.6 seconds). 

r igu - f~e  6 2 :,i:2a;niicde c:' prec;l:1~lii'.g f i l t e y  trans:-' f ulc t i sns  w e d  
- 
for di--2.0, 0.1, an5 0.0S? seco:zd srixpling (xl(f), li,(f), 
-_I 
and ~,(i')). 
Fig~wc 6.2 Ti33 d0313?.n data (1,000 points, At-l sec ., 0.5 v o l t  f u l l  
---- 
scale ver t i -cal) .  
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F i g u ~ c  T i ~ i  dorsir! d3ta (10,333 paints ,  A t = l  S ~ C . ,  0.5 volt l ' k d l  
scale ver t ica l ) .  

F i l  T i r e  da:.:rln d-%a (10,033 points ,  n%=O.CO2 see., 0.5 volt 
-
full scale ver i i ca l ) .  
One possible explanation for this  phenomenon i s  that some of the 
very rare bursts with waiting times several orders of magnitude longer 
than the time constant of the burst component are being observed. If  a 
time constant of 5 seconds f o r  both the "on" and "off" states i s  assumed 
(see Fig. 6.8) then the exponential distribution of liraiting times pre- 
dicts that the probability of a burst vji t h  a waiting t i m  of greater than 
2000 
2000 seconds i s  e - 5 = 2 x 1 0 - l ~ ~ .  S i nce the average burst rate 
i s  assumed to be O.Z/second, we would expect to find a burst of this 
length once each 2.5 x seconds (8 x 10 '166 years). 
Since we observe a t  leas t  t\$o o f  these quiet periods in Fig. 6.6, 
i t  i s  quite reasonable to assurne that this burst component does not f i t  
, the simple model. In addition, there appears to be a level sh i f t  between 
the noisy and quiet periobs ( i  .e., neither the "on" nor "off" s ta te  during 
the noisy regions l ies  a t  the level one m i g h t  expect by extrapolating 
from the quiet regions). 
Having made this observation, i t  seems appropriate to diverge a 
h i t  more t o  see i f  there i s  any other evidence of burst components not 
f i t t ing  the simple model. Figure 5.7 reveals t h a t  noise source #2 has 
a questionable wave form. Plotting this  source a t  a t  = 100 seconds (not 
shown here) clearly demonstrates the following series o f  burst waiting 
times : 
t I - 6 .I x 10' seconds 
The f o l l  oiting q~es t i 'on  arises concerning the ser ies  o f  negative 
burst visiting tir:es. Hov! l i ke ly  i s  a sequence of  r j a i t i n ~  times 
tlris wid2 a d i s t r i b u t l ' o n  i f  the w a i t i n g  times s a t i s f y  an exponential 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  and  are .independent? Let P(T) be the p r o b a b i l i t j r  of f i n d -  
i n g  i w a i t i n g  t i res  - < x seconds and  j r:aiting times > y seconds o u t  o f *  
- 
a sequcnce o f  i + j bursts g i v e n  t h a t  tl32 r ra i  t i n g  time probabili ty 
1 -t/? d i s t \ - i b u t i o l ;  i s  p(t) = e 1 
Since the value o f  T i s  n o t  kno:.:n, li:e w i  l l  maxiiqize P(T) over a1 1 
4 I f  we l e t ,  fo r  the  above negative bursts, x = 1.82 x 10 seoncds, i = 4, 
6 y = 6.1 x 10 seconds, j = 2 we get 
max P ( T )  = 3.4 x 10-l0 for  r = 3.06 x lo6 seconds 
T 
This, therefore, i s  a second example o f  a popcorn noise coe~ponent h a v i n g  
a verjj low probabi l i t y  o f  f i t t i n g  the simple madel . 
One hypothesjs whici? could explair! th- is  t y ~ e  o f  a b n r n a l  behavior 
i s  t h a t  bzrst cci~ponents may modulate each other as we11 as add .  There 
a r e  undoubtedly  o ther  possible e x p i a ~ a t i o n s  for this  form of abnormal 
behavior. This s h o u l d  a l s o  servz as  a v ~ a r n i n g  t h a t  there nlay be other  
forms o f  behzvi  or (whi  ch have been over1 ooked -in the cur rent  observat ion 
o f  only 6 noise sources) which do n o t  f i t  t he  simple model which has been 
presented. 
6.2 High Frequency Spectral Estimates 
The power spectral density estimates which were made using these 
data are shown i n  Figs. 6.9, .  . . ,6.14. I n  F i g .  6.9 one wi 11 note the 
60 Hz spectral l ine  which i s  apparently due to pick up i n  the long 
unshielded wire used i n  measuring th is  signal.  For a l l  s i x  sources 
the 0.5 t o  5 Hz estimate levels off a t  about .I  Hz. This i s  due to 
the high-pass f i  1 t e r  used when recording the a t  = 0.1 and 0.002 second 
data. The apparently low estimates for  T4 i n  Fig .  6.13 for  the .05 
t o  5 Hz range are due to the already discussed non-constant burst 
component. This component was l a t e r  subtracted out (an estimated 
burst con~ponent was f i r s t  modified to  tha t  ltthich would resul t  from 
passing an ideal burst component through the high pass f i l t e r  used 
i n  recording the original data) for the ~t = 0.002 sec data. This 
resul ts  in matching the 2.5 Hz to  250 Hz and .05 t o  5 Hz estimates as 
can be seen i n  Fig. 7.7. No attempt was made t o  remove t h i s  component 
from the ~t = 1 second data since the burst component becomes too 
distorted by the low pass presampling f i l t e r  t o  easi ly estimate and 
remove i t .  

-28,8 40 
10 LOG YREO 
Figure 6.10 Spec t r a l  estinxtes for T1 noise sowee  (-636 10 l og  f 124). 
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Chapter VI.1 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA PHASE If 
7.1 Time Domain Data 
The sample period of ~t = 1Q seconds (for each channel) was found 
to be rather expensive t o  maintain. Therefore, a t  11 : 11 PST March 2, 
1973 the sample period was increased to  n t  = 100 seconds as the sample 
times and DVM values were recorded on paper. These values were then 
compared with the data stored on magnetic tape. The phase I ( ~ t  = 
10 seconds) data were then resampled t o  a t  = 100 seconds i n  such a way 
as to match the phase I1 data w i t h i n  a sampling period discontinuity 
o f  less than or equal t o  i 5  seconds. For convenience i n  programming, . 
some data a t  the beginning of phase I have not been retained and the 
effective s t a r t  of the data recording is  moved to approximately 18:20 
PST November 29, 1972. The recording was continued until  307500 samples 
o f  each channel a t  ~t = 100 seconds were available. This goal was 
reached a t  about l6:03 PST November 20, 1973. The f inal  sample time 
predicted by 18:20 PST N o ~ n b e r  29, 1972 + 30,750,000 seconds i s  
16:00 PST November 20, 1973 indicating an average sample ra te  e r ror  of 
about 0.0006% when averaged over the 355.9 day experiment. 
The dataarestored on tapes labeled Spectral Data-7 and Spectral 
Data-8 having 131 and 91 f i l e s  respectively. Table 7.1 l i s t s  the 
"glitches" which were removed from the "raw" data and i s  an extension 
of Table 5.4 (see Section 5.3 for  detailed explanation). 
3 The data were f i l t e red  (d ig i ta l ly)  and resampled to ~t = 10 seconds 
DATAFILE 7 OFTAPE 3703 (SPECTPAL DATA-7) 3CARDS 
A 3( 885)T'j~U 836 C5h::SE TO -12300 F2O;I -14890 
A 3 (  890) C!?i.:r:SS TO -12;iCi) FF-?D!"i -1 3590 
A 4( 855) Cll,"*"tCJE: TO - 3F03 FiX31PI -1 3670 
DATAFILE 42 OF T.",F7f 3763 (SPEC;~-T?/?L DATA-7) 1 CARDS 
A 3( 282) Cii[::jG[ TO -1 3733 Fc3;4 -1 5050 
~ A J - A F I ~ E  0 9  rqqc .,.-- 3703 i s ~ ~ c l - n : ; ~  ar:r~-7) 2 CARDS 
A 3(  9dB)l!i::!J SC5 CII;,YjGE 10 -1 3GC9 FRC;I -18580 
A La-( 33C)Tiik.d 578 Cm:,"?CE 70 - 2820 F93:I - 3684 
DATAFILE 56 OF Tbl?E 3703 (SPLCIR<<L C,&P!\-7) 3 CARDS 
A 3( 334) CiiA!!SE TO -1 3030 FR3;.1 -1 6010 
A 3 (  3373 CtlAI:SE TO -13C03 FRO11 -17320 . 
A iI( 3 x 1  CtiA:iGE TO - 5490 FR:?,"! - 3  1640 
DATGTILF 68 OF TAPE 3103 (SPZCTRX DATA-]) 3 CAROS 
A 3( 597) Clik:!" TO -1 1 COO FRI);I -1 5460 
A 4( 590) Cf iA i iGE TO - 7 G C G  FR!?it -10656 
A 4 (  597) CIIF\iiCE TO - 7600 FR3il -13920 
D:'ITIIFILE 71 O F  TAPE 3703 ( S F L C T W L  DATA-?) 3 CARDS 
A 3(  623) CIll""!GE TO -1'1200 FEE1 -12728 
A 4( 6 2 3 )  CI-IA::GE -rG - ~ O C O  FROI~ -12800 
A 6 l r ?  511 C!ir.:iCE TO - 2400 FRCril - 8248 + 
DATAFILE 163 CF TAPE 3703 (SPECT2AL M T A - 7 )  3 CARDS 
A 3 (  231) C!i:"\Y;GE TO - 8700 FRCjil --I0785 
A 4( 374)Ti-1~li 175 CI-4A;lSE TO -13700 F,?Bi'i -14290 
A 4-( 227) CMNiGE TO -1 3503 FRGY -15870 
DATAFI LE 109 O F  TAPE 3703 (SPECTRAL DATA-7) 2 CARDS 
A 3(  CjQO)T;i23 51 7 CtlP,::GI-- T3 - 8750 FR?;! -1 9740 
A 4 9 )  91 1 CFI4::SE TO -1 53C3 FR3;vi -3GG10 
DATAFILE 1 15 OF T A X  3303 (SPECTRAL DATA-7) 4 CARDS 
A 3( 481) CiiAl iGE TO - 7500 FRi'lT-l - 5520 
A 3( 792)litiii: 81 2 CkiA;;SE TO - 8020 FROil -16090 
A 4 (  481) CIIKdGE 1 0  -1 5700 FZOii - 3  1769 
A 4 9 8  81 2 G1'A::T.E 3-0 -1 5600 FRO;$ -33350 
DilTRFILE 11 G OF TAPE 3703 (SPIICTR',L ~)iilA-7) 2 CARDS 
A 3( 967) CHPiiiGE TO - 7700 FRO;4 - 9200 
k 3( 971) CCIA14GE TO - 7700 FRflil -1 3840 
DATAFILE 11 7 OF TAPE 3703 (SPZCTRAL DATA-7)  1 CARDS 
A 4 (  3) CHi'illSE 70 -16500 Tt?tSII -1 1772 
DATAFILE 124 OF TAPE 33'703 (SP2CTPJ\L G,liTii-7) 2 CARDS 
A 3( 53rt)l!it:U 559 Cl'fi';GE TQ - 7500 FROfl - 8092 
A 4 (  534)TilRU 560 GII!,'IGE TO -1 7030 FRr3iS -18320 
DATAFILE 2 OF TAPE 1419 (SPECTWL DATA-8) 4 CARDS 
A 3( 488)TlI~U 497 C~i!<;-!fiE TO - 7250 F29:6r -17720 
A 3(  506) C;iA:;SE TO - 7250 FCOll - 8269 
A 4( 491)TffzU 495 Ci-ir:i;G1: 9-3 -17603 JRCI: -;SO70 
A 4( 504)TllRli SO7 Cit:;'lGE T9 -17203 FR81 -213420 
DATAFILE 8 OP TI'.PE 1419 (SPECTP~;L 61iTA-8) 2 CARDS 
A 3( 393Tii2Y 473 Glr:#:,,;nT T3 - G503 FR3?1 - 7146 
4( 393)Tii;;iJ 41 7 :ii::',;f TO -j3C=;g FRO;.! -1 $850 
DATAFILE 14 Cf" TA7E 1419 (Sf;CTR,SL. CriTfi-3) 2 CAItDS 
A 3 3 1 T 325 Gil:,':^-E T3 - 6750 FI=;Ol,I - 7587 
4( 31 i)Tii;:!-' 323 C;::\";T-i: TO -17500 --)2820 
i?tlTiiFTLE 20 OF Tln'E 141 9 (SFICTF,.'xL DATA-8) 3 CARDS 
A 3( 31) CI-i/j':GE TO - GcjGI) FRO:! -10393 
A 3( 406) GtiAllSE TO - 6750 FR9;t -12010 
A 4 f  31) Cti?tilGE 10 -19500 FROE; -281 10 
Table 7 .l a Correction data (phase 11). 
DATAFIt E 29 OF TAPE 1419 (SPECT~GL DATA-8) 1 CARDS 
k G( 348) CHl".;iGE TO -3300 FRi311 -12237 
DATAFILE 31 OF T A X  1419 (SF'CCTK,GL CATA-8) 2 CARDS 
3(?099)T i i r , : !  i $?5 C:i,:{SE T3 -G25Q fF;Qfsj -57-15 
A 4 ( ] O j T ) T / : y U  iQ' /S  CII:,?CE Pa -17500 FQ8:5 -22330 
DATfiFLLE 32 SF T l 4  3 E L  - 2 )  3 CARDS 
A 3 (  1 ) 5 2 d B  ., s u , A -C5f;1j  FF:');; -8999 
A 4( f )flii:!J 1 7 Cii,"s";iiE TO - 1  7550 F1?3:1 -23590 
A 4( 242) C!ii',::SE ETO - 7 C r j O O  F2;ii.l -27 150 
DhTr",FZLE 38 OF TAPE 1419 (SPECTRAL F,",i;i-8) 2 CARDS 
A 3( 975 )  CF.I,?~:SE TO -~ac;ia FRXI -22060 
A 4( 975) CHAi-;Sf: TO -171 630 FRO;I -42510 
DATAFILE 33 OF T!?E 1419 ( s P E c T ~ T L  D?,TA-8) 1 CARDS 
A fj( ~58)'r"",T: &i;J9 C!\,'\:iGE 3-0 -4e23 [ - ^ P , O ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 7 0  
A L E  55 OF TAPE 141 !: (StjECT2A!- DiiTJ-8) 1 CARDS 
A 4( 732) ClilSTiGE TO -1 62CO Ff,O;"i -20970 
D A I A F i L E  56 OF TAPE 141 9 (SPECTRAL D.?TA-8) 1 CtqRDS 
A 4( 424) CHAiiGE: TO -15530 Fi",B!*t -1 1761 
DATAFILE 59 OF lkiSL 14.99 (SPECTRAL CP,T:,-S) 3 CARDS 
A 4( 211)) CHAliGE TO -: 5600 FR3rl -11 720 
DATAFILE 61 OF TF.I"k 7419 (SPECIZAL CiLTA--8) 1 CARDS 
A 4( 5 % )  CEii;:iEf 10 -15500 FT!Oi+l -11769 
Table 7.1 b Correction (pilese 11). 
where burst components of ,353 volt amplitude for noise source #2 and 
-22 volt and .35 volt  amplitudes for source T3 were estimated from 
plots and removed. These data were then f i l t e red  and resampled to  ~t = 
4 4 10 seconds and a t  = 5 x 10 seconds using the f i l t e r s  discussed i n  
4 Appendix C. Figure 7.1 shows representative data a t  ~t = 10 seconds 
b u t  where noise sources $2 and T3 have not had burst components 
removed. Noise source #2 and T5 do not extend over the ful l  period of 
the experiment. This i s  due t o  a  fa i lure  in the power supply regulator 
for the #2 noise source and, apparently, an intermittent poor switch 
contact in the analog channel o f  the T5 noise  source (the a1 ternate 
channel was a l s o  not working properly). Spectral estimates for these 
7 
sources are, therefore, based on 1.547 x 10 seconds for  #2 and 1 -763 x 
7 10 seconds for  T5. 
I t  i s  now obvious that  noise sources TI and T2 have a  contmon low 
frequency component w i t h  an apparent period of very nearly one year. 
This suggests that  these amplifiers (which are contained in a common, 
plast ic  package, 747 dual operational amp1 i f i e r )  are influenced by some 
external parameter other than voltage supply and temperature (such as 
barometric pressure or humidity) . Since this  alleged parameter i s  not 
among those recorded, no attempt has been made to  remove th is  component. 
The effects  of th is  component will be discussed in l a t e r  paragraphs. 
3 "  1 Ti32 d:xiej:l itat2 (3C74 p9Ln- t~  f u l l  scale, &t=l~*sec., 
---- 
no co:apsnents rernoved) . 
f 1 se sovree, 31-4 1,0 volt full 
-..--- .----L--.-.-"-- -.. 
L 2  tei::ysretu-~e, 52-4  p~ints? 1.0 volt full s c a l e  
- 
- 2.0 volt:: Tull sea!-e 
-ehm?ck.r9 
4 
F igwe  7 .'? Tirr:e d3rilii.n dat? ( r ; l l i  poin2s ful l .  scele, ~%i;=jx lO ;ec ., 
bws% cc~i~pencnts have been subtracted f ~ o m  #3 and Ty noise 
sources at the 0.031 Ez sample ra te  ) . 
7.2 Power Spectral Densi ty  Estimates 
Power spectral density estimates were made using these data a t  A t  = 
4 4 10 and h t  = 5 x 10 seconds [using 100 time lags) a f t e r  removing 
temperature components for  noise sources TI , . . . ,T5 [assuming temperature 
coefficients of 0.047, -0.146, -.098, -.103, and 0.114) and using the 
versions of #2 and T3 for  which burst components had been removed. The 
resulting spectral estimates are shown in Figs. 7.3,. . . ,7.8 along w i t h  
the "best" estimates made for  each of the other sample rates discussed 
ea r l i e r .  
. - 
Figures 7.3,. . . ,7.8 have been corrected fo r  a1 i asi ng. T h i s  was 
done by "eyeball ing" a s t ra ight  l ine  (on th i s  log-log scale)  to  the 
estimates made a t  the next higher sample rate  and subtracting, on the 
l inear  scale,  the aliasing which would occur due t o  th i s  estimated 
spectral density (taking into account the ef fec ts  of the appropriate 
dealiasing f i l t e r s )  . Where the higher frequency estimates are "bumpy" 
the slope and amplitude are estimated near the folding frequency since 
the digital  dealiasing f i l t e r s  insure tha t  only the f i r s t  octave 
1 beyond the .z;;;~ folding frequency contributes s ignif icant ly t o  the a1 i as- 
4 ing (except for  the ~t = 10 seconds estimates).  The a t  = 10 seconds 
4 and 5 x 10 seconds T4 noise source estimates were made with no attempt 
t o  remove the burst noise as was done for  the higher frequency estimates. 
The a1 iasing was, therefore, estimated by extrapolation from the lower 
frequency estimates. I t  is clear i n  a l l  of these figures tha t  not only 
i s  the relat ive variance increased i n  the regions vhere aliasing was 
s ignif icant ,  b u t  t ha t  a s ignif icant  bias may be introduced by inaccurate 









estimation o f  ti12 higher frequency spectral  density. l i o t e  t h a t  the 
hi2h pass f-i l"cr used -in the  ot = 0 , l  secmd es t imabs  has a1 so been 
accounted f a r ,  
Using Eq. 2.5.3:  
" , 1gfy; 
re1 z t i  ve s t anda rd  dcvi a t i  on = 1 i~ 
the re la t ive  s t anda rd  deviation ( in  the regions where a l ias ing  pias no t  
s ign i f ican t )  should be approximately 10% for estimates based on 
3 .  3 sample periods less t h a n  ~t = 10 seconds, 11% for a t  = 10 seconds, 
4 18% (26;; for  62 and 24% for  T5) for  ~t = 10 seconds, and 41% (60% for  
4 #2,  and 565 f o r  T5) for ~t = 5 x 10 seconds. 
For t h e  purgose of  l o o k f n g  for  a low frequency break in  the l / f  
trend, a 50% s t anda rd  deviation proves n o t  t o  be a great  l i a b i l i t y  f o r  
any of the  s ix  noise sourczs investigated.  An e r ro r  o f  up t o  t\fijo 
s t anda rd  d e v i a t i o n s  would r e su l t  i n  an estimate betvceen -- and 3 db  
above the true v2lue. I t  i s ,  therefore, n o t  pa r t icu la r ly  unli kely 
t h a t  we siiould f i n d  estimates indicating a breakdottin of the l / f  trend 
when there i s  none, but very unlikely t h a t  the estimates viould f a l l  
along the f-' trend when, in  f a c t ,  the trus (v~indoi3led) spectral 
densithi -is 3 db  o r  more belo:./ the t rend,  idone o f  the F i g s .  7 ' 3 ,  ..., 7.8 
i n d i c a t e  a breakdown i n  the trend even dov:n t o  Hz, malting such 
a b r e a k d o ~ n  see3 highly unlikely (unless there i s  some bias ,  see 
Section 2.8 fo r  example). 
Noise sources T I  and T2 ,as ~ e n t i o n e d  previously, appear to  have a 
1 arge colponent  (see Figs . 7.1  , 7 .2)  w i  t h  average power of (very 
2 
roughly)  0 .5 vol  t . 140s t o f  this  poi:er appears ( f  rcm the t ime  doi,;ai n 
p l o t )  t o  be concentrated near a frequencjf corresponding t o  a 1 year 
period ( f  = 3.17 x Hz) .  Assuming the tnie polvier spectra l  density 
o f  this component t o  be a del ta  funct ion  a t  3.17 x Hz yields a b ias  
o f  51 db  a t  f = l r 7  Hz usins the Q, spectral v,indcvr on s ~ h i c h  a l l  t h e  2 
es'iimat5s presented here are based. The spectral density estimates o f  
T I  and T2 a t  Hz are 51 db and 48 db. These estimates a r e ,  there- 
fore ,  probably doninated by t h i s  compocent. A t  2 x lom7 Hz ( t he  nex t  
higher frequent:+ es t i na t e )  a sine wave o f  t h i s  amp1 i tude and frequency 
would produce on ly  a 33 db bias  so t h a t  estimates above this frequency 
may be mea~:ingful depending on the exact  spectral  components of  this  
The poi:ier spectral  density e s t i r~a tes  f o r  the power supply voltage 
monitors (vmcheck  and v, I ) ,  and the temperature channel of  the T2 
t ~ r ~ e ~ k  
noise source are shown i n  F i g s .  7.9,  7.10, and 7.11 for  conplete~ess.  
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measured using t h e  d ig i ta l  vol tneter  vihi l e  TTl , TT3, and TT4 itrere 
sampled by the  , l / D  converter giving us i n f o r ~ a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  the 
accurzcq of  t h e  A/D converter). K 1 ,  K4, a n d  Kg viere determined 
such t h a t  TT1 - K1 x TT2, TT3 - K3 x TT2, TT4 - KG x TT2, and TT5 - 
4 K x TT2 z.re apr,i-oxinatcly c o ~ s t a n t  over 2000 sa!viples a t  iit = 10 soc. 5 
These values \-:ere arrived a t  by estimating, for e x i ~ p l e ,  K1 as 
h 
a f t e r  f i r s t  removing the sam~le moans from TT1 and TT2. TT1 - K1TT2 and 
TT2 viere then plotted ( a s  in F i  g . 7.12) .  A c o r r e c t i o n  \\/as then laad. t o  
obtain 19 by observing the  magnitude and p o l a r i t y  o f  the co~ponent o f  
h 
TTI - KlTT2 v!hich resenbles TT2. The v a l u e s  arr ived a t  w e r e  K1 - 1.023, 
K3 = ,960, K4 = ,957 and Kg = 1.02. Figure 7.12 s:33:.is TTl-K1TT2, TT2, 
TT3-k3TT2, TT4-KqTT2, and TT5-K5TT2. As can be seen, i t  was possi hle t o  
c a n c e l  the 1 a r ~ e  n a r r o w  band coi2iponent f o r  TT1 -K1TT2 almost completely. 
T h i s  i s  reassuring since these thermistors i:ere mounted t o u c h i n g  each 
other,  encased tcoether i n  a h i g h  thernlally conductiv coixpound. T h e  
remaining nar rosband  component may be explained as the quantization err; 
o f  the A / D  cor~verter. T h e  s tzp s i z e  of  the A / D  is - 10 millivolts. 
Since the der ivat ive  of  the  thermistor o u t p u t  i s  usually less t h a n  1 
mi-llivolt per sarple, for  ~t = 103 seconds, i t  i s  n o t  surprising t o  f i n d  
t ha t  tile q u a n t i z a t i o n  noise ( w i t h  a peak t o  peak vo l t age  o f  .01 v o l t s )  
i s  h i g h l y  correlated w i t h  the s igna l  b e i n g  quantized. The cancel l a t ion  
was less suecessfu7 for $I-te other therini stors t ih i ch  viere mounted some 
distance away from the T2 thernlistor. In a l l  cases the s e l f  noise o f  
the therzistors (band l i n i t ed  t o  f = 5 x lom5 Hz) i s  less  t h a n  . O I Z G C  
over this  7 .6  aonth period with the exception of a possible trend 
comri:on "c a l l  f f v e  ther~7-isto.i.s. 
Figui-es 7.13,. . . J.16 s h o ~  the power spectral  density estimates of 
these temperature channel differences. Co31paring these figures w i t h  
Figs. 5.15,.. . ,5,19 we see t11a"Ltle thermis"iar noise i s  a t  'least225 d b  
belovi the power spectral  densit;, of the temperatures over these ranoes. 
This i s  qui te  suf f ic ien t  since a l l  estimates o f  the noise sou rce  temper- 
ature confficin~ts are less than 0.2 and  the e f f e c t  of temperature on the 
n o i s e  po::er spect i -a?  density estiicatcs has already been sho:in t o  be 
small * 
The poss ib i l i ty  s t i l l  exists ,  however, t ha t  the large low frequ-ncy 
component o f  teaperature (10 l o g  f - -60) i s  i n  fact common to all of  the  
channels ( d i l  to a gi-oufid loop for example). The 1 or! -Frequency poxer 
spectuzl density of  teroperature i s  assumed n o t  t o  be due t o  po>ier sup;?ly 
variations since 
"kcheck a r e ,  by theoretical  caf culr,"cian, 54 dh more 
sensi t i  ve t o  pcv:er supply vari  a t i  ons t h a n  the  t e ~ p e r a t u r e  measuri ng  
channels. The por.!er spectral  densit;] estimates of V a r e S  hovtever, + check 
the same order o f  magnitude as those for the temperature d a t a  (see Figs. 
5.21 and 5.22). 
The p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  t h e w  i s  low frequency noise added t o  a1 1 of  
the chantlels i s  rejected for  the fol lowing  reasoi?. The noise s o ~ ~ r c e  
channel s are  i d e n t i  cal t o  the temperature channel s (the fi nal a;n?l i f i ers 
before leaving the oven are even contained i n  the same integrated c i r c u i t  
f o r  the noise and temperature channel of  each source),  and  s h o u l d  e x h i b i t  
F i g w e  , l? Ti%? ~ . ~ r , a i n  pls lzs  of nor~af_ lz r?d  Z;e;r:pcsrxZ;we dif i'erences 
- - -  (2030 points ,  A1=-10,003 second- ) . 
the same noise 1°F i t  exis ts ,  Pta-ise sources T4 and T 5 ,  hontie~er~ have 
power spectral density es+i~::ates w h i c h  are l m ~ r  (st the low frequency 
end) then t h a t  o f  the tecperature channels. 
Figures 7.13, .  . . ,7 .16,  therefore , es tab1 i sh upper bounds on b o t h  
the low frequency thirmistcin i ~ o i s e  and  the fi:e~suriny: channel noise fo r  
5 typica l  channzls. 
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7.4 Power Supply Coefficients 
The output of the noise source amplifiers i s  not expected t o  be 
entirely independent o f  supply vol tage, a1 t h o u g h  the component of output 
noise due t o  supply voltage noise should be negligible based on typical 
specifications given by the operational amp1 i f i e r  manufacturer. The 
h i g h  degree of regulation which i s  performed prior t o  the supply lines 
entering the oven and the high loop gain of these regulators assures that  
the supply voltage fluctuations (see F i g .  7.1) are dominated by the 
internal noise of the regulator supply ci rcui try. 
For noise source 82 thereare no data concerning the power supply 
noise. This fact  i s  n o t  disastrous since the power supply noise i s  i t -  
self just a form of semiconductor noise resulting i n  an observed noise . 
which originates from a more complex semiconductor source than 
original ly intended. 
In the case of noise sources Tl,...,T5, however, one would like to 
assure that the contribution due to the power supply (which i s  common 
to  a l l  five noise sources) i s  in fact  negligible to assure that the 
noise data represent 5 s t a t i  s t i  call y independent noi se sources. I t  i s  
for  this  purpose that  Vmcheck and '+check were measured during the course 
o f  the experiment. 
Assume that N(t) = n( t )  + ks(t)  and S ( t )  = s ( t )  + r ( t )  (where 
N(t) i s  the observed noise, s ( t )  i s  ei ther  the + or - supply voltage 
and r ( t J  i s  the reference supply voltage), and that  n ( t ) ,  s ( t )  and r ( t )  
are zero mean, stationary, s ta t i s t i ca l ly  independent processes. All of 
the values will be expressed i n  the units of volts a t  the appropriate 
measurino channel. kle vji l l a1 so assu!-:?e t h a t  the pobrer spectral 
densit ies of the processes are s i i3~i lar ,  S ( f  1 - klSs(f) - k2Sn(f), since 
r 
they are a1 1 scniconductor no i se  and t h z t  k l  - 1 since s ( t )  and r ( t )  are 
generated by r e y l  a t o r s  ~iilici! employ s i i n i  1 a r  cc~ponents (s2e Fi  g .  4.4). 
Under these  ci rcv~:s tancs  an obvious estimator for  k ( g i v e n  ti:at 
S ( t )  and N ( t )  are known for 0 - < t - < T) i s :  
T a k i n g  the expectat ions o f  the nun~erator and  denozinator  i n d i  v i d u a l  ly  
yie lds:  
m 
under the assuli;pti on t h a t  k = 1 . 1 
The variz..,nce of t h i s  estimator would be extrerrely d i f f i c u l t  to cal-  
culate although a reasonable e s t i a ~ a t e  o f  the  accuracy may be o b t a i n e d  
by calculating the variances for the various terms i n  the nugerator and  
denolninator of Eg. 7.4.2 individually. 
L e t  
B 
be made as small as An accurate estiiriate for k requires t h a t  -- E l ~ \  
p o s s i b l e  where prc~4h-i tening ~ i g h t  be considered as a t oo l  t o  achieve an 
where * denstes conval u t i o n  and 
Since b o t h  s ( t )  al:d r ( t )  are semicondcctor noise, a reasonal~le 
approximation t o  t h e i r  appa ren t  spectral densities mi g h t  be: 
The 1vq frequent;/ c u t o f f  i ;ou ld  occur due t o  the re~qoval o f  sample 
means froi-I the o r i g i n a l  d a t a .  
These assumpticns inply:  
1 1  AB -- 2 d v ,  O <  f 27 
v -0-3  - 
Sr(f)"Ss(f) - 
1 d v +  A% -- AB - 
v v - f  V 
1 
- 
2 9 1 
- <  f < - -  -- 
f - - 2ht T 
i f  T >> 2iit .  T h i s  yields (very roughly) :  
The same calculation, however, assuming prewhi tening 
and 
I t  appears, therefore, tha t  prewhi tening holds a clear advantage for  large 
values o f  Tlat.  T 
2 s ( t ) d t  'require more The variances for terms such as y = 
Q 
information about the s t a t i s t i c s  of the process. I f  one assumes tha t  
s ( t ]  i s  a gaussian process then: 
iinpl i e s  
2 0 
for T s> a t  or 0 - - -  T A ~  -+#*rq for  T >> At . J' 6 i 
lie are no:.: prepzreci to place  tolerance estiriiites on each o f  the 
tenns o f  E q .  7.4.2 ass~miny preirhitening and t h a t  
For T = 2000 iit ( a s  v i i  11 be used i n  the estilxates nlade l a t e r ) .  
and i f  k2 > 5 as i s  suggested by careful comparison o f  Figs. 7 .4 ,  ..., 
A 
7.8, 7.10 and 7.11 then we have k - k ( l  0.1) i 0.06. 
4 The experimental data were presrhi tened a t  a t  = 10 seconds using the 
standard prewhi tening f i  1 ter, 2039 data points were used for  a1 1 noise 
sources except T5 for  vrhich only 1752 points were available. The 
resulting estimates [replacing summations for  integrals i n  Eq .  7.4.1) - 
are : 
' 'Noise Source (+ supply) k (-supply) 
Since a1 1 of these estimates are belo\" t t h  estimated er ror  of + 0.06 
i t  seems safe t o  say (under a1 1 of the assumptions made in th is  
section) tha t  the total  spectral component due to  both power supply 
voltages l i e s  belovr the curve resulting from shif t ing the power 
spectral density estimate% for  ei  ther  Vtcheck Or '-check down 24 db 
(the spectral density estimate for  e i ther  Vmcheck o r  V+check represents 
the power spectral density for  a sum of tvro power supply voltages). 
- Comparisonof Figs. 7.11, 7.4 ,..., 7.9indicates  tha t  i t i s  very 
unlikely tha t  povler supply voltage contributes more than 10% to  the 
power spectral density a t  any given frequency. As a point of in t e res t ,  
the valuer of k indicated (ranging from 1 k/ = 0.001 t o  0.042) represent 
power supply rejection rat ios  of -112 db to -80.0 db,and i k [  = 0.06 
represents a siipply re ject ion r a t i o  o f  -76 db  referecced t o  the i n ? u t  of 
each o p e r a t i o n a l  a!.-?] i f i e r .  The nanufactvrer worst case 
supply rejection ratios of -76 db and -74 d b ,  and typ ica l  re ject ion 
ra t ios  o f  -90 db 2 n d  -92 db for  the 747 and 709 ope ra t iona l  anpl i f i e r s  
res ; ;ec t i~e ly .  The above e s t i n a t e  c i  k = 0.06 corresponds almost 
exact ly  vi.i i l l  tiic man~fiicturer's vrorst case spec-ifi ca t ions ,  g i k f i n g  an 
addi  t i o n a ?  decree of coniidznce t h a t  the po;:er supply noise contributes 
less t h a n  10% to the noise power spectral density a t  any frequency. 
Chapter VIII  
CQIJCLUS 1 r[)i.jS 
Hop: well does the fmC( model f i t  t he  observed phenonenon and ivhat 
i s  the "correct" v a k e  o f  c;? Wavicg estimated t i i e  po:izr spectral 
dens? t i e s  of s ix  noise sources over more t h a n  9 dccadzs of  frequency, 
one night  hope t o  shed somc l i ~ h t  on this question. As can bo seen i n  
F i g s .  7.4,  7 . 5 ,  2 n d  7 . 6 ,  a stratght l ine f i t s  the  spectral dens i ty  
estiri.?tcs f o r  TI, T2, and T3 quite wel 1 over many decades (the leveling 
ou t  i n t o  white noise i s  t o  be expected a t  h igh  frequencies and the l o w  
Frequ2ncy bias  fo r  51 a n d  T2 has already bgen discussed). These s t r a i g h t  
1  i c e  appi-oxjriat ions yield a ' s  o f  1 .l 6 ,  1.21 , and 1 .I 8. tioi se sources 
82, T4, and T5 ( i n  Figs. 7 . 3 ,  7 . 7 ,  and 7.8), however, seem t o  defy the 
straight l i n e  n:odel. I f  one approximates a s t r a i g h t  l ine  over a few 
decades a t  a time, the  slope, a ,  seems t o  increase monotonically w i t h  
decreasing frequency ( jus t  the opposite of w h a t  i s  needed t o  get  f i n i t e  
power) g i v i n g  local values o f  cx betvieen 0.87 and 1.36 for  P2, 0.87 and 
1.24 for  T4, and 0-91 and 1.24 for T5, 
Another n:ethod i-;f eslii:iatino CX, i!iiich has the  virtue of  g i v i n g  a 
single value representing the overall t rend,  i s  t o  di-avr a l i ne  t h r o u g h  
the end points .  To a v o i d  2oss-i ble b i a s  a t  the h i g h  and  low frequency 
ends, p o i n t s  were chosen at 10 log  f = -60 and 17. T h i s  nethod yields  
va lues for  a o f  1 '03, 1.05, and 1.05 for t2, T4, and T5. 
The "best" estimates for noise sources $2, T I ,  T2, 73, T4, and F5 
w i l l  b e a s s u r : r ~ d t a b e a = 1 . 0 9 , 1 . 1 6 , 1 . 2 1 ,  1.13, 1 , 0 5 , a n d l . f 1 5 .  R i s  
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th i s  a u t l i o r ' s  prejudice ti-iit a value of a = 1.0 1s a more " r e a s o n a b l e "  
constant  for a phys i ca l  process t h a n  1 . I2 (the average o f  the above 
estimates). The f z c t  that none c;f the above e s t i ~ a t e s  f a l l  beloir  the 
magic value o f  1 .0 ,  hok;c?vei-, l e n d s  l i t t l e  su!~port t o  t h i s  hjtpothesis. 
I t  i s ,  o f  coui-se, possible t h a t  S D R ~  unf~rese~?: l  bias ' in  the ex?eriment 
i s  responsible for  an i n f l a t e d  value f o r  a. I t  i s  also possible, on 
the o the r  hard, t h a t  the apparent  increasing value o f  a: r ~ i  t h  decreasing 
f requ~ncy  (observed i:i three o f  the  noise source  estimates) reveals the 
true cha~~,c"t;er or" this  prccess  . 
Perl?aps more i ~ i p o r t a n t  t h a n  e s tab l i sh ing  a v a l u e  f o r  a, hov!evsr, i s  
establishing bounds on the loer frequency break i n  the l/i characteristic 
( i f  such a break e x i s t s ) .  None of  the noise sources (F igs .  7.3, ..., 7.8) 
g i v e  any i n d i c a t i o n  of a break even dovin t o  loe7 i-lz (note, hovjever, t h a t  
spectral e s t i n a t e s  for noise sources TI and T? a re  cer ta in ly  n o t  good 
belo:.: 3 x lom7 Hz and questionable for  higher frequencies). 
A more careful statement which takes i n t o  account the variance of  
the est i i . iz tes,  the lo\ ,  frequenc~/ bias due t o  the  spectral windov! used 
(see  Section 2.8), and  a particular form o f  1 ow frequency breakdo:.:n 
seens i n  o r l e r .  It has a1 ready bzen mentioned thi i"Lthe s t a n d a r d  devia-  
t i o n ,  G ,  of the lo:, f requenc~t  esti;li:tes i s  n e a r l y  50:: i n  some csses. 
Assume t h a t  none o f  th2 e s t i : ~ a t e s  for noise sources $2, T3, T4, and T5 
( F i g s .  7.3, 7.6, 7 . 7 ,  and 7.8) f a l ;  nore than 3 db  bzlovi the l / i  trend 
l i n e  (the place~:lent of th is  l ine i s  highly subjective, a1 t h o u g h  I 
feel  t h a t  this  zssun;iiion h o l d s  f o r  rather pessimist< c placexent fo r  the 
noise sou rce s  i n d i c a t e d ) ,  then  t he  p r o b a b i l i t ~ ,  i s  verjj l o v ~  t h a t  the 
expected value f o r  the estimate could l i e  more t h a n  6db below t h e  trend 
l ine  ( th is  v~ould require an cs t ina te  nore than 20 above the mean value). 
Referring to Table 2 . 1 ,  if the true spectra l  density i s  o f  the form 
1 7 then the probability t h a t  f 3 5 x 10 Hz i s  negligible. Qe c - 
L 
may concl ude, ti~erefoi-e, t h a t  the true ps::er spec t ra l  densi ty ( fo r  no5 se 
sources #2, T3, 74, T5) cannot  (~;i t h  reasonable probabi  l i t y )  c l  oselq 
reseinble ---L-- / f j  + f, a t  low frequencies with 10 l o g  f > - 63. C - 
Spectral estimates for  n o i s e  sources TI  and T2, however, are t h o u g h t  
t o  be doiilinated by soine ui;kno:.!n param~ter  at the lo~ies t  f requencies.  I f  
vfe assume t h a t  these est inaies  are good for  f - 3 Hz then the above 
argument implies t h a t  the true spectral density i s  n o t  l ikely t o  
.rese~l:bf e 1 with 10 log f c  - > - 55.23 (fc - > 3 x lom6 Hz) .  
I cons~de r  b o t h  of these estinrates to be rather  conservative, The 
f = Hz estimate o f  T5 ( F i g .  7.8) i s  nearly 3 db above the trend l ine ,  
which implies (for this case) t h a t  a break o f  the form 1 W-i t h  
f - > lom7 Hz i s  v2ry improbable. 
Popcorn noise has been observed w i t h  w a i t i n g  times greater t h a n  
10' secends. T h i s  f a c t  isnds suppor t  t o  the hypothesis t h a t  l / f  noise 
may rcsul t  frc::i a sur: o f  many such components (see Appendix A fo r  
exz:pie). !hi  t i n y !  t i r e  d-istri b u t i o n s  f o r  h jo  popcorn corponei-~ts ( h a v i n g  
esti;nated mean riaiting t ines  o-F 1 . 4  x lo4$ 4.6 x lo3 ,  1.8 : 10', and 
4 1.6 x 10 seconds) and spectral  e s t i m a t e s  o f  no i se  containing these 
aW-[31 a t  components shor: 2ood agree!?t?nt v!i t h  previous e s t i ~ a t e s  b y  Puck, w b  
higher freqt~encies.  Otiier popcorn components have been o b s e r v e d ,  hov~ever ,
whict? i n d  2 the p o s s i b i l i t y  of more complex behavior .  
Appendix A 
One hypu".es"i sas t o  @ha orisit? o f  I/f noise i s  t h a t  i t  i s  dhe 
sum o f  a large iii~iilber o f  burst components. As has a7 ready been discussed,  
t[lc po;!er s:~ectri;l cicnsi ty c f  a ran do:‘^ t e l e g r a p h  wave ( v h i  ch appears to 
accurately describe popcorn noise) i s  
(see E q .  5 .7 .1 ) .  
For s i ~ p l i c i t y ,  assune T = T, = T _  (it i s  clear t h a t  the f o l l c t ; ~ i n g  
argurnent i s  e a s i l y  extended f o r  T ,  f -r- i f  the a's are s i in i lar ly  d i s -  
tri  b u t c d  fo r  a1 l valws o f  fa). Ij!e have, therefore, f o r  ezch burst 
ca~ponent 
where 
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Burst conponerits have been observed w i  t h  a p p a r e n t  t i ~ e  c o n s t a n t s  1 arge 
e n o u g i ~  t o  sccount f c r  l / f  noise do:.~n to the lotiest frequencies measured. 
This f a c t  rr,akes the ii:~pothesis appeal  i n g  since physical processes wi t h  
6 time constants on the  order of 19 seconds are rather hard  t o  come by 
within a snail intc igrzted c i r c u i t .  The question i s ,  hoii does one ci-~oos. 
a physically rezl i s t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  for the burst amp1 i tudss and t ine  
ca:?stants t a  create 2 l / f  spectral  dei:sity. 
B e r n a l ~ ~ n  t 1241 :,as pimobably the f i  rst o f  nang- r259261 t o  recognize 
t h a t  a l / f  spectral ci-nsity coilld tic o h t i i r i e d  by the following r ~ e t h o d .  
The physical model for  burst noise v~hich viill be used i s  apparently due 
t o  C . A a  Fjead and I?-3, kihitt-ier 13' page 381e The theory supposes the 
existence of tra;>pins centers near the base eni t t e r  jiinctio:: o f  thc t r a n -  
sistor ((they could be located i n  the oxide layer  above the junction f o r  
exan;ple) vihich are  pos i l io i? rd  i n  such a way as t o  m~dula te  the f l o v i  of  
current i n  the junc t ion  as an electron i s  trapped o r  released. The do- 
t a i l e d  physics of the nodzl i s  beyond the scope of t h i s  discussion. The 
only point i!hich i s  im;~ortant t o  the foliovring discussion i s  t o  note t h a t  
the p r o b a b i l i t y  (per unit  tirce) of  an electrot? tunneling t h r o u g h  t o  a 
t r a p p i n g  cecter ( o r  I e a ~ f i n g  i t )  i s  p ropo r t i ona l  t o  e -2 kx where x i s  the 
thickness of  the non-condijcting ~ e d i  urn villi ci: the  electron niust t u n n 5 l  
t h r o u g h  and k i s  a cons tant  of the materials invo l i fed .  This gives 
To = e -2kx vdhere f i s  ih2 c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f r eq~ency  o f  the  burst coroonent 0 
created by this t r a p p i n g  center.  I f  we assunc t h a t  these t r a p p i n g  
centers are located i n  the oxide layer (kt2 are i g n o r i n g  the question of 
how (or whether) a single electron trapped i n  the oxide layer might 
cause such a n7acroscopic e f f e c t  as  popcorn noise131) an 
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fmax = ce frnin = ce , then 
for fmin -X f rrtax " 
In t he  range -F T 
. m i n  -I. 2 fmax' A ( f )  - 2 and  10 log[~(f)/(F)] = -3 db  
occurs a t  f = fMi, and f = f,,, so t h a t  
i s  a good a~p rox i r53 t i cn  for  a l l  f 
m i n  < ' fmaxe 
A lopi dcnsilCj/ of  trapping centers rnish'c ilso be expzcted to produce 
a l / f  trend b u t  it!ith soil2 ri2ple.  I f  we ilssurqe equal anp7-i tude burst 
compcn2nts spaced by Factors of i n  frequency ( t h a t  i s ,  spaced by 
10 l o g  6 on the 10 l o g  f a x i s )  then the expected spectral  density i s :  
ble are interested i n  the dnvia- t ion o f  this  spzctra l  dsns i ty  f r o m  
I L e t  
For l a rge  3 (3 - > 2 for exaclple) and large  ii i t  i s  clew- t h a t  only a fevi 
terms need be eva lua t ed  for midd le  range freyueccizs. 
E v a l u a t i n g  3 ( i )  f o r  6 = 10 (one burst co-ponent per decade o f  
frequenyf) reveals a peak to peal< r ipple  i n  the midd le  frequency ranges 
o f  only a b o u t  4.5 db. For 8 = 2 (-one ccmponent per octave of frequency) 
the peak to peal: ripple of D ( f ]  becomes less than (1.00Ql db .  I t  i s ,  
therefore,  possible t o  exp la in  a spectral densi ty ,  which  dev ia tes  f rom 
l / f  by much less than the accuracy with which we m i g h t  eve r  hope t o  
measure, over 20 decades (10-" to  1 0 ~ '  Hz for  example) as a sum o f  
only - 70 burst components [ to  estimate the spectral density of a data 
array over only one decade to  a standard deviation of ,0001 db would 
require - 1.9 x 10" samples; - 600 years a t  dt = 1 second). 
A t  this point rre have a method for  simulating l / f  noise over many 
decades in the digi tal  computer. I't seems, therefore, t o  be an excellent 
opportunity t o  t e s t  the spectral estimator used i n  evaluating the 
experimental d a t a  by applying i t  t o  a data . array . w i t h  known s t a t i s t i c s .  
I t  may also be constructuve to  observe this function in the time domain 
as compared t o  the experimental l y  obtained data.  
Producing a very long data record (so tha t  the simulated noise 
could be analyzed over several decades in exactly the same manner as 
the experinlental data) required a large amount of computing time 
(a1 though not a part icular ly sophisticated program). A program was, 
therefore, written for  an EMR model 6130 computer fo r  which no accounting 
was required (the program required several hours o f  machine time). 
The program l i s t ed  i n  F i g s .  A.la and A.lb consists o f  a random number 
generator subroutine whi ch provides numbers drawn from an exponenti a1 
distribution (wi th  variable time constant) and a main program which 
keeps track o f  the switching times and s ta tes  of each of the burst 
components. 
The random number generator 1201 is  composed of two parts.  A 
sequence of random numbers, ui , vrhich are uniformly distributed over the 
range 1 to  z3' i s  generated by the fornula ui+, = (.aui + c) , ,~  30 u s i n g  
Di? 2 I=1 ,20  
$\;4? (I )-1;02 
2 CALL ~ { E C E X P  ( T ( 1 )  ,.&(I) .UI ,uU) 
DCf 1 1=7,5G0 
1 'I=O 
DO 6 J=1,2000 
TT=TT+DT 
DO 4 i:= t ,20 
IF(T(K),GE,TT) GO 761 4 
I1=11+-1 
CALL i:~r;t:;;"(~~,$:(i:j ,ii7 , U O j  
IF(CT,GT.'l,C'i36) CT=1 .OD% 
T(K)=T(K>+CT 
~~!P(\<)=-!\MP (K) 
GO 'fQ 3 
4 CClidTl l lUE 
DAT;I(J > = A$"! (1  ) 
no 5 r,-;2,20 
5 D A T A ( J ) = O ~ ~ T A ( J  )+A:$? (K) 
6 CO?tTIiiVE 
~ A T ~ i ( 2 0 0 1  ) = I  
DkT;\(20Q2)=11 
\ . i r ? iT i ( i ,E : ID=7 ,E~~=100)  DATA 
7 CQIITI I!UE 
100 Ei lDFILE  6 
STOP 
a Conputor program to pro3ace si ted l / f  noise. 
SUBP,O:!TII:E I:EI;EXP (T ,F,A, XI , XO) 
DOUBI-E Pi:ffISXfi;l P?,T,i iR 
1;I-K CER X9 ,Xi 
f i i T E G E R  'iO,Y1,60,G1,1";0,Al 
A0=5 
A1 -4096 
CO= 12443 
Clz9587 . 
/ 1 
LDA [\'I 
Id3 Y XO 
STE Y 1  
LDA A0 
I4t"'V XI 
I43V E , A  
~1 
I."OV W , E  
AllD ~ $ 7 7 7 7 7  
S T A  Yl 
LDA A0 
MP'f i(O 
ADD Y1 
t 4 1 V  A 9 E  
I D  ~ $ 7 7 7 7 7  
ADD C1 
b?OV A , E  
AND ==$77777 
STA Y 1  
LDA 10 
RPY XO 
EJ,O\d E,A 
ADD C O  
STA YO 
JLZ )I00 . 
LDE Y 4  
J iV  ) I 1 0  
f O O  143V A P E  
Ar:D =$77777 
STA YO 
LDE Yl 
M4O E , E  
110 AUD ~ $ 7 7 7 7 7  
STA  'if 
+ I F  
X@=PO 
X1 =Y 1 
IF(YI ,EQ,O) ~ 1 = 1  
DP-=DFLO/'.I ( Y 1 ) 
DP=D3 f 3,276Z54 
D P = D L ~ G ( D P )  
T=-DP*!l!\ 
RE TU RN 
the values a = 134217733 and c = 314159265. The modulus Z3' resul ts  
from the 16 b i t  word s ize of the computer and the method by which double 
precision arithmetic was implemented by the program. The assembly 
language sequence i n  the subroutine ( F i g .  A. lb)  i s  necessary to  perform 
the modulus z3' arithmetic since the FORTRAN compiler had no provisions 
for  double precision integers. A random number, t i ,  drawn from an 
30 exponential distribution is then found by evaluating ti = -T en(ui/2 ) ;  
6 The main program then constructed an array of 10 points which i s  the sum 
1 i 20 ideal burst components w i t h  character is t ic  frequencies f i  = 2- 
' f o r  i = 1,... ,2Q. 
This array was recorded on magnetic tape and i s  plotted i n  Fig. A.2. 
The vertical scale i n  this figure assumes tha t  the peak t o  peak magnitude 
o f  each popcorn component, h ,  i s  0.025 volts.  In order to  accurately 
simulate the conditions under wh ich  the experimental data were analyzed, 
a bias of 1.0 vol t  (a t  t h i s  arbi t rary scale)  was added t o  the data. A 
sampling period of a t  = 10 seconds was assumed for  the i n i t i a l  data and 
3 4 
spectral estimates were made a t  a t  = 10,100,10 , 10 , and 5 x 10 4 
4 seconds (-10 points are used for  a l l  spectral estimates except -10 3 
4 4 points a t  ~t = 10 sec and -200 pts a t  ~t = 5 x 10 seconds) using the 
same resampl i ng f i 1 t e r s  used w i t h  the experimental data. The expected 
spectral density i s  
hL 1 10 log S(f) ' 10 log C ij + Z-j 
,j=-ai 
- 10 l o g  f - 39.48 for  h = 0.025 volts.  
A t  10 log f = -40, 10 log S(f) 0.52. Th.is agrees quite well w i t h  the 
k'igi;re A.  2 Tim2 domain p l o t s  ol s irnclated l / f  noise.  
P .-- 

estimates shown in F ig .  A.3. 
For povler spectral dens1 ty estimates over tvlo decades of frequency, 
the expected standard deviation i s  o- S ( f )  where N' - N - 30. 
Therefore 
are expected to be 
Figure A .  3 appears to agree qui te  we1 1 wi t h  these predi cted vari ances 
and demonstrates no unexpected biases (the low estimates a t  the high 
frequency end of each estimation r u n  are the result  o f  the low pass 
resampl i ng f i 1 t e r  frequency response) . 
The simulated data i n  t h e  time domain (Fig. A.2) resemble the 
experimental data to an extraordinary degree (particularly af ter  
f i l ter ing and resampling) even though it i s  composed of only 21 discrete 
levels a t  the bzsc s a g ~ ; ? l i n g  ra te  (note, i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h e  resemblance 
t o  noise source T5, the only source n o t  denonstrating obvious  pogcorning, 
i n  Figs. 5.1,. . . ,5 .7) .  T h i s ,  of course, leads to no conclusions except 
t h a t  t h 2  su-i o f  po7coi-n co:n;jonent hy~ot!izsis has n o " L w n  sh~o:t:n t o  be 
incoi :s istent v i t h  ti?? observed d a t a ,  
Appendix B 
idhen atter!?t.ing to estimate t h e  probahi  l ' i ty  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fo r  a 
saryle funct izn  vie of t en  produce a h i s t o ~ r z r i  sko:!inp the nua15er, n ,  of  
sanples fallinp i n  a g i v e n  range o f  values. If we have W independent 
samples 05 the functio:,, then v:.- assume t h a t  t h e  ac tua l  probability o f  
the f unc t i on  t a k i n g  on a value i n  t h i s  rang2 for  any g i v e n  sa r~p le  i s  
n P - T h i s  procedure i s  used sevtlral times i n  Chapter V for  estimatiny 
the r i a i t i n g  t i z n  distribution o f  burst noise and the prohabili ty 
distri but!  sn o f  the difference func t ion ,  
I f  the sail:?l~s are indzpencient, then 
k samples f a l l i i y  i n  given PI 
P - - pk(l - p)N-k 
range out of bl samples k 
(the vie1 1 knovin b i  nomi a1 d i  s t r i  b u t i  on). 
- 1iP as vdc expected. 
In some cases r./e ]:lay wish t o  estimate af ter  f i t t i n g  a curve t o  k 
k the d a t a  for the vai- ious ranges considered. I n  other cases we will 
k assure t h a t  our  best estirlate o f  P f o r  ezch intervzl i s  i n  which case 
we r:ti19 ests ' l~~ate G to b2 k 
Appendix C 
DIGITAL DEALIASING FILTER 
In Chapter IT we require a digital low pass f i l t e r  with a cut off 
1 frequency (3 db point] of approximately 0.1 x ( s t  i s  the present 
sampling period] so that the data may be resampled with a new sampling 
period of 10 A t .  If  we consider x( t )  and y( t )  t o  be the i n p u t  and out- 
p u t  respectively of the f i l t e r ,  then the general form of the f i l t e r  
which we wish t o  consider is . . 
Since the o u t p u t  a t  time t involves input and output values only a t  
times t - k n t  for k = 0 ,  1 , .  . . , i t  is  sufficient t o  consider this  contin- 
uous f i l t e r  and separately consider the effects of sampling y ( t )  
(vthich has a1 ready been done in Section 2.5), instead of cons3 deri ng 
the input as a sampled function as i s  actually the case vlhen the 
f i l ter ing i s  performed in the digital computer. 
If we assume that x ( t )  and y ( t )  are stationary processes then 

In order to  assure s t a b i l i t y  o f  the f i l t e r  we must i n s i s t  t h a t  a l l  
o f  the s-plane poles of the transfer function l i e  in the l e f t  h a l f  p l a n e .  
T a k i n g  t he  L ~ ~ l z c e .  transforfl o f  E q .  C . 2  \.,"have 
I f  we l e t  z = eST, then the poles o f  H(s) occur a t  the zeroes of 
PI 
N2-k 22 I.:Z and a t  z = 0. I f  zk (k = 1 , *  .,N2) are the zeroes i n  the 
k=.Q 
z-pla~e, then tlie zeroes ir? the  s-p?ar,e occur ip!hzil 
There a re ,  therefore,  an in f in i  'cc nunber o f  poles i n  the s-plane 
for each pole  in the z-plane and  they a l l  l i e  a long  a ver t ical  l i n e  i n  
the l e f t  h a l f  s-plane i f  and only i f  / z k l  < 1 . The f i l t e r  i s  s tab le  i f  
Nil 
P1 - I< 
and cnly i f  a l l  o f  the zeroes oF b k .  l i e  inside the u n t t  
k=O 
c i rc le .  
E q u a t i o n  C.4 dellonstrates t h a t  f o r  any real se t  of e ie ight ing coef- 
f i c i e n t s  ak and bk  (such t h a t  the b k sat i r - fy  the stability c o n d i t i o n )  
the squared i i ~ a g n i t u d e  o f  the transfer fu;. sn nay be wri t ten  as a 
2 
r a t i o  of  po l~ fnomia l s  in cos ( ~ f ~ t )  where the numerator Ss o f  order N l 
and the d2nc::inator i s  o f  order 1 5 .  Clearly, for  a l l  r a t i o s  o f  poly- 
2 
nomials i n  cos ( 7 f r . t )  there cznnot e x i s t  a s e t o f  v i e i c ~ h t i n g  coeff ic ients  
yielding a f i l t e r  w j t h  " L f s  ilagr,i";vde squared tri.i.sfer Pui-iction. Consider 
2 for exart:ple, % - c ~ s  (7F1.t) :.~l?ic!: i s  negatitde for so:.i:e real values o f  i. 
I t  i s  p ~ s s i b l e ,  h ~ ~ f ~ e v e r ,  t o  s1hoi.i t h a t  an:/ r a t i o  of  polynonials i n  
2 cos (af/i.t) w i t h  :-eal coefficier?", sand :.:hich i's non-negat ive  and has no 
poles for.  a l l  real valued f czn b~ obtai17ed as the l ~ ( f )  l 2  o f  a f i l t e r  
o f  th2 form o f ' E ~ q  C C . l .  
I t  i s  s u f f i c i e i i . t  t o  c o n s i d ~ r  the  problei:? o f  f i nd in2  a set  o f  real 
valued 2 sucf~ t h s t  k 
l~~here  t h e  A are real and F ( f )  > 0 for  f r e a l .  k - 
t e t x  = e i2nfat ; $-hen 
= C ( x - )  whet-? C i s  a real cons t an t .  [ E q .  C.81 
Froa~ Eq. C.7 i.e ki?uv: t h a t  any non-real va lu -d  x I< E I U S ~  occur i n  ~ o ; l j u ~ z t e  
pairs .  Since C ( x - ~ ~ )  - > 0 for  a1 1 rea l  x such t h a t  -1 - < x - < 1 ,  any 
real x such t h z t  -1 < xk < 1 X U S ~  occur i n  even mn! t i p l e s .  Therefore,  k 
a l l  x cust occur i n  conjugate  pairs except real va lued  xk such t h a t  k 
l xk l  l 8  I*!e vti 11, therefore, order the x k  suc'l t h a t  
where N i s  even, 14 + = N ,  
'r,k are real and  1 x I > 1 . c r c r , k  - 
Clearly, e hava succeedsd in factor-inr; F ( f )  i n t o  
i t  1 ak i f  iB:e can show "i3a-k 
-N i s  rila? v a l u ~ c !  and nor;-i~ega-t-ivc. B u t  C = 2 BN r~hrre  A i s  real and ra 
Xr ,I< a.re real rri  "c1 > 1 so i t  i s  only necessary to s h o ~  t h a t  
We k ~ o w  t h a t  F ( f )  - > 0 f o r  a l l  real f. Therefore, by E q .  C.9 a t  
Nr 1.1,/2 
c n ( - x  rsli: 1 11 
fc- 1 j - 1 
Since t k e  zeroes 
(see Eq. C.10) and .- - -I  \i!e can always choose 
u n i t  c i r c l e )  except when 1 xk k = 1. B u t  this viould require 
a real v a l i l ~ d  -1 5 xk 2 1  which !;.auld imply a real pole  i n  j ~ ( - f )  1 2 
2 ( i f  F ( f )  represented the denc:ninator 05 \~(fj/ ) contrar:~ t o  our  
ori g i n a ?  assta:-ipt-i cn. 
He have, therefare,  shown "ca t  any 
P4 7 
k = 0  
A h 
f o r  a l l  rea l  f, w i t h  r e a l  valued Ak and Bk, and w i t h  no poles f o r  
f r ea l ,  can bz realized by a s table  f i l t e r  o f  t h e  form 
Two such f i l t e r s  (vil~ich can be Found i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  3 C221) 
Both  of tilsse f i1 te : -s  h i  11 be referred to 2s the "Tangent" and 
"Sine" "But t2 r~ ior ' ch"  f i  1 te rs)  s a t i s f y  the c r j  te r i  on f c r  k i n g  real izable  
Fi l ters .  Tke 3 db ~ i n t  P i s  f for both h i ?  ters and they  a r e  e a s i l y  
e 
factored t o  o b t a i n  : s e t  o f  weights. Far f, fc -c< -1 t i e  f i l t e r s  behave 2 ~ t  
nearly the s a l e  for a cjiven "1. For the tangent  fi 'l t e r ,  hov!evwr, N = 1 
N2 = !i ah? l e  f o r  the s ine  f!l tzr !4 = I! and = 0. Far a g iver i  nti:ibelA 2 
o f  ari tIiri-3tic o~e r3 t ions  vie can 7erfor1-i the f i l t e r in r j  process v:-i t h  a 
"Sine Butt~r: '~cr.th~' f i l t e r  w i t h  :: t w i c e  as large as for t i l e  "Tangent 
G u t t e ~ o r t h "  - T i  l t e r  ( the "Tang-n t  But"Leu.:.ioi*th", bowever, h o l d s  the 
1 
a d i f a n t a ~ z  for  fc-  rn). A f i l t e r  w i t h  a 3 db cutoff  frequency a t  
- and -30 db a t t e n u a t i o n  for f = -- fc - ax  can be realized w i t h  29:it 
1 2 ii = 5 (for the "5-in:" f i l t e r  vre have 1 1 4 )  1 = 29.6 db and 
1 2 
10 103 jk~(~->~) 1 = -80.6 db). T h i s  f i l t e r  reqilires only f i v e  ~ultipli- 
ca t i ons  and a d d i t i o n s  per input sas:ple b u t  has an important disad1:antjce. 
The impulse response i s  i n f i n i t e .  This means that tl;e transient response 
never goes to zero ( a l t h o u g h  i t  d i e s  o f f  exponentially) so t h a t  great 
care rrust be exercised i n  dec . i d in~  hovi nzny d a t a  po in t s  m u s t  be d i s -  
carded a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  the record a f t e r  f i l  t ~ r i n g  so t h a t  the  
transient response of "Lle f i  1 te r  i.!i l l  n o t  s i  g n i  f i  can t ly  bias the spectral 
estimates. A non-recursive f i l t e r  (Eq. C.1 w i t h  X2 = 0 )  has a f i n i t e  
ifiipulse resporise. T h i s  assures t h a t  p:e vri11 incur no  bias duz  t o  t r a n -  
sients i f  i.;e d i s c a r d  the f i r s t  ii d a t a  points out of the f i l t e r .  I t  1 
seeics obvious t h a t  v:e :rill require ?! > 10 for a lo:, pass f i l t e r  w i t h  
"4 
c u t o f f  f r2qcency o f  0 * 1  f c  = m . T h i s  suggezts, on the surface,  t h z t  a 
greater nu::',er of  ar:"ihr;ztic opera t ions  \\rill be required t o  f i l t e r  the 
d a t a .  For the non-r2cursive f i l t e r ,  horievcr, i t  i s  necessary t o  calculate 
the output sai.:;jles only a t  the  output szrple rate.  For a safiple rate 
reducticn of one tenth, Np could be a s  large  a s  50 and s t i l l  require 
only 5 add4 t i  ons and  rnul tip1 i c a t i ~ n s  per i n p u t  szn;3le. 
The prohlein Roil i s  t o  find a sui table  trznsfer f u n c t i o ~  For 
siopli c-i Q:,, t he  cl ass c f  f i l t e r s  considered !.!as 1  i~ : i  ted t o  sycil:elri c 
f i l t e r s  (ak = aFIlmk i n  E q .  C . 1 ) .  This provides f i l t e r s  t i l e  cfter; 
desirable prok3erty o f  linear phase (a1 t h o u g h  this property i s  not 
impor tan t  i n  th i s  a p p l i c a t i o n ) .  
Referring t o  E q .  C.5, t h e  transfer f u n c t i o n  ( a f t e r  t h e  delay i s  
a. 
a c o s ( 2 i c ~ f ~ : t )  , N odd 
+ 2  z i: 
k= f 
N even [ E q .  C.111 
n 
L 
a 
at 
C 
'I- 
f-- 
L 
&I 
.c-, 
C- 
a r -  
'4- 
I--- 
- 
'I- 
$-, 
V1 
5- 
a 
Y- 
ti- 
M,(r) = 17" (x x) i:here xo i s  defined try Tn(xO) = a ( x 0  > 0 and a > 1 ) .  
a n 0  
1 I il,(x) h i s  n roots .in - - . : x < - - - -  xO * 
Consider the se t  o f  a l l  polyno;qials o f  order n such t h a t  P,(x) = 
( - l ) P n ( - x )  and P , ( I )  = 1. Assune t h a t  t h w - n  e x i s t s  a polynoii!ial i n  t h i s  
l 1 
set sucii t h a t  PII(x) 2.; for  "1 14 < -- The d i  fference polynomi a l  
- 
D(x) = ifi (x) - P (x) i s  a t  z g ~ t  degree n .  ~ ( 1 )  = 0 and D ( - I )  - 0. n n 
F i  gure C .I si~ol.is ai? exani?'le of  i l  (x) wi: th n = 8 and n t l  r e ~ i  cns R1 . . . . , 
n 
l 
Rn+l -a . P,(x) must l i e  i n  the union bounded by +- and Mn(x) for  1x1 2 
U 1 o f  these  sets  for 1x1 2 1 .  Clearly, i f  P , ( x )  < afar 1x1 < - 9 p , ( r )  
- X~ 
must pass threuch each o f  the regioi:~ ~i v i n o  n+2 zeroes f o r  D(x) 
1 ( inc lud ing  the t : io  a t  x = i l ) .  I f ,  however, we have P,(x) 5 g f o r  
t 1" 2 %  P , ( x )  could pass from region Ri t o  Ri,2 w i t h o u t  entering 
region Ri , l .  T h i s  apparent ly  results i n  only one zero o f  D(x) i n  this  
interval  ins tead o f  t v m .  During this i n b r v a l ,  however, D(x) does n o t  
change sign even t h o u g h  i t  hzs a zero. i t  r u s t ,  therefcre,  have a zero  
of even order at th i s  p o i n t  q z i n  i n ~ l ~ l i n g  a t  l e a s t  n+2 zeroes for  D(x). 
Ho::ever, D(x) i s  a t  I ? L ? S ~  r d e r  n, ~ k . / c h  irl~;)!?;e~ D(x) = O and P,(x) = 
M ( x ) .  
n 
It has been slio:.in, thorefore, t h a t  for a s;i~metric non-recursive 
1~i.r pass fi1t.i. v ~ j t i i  :i coe f f i c i e r t t s  (riomalized SO t h a t  H(f = 0 )  = 1) 
1 the peak val ue of j H(f) / fo r  ic < f < -- may be m i  n in i  zed by c;?oosing 
- - 2n-t 
y: (nut t o  sczle ) 
P,(x) must ,  l i e  in the vro.iorr of R1 , . . . , R for -1 x kl 9 
g C 1 8th order Chc7~gsl'.er polynozicl. 
-
1 
"(f) = , Ti<-l '1 (xO c o m f h t )  :.,!;?re cos (irf k t )  = -- and  ( x ~ )  = a. For c 
"0 
a giv t in  va luz  o f  f,, I! may he i nc reas5d  u n t i l  a suf f ic ien t ly  small \jalue 
I of - i s  obta ined  t o  insure t h a t  the minifilum v i l iu-  of  N necessary t o  neet  
a 
A * 
~ n e  peak r i p p l ~  c r i t e r i o n  h h s  k e n  oiit2ineci. 
ik I I W ~  i; f-il"ier- y d ~ ' i c h  has a g,irz of less t h a n  -30 f o r  ---- 10ct  I < 
TN-l (xO) = 2 -  
Using Tn(x) = $ !pie f i  nci t h a t  
T ( x  ) = 31.8783. Therel'ore, a f i l t e r  vli-th N = 14 weirjhts wil l  ~ i v e  a 43 0 
1 low pass f i l t e r  vii'th a ca in  o f  less t h a n  -30.05 d!, fo r  f ~m . 
.I Since th2 trzns-fer func t ion  i s  H(f) = g cos (n arc  c o s ( x o c o s ~ l i ~ t ) )  
( n  = R - I )  thz n zeroos occur a t  
wilere t h e  coefficien-ts o f  the poiyno!liial i n  z are the weights ,  a k 3  i n  
E q .  C.1 ( C  i s  a nor~alizing c o n s t a n t ) .  
I f  the polyrlo!nial i s  nu1 t i p l k d  out for n = 13, xo = - 1 
71 
a n d  
CO5 m 
normalized so tiitit H(z - 1)  = 1, the fo l lovj ing  coeff ic ients  are 
One may a l s o  specify "Lile exact  value of  a which i s  desired and f i n d  
the value of n yieldiiig a cutoff  frequency as close as possible t o  the 
desired value.  There vias an exis t ins  program avai lable  in  the  Univac 
1108 a t  the >lava1 Und2rsea Center a t  the t i n e  the d a t a  analys is  ih;as 
heginni13g \.hi c ! ~  yiel$i:d ti:. f i  l tei- coeffi cien5s under these c o n d i t i o n s .  
-1 In 
= 1.0513 for  n = 13, 
I f: -- I 
G 10,;*8 &: ht Since the c u t o f f  frequnncll i s  s o  close t o  the desired 
value,  t:; c o e f f i c i e n t s v i z r e a c t u a l l y u s e d i n t h e d a t a a n a l y s i s :  
Thi: transfer functjoi? is  p l o t t e d  i n  F-ig. C.2 ;;.i"ih ~t = %. This p l o t  was 
made us ing  E q .  C.3 and  the actus1 c o e f f i c j z n t s  used i n  the d j t a  analysis. 
A f i l  t c r  i s  also required t o  reduce t i i z  sai~iple rate  fro^ a t  = 10 4 
4 
seconds t o  a t  - 5 x 10 seconds v:l?en per-?ori;ing the spectr i l  e s t i m a t ~ s  
i n  the lom7 - < f - < W m  rarise. The para-eters chosen were peak s ide  
1 lobes o f  less than -30 db  arid fc = - 5nt ( the  frequency a t  i t~h i ch  t h e  peak 
side lobe level i s  firs-t  reached). 
20 l o g  T7(xO) = 35 * 
Therefore, ciioosing n = 7 yields ai i  8 r!eight f i l t e r  w i t h  a peak s i t e  lob? 
level of -35 db. The normalized coeff lc iznts  actually used are-  
-30, Q 
-20e0 10 log f 
~i~-- -~ L;_C e Ce? Oraz teenth samplri r a t e  reduct ian  d i g i t a l  dealiasicg 
-- , f i l t e r  (di=~.j). 
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1 
- -  
2 ~ t  - I Hz* 
-20.0 - a r t ,  a 
10 LOG FREO 
Figu7-e C.3 One f i f t h  sample ra te  reduc%ion f i l t e r  ( A % = o . ~ ) .  
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